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Abstract 

Higher education is currently undergoing a paradigm shift, moving from the 

medieval model to a newer model based on the characteristics of distance education. 

This change can best be observed in the rhetoric of the documents associated with 

distance education: course materials, promotional materials; theoretical and 

historical studies; instructions for course development. The archaeological approach 

used by Michel Foucault in his histories of the prison, the clinic, and the asylum sets 

the precedent for such a study. The first two chapters provide a theoretical and 

historical background for the study of the rhetorical artifacts. Chapter 3 considers the 

earliest form of distance education, he correspondence course. This chapter 

emphasizes the growth of the sense of audience in the course materials, the 

advertisements, and teacher comments. Chapter 4 traces the growth of telecourses, 

including live interactive, broadcast, and non-broadcast, with an emphasis on the 

addition of new audiences. Chapter 5 examines the rhetoric of online courses within 

the context of the general optimism about computer-mediated instruction. These 

courses move distance education from the "invisible" to the ''visible." Chapter 6 

assesses the current state of the paradigm shift and makes predictions for the future. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction to Distance Education and Its Rhetoric 

Michel Foucault explains the changes in the basic social institutions of the prison, 

the clinic, and the mental hospital by examining rhetorical artifacts left behind as these 

institutions moved from an outworn paradigm to a more modern one. In each case, 

Foucault examined and evaluated the rhetorical evidence for these changes many years 

after the fact. As we approach the new millennium, a vital social institution is undergoing 

a change of the magnitude Foucault describes in his histories. Higher education around 

the world is in the process of changing not only its technology or pedagogy, but the 

whole pattern of relationships within the institution and the complex pattern of 

relationships with entities outside the institution. The advent of technology-driven 

distance education is forcing a reexamination of practices in higher education that date to 

the beginning of the millennium just passing. My purpose here is to capture this change 

in the institution while it is in progress by examining the rhetorical artifacts of this upstart 

system from the past and present. Rhetoric is central to distance education because only 

the written word can bridge the physical distance between student and teacher. Many of 

the rhetorical artifacts of distance education were too ephemeral to survive, but a great 

many are available for study. The time seems right to make use of these rhetorical 

artifacts to see what they can tell us about the changes that are currently taking place in 

higher education. 

1 
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Distance education has traditionally been marginalized, either completely outside 

the purview of the academy or banished to academia's proverbial broom closet. Although 

theoretical works on education itself, such as John Henry, Cardinal Newman's The Idea 

of a University, are widely read, even studied, the many theoretical and historical works 

on distance education are little known except among specialists. At the same time, 

although distance education is rapidly gaining ground all over the world, its triumphs are 

not usually reported in the context of the whole movement. For these reasons, in this 

introduction, I will present an overview of the scope of distance education, describe the 

instructional paradigm of distance education, differentiating it from the older model, and 

finally I will show how higher education is beginning its paradigm shift toward the 

distance education model. 

Distance Education: New Technology, New Students, New Paradigm 

A cursory search for "distance education" on the World Wide W eh yields a 

myriad of "hits" including sites describing degree programs, non-credit courses on a 

variety of topics, and online instruction in creating and teaching courses online. A brief 

message on the local Public Broadcasting System affiliate announces that PBS sponsors a 

complete associate of arts degree called Going the Distance taught via telecourses, 

available through local community colleges. Governor's State University in Illinois offers 

a bachelor of arts using only televised, correspondence, and online courses. Major 

community colleges such as Coastline, Miami Dade, and Dallas offer a variety of 

distance courses to students outside their geographical service areas. Students may obtain 
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an associate degree paying only the nominal in-county tuition even if they live outside the 

state. 

At the other end of the academic spectrum, Johns Hopkins School of Medicine is 

beginning to offer continuing education for doctors through video technology. Yale 

University and the University of Chicago are considering such programs (Blumenstyk 

"Elite" 3). Since 1991, the Peterson's Guide series has published a special guide to 

degrees offered through distance education. A recent edition reveals that a student can 

study for an MBA at Colorado State University, an MA in English at Purdue, or a Ph.D. 

in educational psychology at Nova University, which offers degrees only to distance 

students. 

The presence and accessibility of all these courses and programs are indicators of 

the growth of distance education in the last decade. Some factors in this growth are 

obvious: the technology explosion, especially computer capability, the expanded 

availability of new technology both to individuals and to institutions as prices for new 

equipment level off, and the need for colleges and universities to attract non-traditional 

students as the population of eighteen to twenty-two year olds declines. 

Other factors in the growth relate less obviously to the technology inherent in 

distance education. Universities are seeking international alliances to keep up with the 

global economy. Distance education may well be part of such alliances, as it is with Rice 

University in Latin America and Cornell in Asia (Blumenstyk "Elite" 4). The 

demographic changes in the potential student population from eighteen to twenty-two 
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year old full-time students to part-time students over twenty-five push colleges and 

universities to tailor their course offerings for these students, who are different from 

traditional students in the way they learn as well as in their lifestyle (Miller 214). Gary 

Miller contends that adults have a different kind of intelligence from that of adolescents; 

adults have the ability to "integrate, interpret, and apply knowledge" rather than simply to 

acquire new information rapidly (218). Because technology has the capacity to bring 

learning closer to life experiences, distance education may be more suited for these new 

students than the traditional classroom instruction. Institutions that wish to recruit these 

students may well find distance education courses a necessity rather than a marginalized 

alternative to the traditional classroom. Many administrators favor distance education 

because of its cost effectiveness and its appeal to the new market of non-traditional 

students. Tom Clark's study of faculty and administrators' attitudes toward distance 

education indicates that administrators are more favorable to it than are faculty. Faculty 

who participated in the study expressed some reservations about the lack of face-to-face 

contact in distance education; they also expressed approval of those elements that are 

most like traditional classroom interaction (29-32) 

Changing the Paradigm of Higher Education for the New Millennium 

How can such ambivalence be explained? Simply put, higher education is now 

e,xperiencing its most profound paradigm shift since the Middle Ages. The technological, 

demographic, and economic changes described above are forcing colleges and 

universities to reassess their institutional goals, their instructional methodology, their 
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target student population, even the job descriptions of their faculties. In this section, I will 

describe the medieval model that has shaped higher education in the West for the 

millennium now passing, then I will describe the model inherent in distance education, 

demonstrating how this model is shaped by the factors noted above and why it is poised 

to be the paradigm for at least the beginning of the next millennium. 

The medieval paradigm was itself shaped by the technology of the period: the 

illuminated manuscript. As Miller points out, the scarcity of the manuscripts meant that it 

was better for a group of students to come to a master than for a master to travel around 

to each member of the group. Thus was born the lecture, the seminar, the classroom. The 

scarcity of instructional materials made college a full-time occupation for students and 

teachers. The necessity of devoting several years of one's youth to such an education 

meant that it could only be accessed by young men of a wealthy class (213 ). 

Miller enumerates the implications that the medieval paradigm had for education. 

The classroom model creates the idea of "academic time" or "seat time." Because of the 

need to quantify learning by such time, the lecturer must break down knowledge into 

small bits. Learning these bits of information from the master became the standard way 

of learning rather than discovering knowledge on the student's own. Again, this 

instructional method was driven by technology: students did not have access to large 

numbers of books and so they memorized what they learned from the master. Thus 

learning was "authority-centered not community-centered or problem-centered" (213). 

From this authority-centered education came those hallmarks of traditional education 



today, the closed book test, which tests memorization, and the curriculum based on a 

narrow range of knowledge (214 ). This medieval paradigm has dominated higher 

education for almost a thousand years. 

6 

Technological changes and the concomitant social changes that took place during 

this period of domination brought about the conditions necessary for the change in 

paradigm. The Industrial Revolution is the most significant of these technological and 

social changes in its impact on education. The increased need for literate workers to 

produce and manage the new machines provided the impetus to the spread of literacy to 

the working class in the nineteenth-century. In both England and America, regular train 

service made it possible for extension departments of major universities to take classes to 

students far away from the universities. In Backstairs to a Degree: Demands for an Open 

University in Late Victorian England, Stuart Marriott chronicles the political history of 

the efforts of English educational reformers to establish a system similar to the British 

Open University under the aegis of Oxford and Cambridge. Similar efforts were made in 

the large Midwestern universities in the United States. These extension projects are 

precursors of distance education in their use of the technology of the era, especially the 

rail service and the printing press, but they do not constitute a paradigm shift of the 

magnitude now occurring. The Industrial Revolution created a social and technological 

milieu in which distance education could grow, but the education offered in these 

extension classes still fit the medieval paradigm in its organizational structure, 



instructional methods, and production methods. Only with the industrialization of the 

production of education itself could the full distance education model develop. 

7 

Distance education represents a new paradigm: new methodologies, new students, 

new content. Technology creates new learning communities not bound by time or space. 

Students may interact with the subject, with the teacher, and with each other in new ways 

with the advent of electronic conferencing. In the distance education paradigm, students 

need not take a one-shot try at learning all they need for life; they can return as often as 

they choose, taking courses that suit their current needs. Distance education has 

historically opened up the closed system of higher education to people who must work 

full time and attend school part time and to people geographically separated from the 

program they wish to pursue. Video and computer technology make it possible to bring 

the outside world into the educational setting; courses can emphasize learning to make 

decisions rather than memorizing pieces of information (Miller 214). 

Michael Moore outlines the changes brought about by technology in the roles of 

the key players in any educational paradigm. Students, he says, have more freedom and 

opportunity, but also more responsibility for their own learning. Instructor's roles will be 

more fragmented: some will prepare materials, some will interact with students, and some 

will design materials for others. Administrators will become more concerned about 

technology and less about classroom availability. They will have to find alternatives for 

some of the requirements left over from the medieval paradigm, such as residency 

requirements and contact hours. Most of all, Moore says, distance education "implies 



major changes within schools and training organizations" (Systems 16). As geographic 

boundaries dissolve, institutions will be increasingly competitive for programs and 

students. 

8 

The shift in paradigm from the medieval model to the distance education model is 

essentially a shift in the power structure of education. This shift may be observed in the 

changes in control of curriculum and instruction among and within colleges and 

universities. At the institutional level, distance education creates new alliances that often 

cross geographic lines, taking control over curriculum from individual professors or 

institutions and giving it to the consortium. Satellite technology has facilitated the 

founding of consortia such as the National University Teleconferencing Network and the 

National Technological University. Although local autonomy for participating 

universities has been a priority, especially for NTUN, some curricular authority must of 

necessity be given to the institution producing the course and to the consortium as a 

whole. An even more radical shift in power over curriculum may be seen in the National 

Technological University. An accredited university offering graduate degrees as well as 

continuing education in engineering, its offerings are mandated by the market 

( engineering firms and their employees) rather than by the "often esoteric interest of 

academics" (Moore Systems 31-2). 

Another reversal from the local autonomy traditional in the older university model 

is the move toward international consortia of producers, especially or pre-produced video 

materials. Driven by the high cost of production, an international group of producers 
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recently formed the International Consortium Distance Education. The group is planning 

a world geography course which will include video produced on three continents. 

Supporting print materials will be produced separately to meet requirements in each 

educational system, but the essential course content and pedagogical approach will be set 

by the international committee overseeing the video production. With this scope and 

variety of international participation, the world geography course will certainly not reflect 

the "esoteric interest" of any single professor or even group of professors. The power to 

set curricula, perhaps the most basic academic power, will shift from the master in the 

medieval model to an international committee driven by market forces rather than by 

individual interests. 

Moore describes the shift in power inherent in the shift from the medieval model 

to the distance education model in terms of competition among institutions. With the 

collapse of geographical boundaries, Moore contends that each institution should decide 

on its own specialty and focus on that rather than attempting to provide instruction across 

the board (Systems 16). The competition that Moore describes alters the power structure 

by positioning institutions that are usually in leadership roles as followers and by 

allowing institutions that have not been major players to become so by using their 

"comparative advantage" cleverly. While elite institutions gingerly begin to consider 

offering some sort of distance education, of the dozen major producers of telecourses 

listed by Moore, seven are community colleges (Systems 41 ). 
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In an article in The Chronicle of Higher Education, Goldie Blumenstyk reports 

that elite institutions are following the lead of large public universities and community 

colleges by delving into distance education. She quotes one professor as saying that he is 

afraid that if they do not enter this new arena, they will be like the Post Office losing 

business to Federal Express and UPS (4). As Moore would predict, universities are 

finding their own niches, focusing on "specialized degree programs, professional-school 

offerings, and ... courses that can be exported internationally to companies and 

universities" (3). In these efforts, though, these elite universities are followers rather than 

leaders. 

Another change in the paradigm at the institutional level is the addition of the 

entrepreneurial element peculiar to distance education. The course widely acknowledged 

as the first significant distance education course, a language course offered in the mid

nineteenth century by Charles Toussaint and Gustav Langenscheidt of Berlin, was 

privately sponsored. The dominance of private enterprise in distance education continued 

until the late nineteenth century when the University of Chicago and the University of 

Wisconsin began offering extension courses. Even then, private correspondence schools 

continued to offer competition to the universities' distance education programs. 

Today private enterprise is both a competitor and a partner in distance education. 

Pamela Quinn, who heads the Dallas County Community College District's production 

operation, considers her major competition to be corporations such as Western Electric 

and AT&T rather than other educational producers. An example of private enterprise 
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partnering with universities may be found in the case of Caliber Learning Network. 

Caliber plans to partner with universities to offer distance courses at the fifty centers 

across the country that Caliber will provide. Each will be equipped with video technology 

and computers linked to the Internet. Caliber hopes universities will offer degrees from 

these centers (Blumenstyk "Elite" 4). This element of entrepreneurship changes the 

paradigm by making higher education more responsive to market forces than to 

university departments. 

Changing the Power Structure at the Micro-level 

Foucault grounds his explanations of major power shifts within the social 

institutions he studies closely the changes in power at the micro-level of the institution in 

question. In his study of the movement from "punishment" to "discipline" in the prison 

system, he refers to documents that embody the changing relationship between the prison 

authorities and the inmates. To clarify this micro-level of the power structure, he 

contrasts the instructions given to executioners regarding their demeanor under the old 

system with the list of rules covering every aspect of the prisoner's life under the new 

system (Discipline 58; 178-79). In this section, I will delineate the specific changes in 

power relationships at the micro-level between student and teacher. 

The paradigm shift includes a power shift at the most basic level of instruction, 

within the relationship between the teacher and the student. In the traditional paradigm, 

learners are dependent on teachers (Keegan 86). The teacher is active, but the student is 

passive. The power of controlling the content and pace of learning rests entirely with the 
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teacher. The technology of distance education prohibits the kind of control historically 

exercised by the teacher. Students and teacher are physically removed from each other; 

even electronic conversation almost always takes place asynchronously. With the advent 

of hypertext as an instructional technology, the teacher's ability to control the student's 

learning vanishes; students can lihk to any site they choose. Freed from the tyranny of the 

lecture hall both by technology and by distance, distance students have historically been 

more autonomous as learners than have conventional students. 

The relationship between learner autonomy and the power structure within the 

relationship between student and teacher has long been recognized by experts on distance 

education. Bjore Holmberg quotes Rudolph Delling, a theorist of distance education, as 

asking what 

gives educational politicians, planners, and educationists the right to the 

absolute decision as to how long an educational process may last? .... 

Why should the learners in distance study not learn according to their own 

fashion but according to the fashion forced upon them ... ? (66). 

Clearly, Delling understands that the increased learner autonomy inherent in 

distance education is essentially a shift in power from the master doling out bits of 

information to the student acquiring knowledge on his or her own terms. Such a power 

structure is inherent in distance education and almost impossible in conventional 

classrooms. 



Changing Power Structure at the Macro-Level 

Distance education, then, represents a threat to conventional education that goes 

deeper than the mere technological innovations that are often the focus of attention both 

positive and negative. Although commentators do not always express their concerns in 

terms of a power struggle, analysis of the reactions of both the critics and defenders of 

distance education shows that the shifts in power described above make them 

uncomfortable with the new paradigm. This discomfort may perhaps best be seen in the 

bitter struggle over the authority to offer courses, award credit, and grant degrees. Three 

widely different institutions have recently engaged in such a power struggle. 

13 

The University of Maine, with seven on-site campuses, proposed to create an 

eighth campus with independent accreditation from its distance education site. The 

administration argued that such a move would facilitate students' receiving credit from 

multiple campuses, but the proposal failed because "faculty members saw it as a way of 

centralizing power and taking influence over degree programs away from academic 

departments" (Blumenstyk "Maine" 11 ). In a similar move, in 1995, a task force in the 

Dallas County Community College District, recognized the LeCroy Center for 

Educational Telecommunications as its official center for all distance education within 

the district. As in Maine, largely in response to faculty input, the task force failed to make 

the ,Center a credit-granting agency. The final example of the power struggle between 

conventional and distance education within and among institutions is the Virtual 

University proposed by the governors of several western states. This university would 
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grant degrees earned through telecommunications technology. Students would earn credit 

by demonstrating certain competencies, which would be determined by employers. Since 

its beginnings in the correspondence schools of the nineteenth century, distance education 

has been a haven for such educational entrepreneurs who have challenged the hegemony 

of the universities. The western governors are forming their own virtual university to 

meet this challenge, incorporating some aspects of the entrepreneurial system into their 

own. Responding to the proposal, Kenneth Ashworth, a member of the Texas 

Coordinating Board for Higher Education, recognizes the power issues involved in the 

project: 

Yet, if the project is not handled with care, it has enormous 

possibilities for harming higher education as we now know it in this 

country, particularly if it is largely controlled and organized to meet the 

demands of employers. It could well become the model for displacing 

more-traditional higher education. The stated and implied goals of 

satisfying industry, bypassing faculty members, and providing mass 

credentialing at low cost through technology have much appeal for some 

politicians. (39) 

Ashworth' s warning delineates the elements of the paradigm shift from the 

medieval model to the distance education model: the control of education shifts from the 

individual professor to the institutions, which in tum is responsive to community needs; 

instruction is delivered through low cost technology which democratizes the student 



population and reaches a new group of students; new entities are introduced into the 

higher educational system. 

The Rhetoric of Distance Education: Theory and History 

15 

The nature of distance education is best understood by examining the network of 

rhetorical artifacts that define the key relationships of distance education: teacher and 

student; producer and consumer; distance education provider and the public; distance 

education and the academy. These are all rhetorical relationships; each has a rhetor, an 

audience, and an exigence, or a reason for writing. The changes that take place within 

these rhetorical relationships really tell the history of the development and current status 

of distance education within the larger entity of higher education. Theoretical 

explanations of distance education focus on these rhetorical relationships too, often 

defining what each should be to provide high quality instruction. In this chapter, I will 

analyze the ideas of five internationally recognized distance education theorists, focusing 

on the rhetorical implications of their theories. I will then consider the rhetorical heritage 

of distance education by examining six vignettes from its history. 

Defining the Rhetorical Situation of Distance Education 

Historically, distance education was developed hy practitioners who responded to 

market demands. They were either employed by a marginalized department of a 

university, or they were private entrepreneurs more interested in building their businesses 

than in thinking philosophically about the education they were providing. That situation 

began to change in the mid-twentieth century when the large European open universities 
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such as those in Germany and the United Kingdom began to encourage professors to 

teach and write about the theory as well as the practice of distance learning. Later, in the 

United States, distance education was incorporated into education departments, which 

also encouraged a more scholarly approach. 

Theories of distance education are as international in origin as distance education 

is in scope. The most significant and influential of these theories within the distance 

education community are those of Americans Charles Wedemeyer and Michael Moore; 

ofBjore Holmberg, a Swede working in Germany; of Australian Desmond Keegan, who 

works in Italy, and of Otto Peters from Germany. Holmberg and Keegan, with their 

extensive experience both as practitioners and as professors of distance education in 

various countries, provide an international perspective. The Americans are "book-ends" 

to a history of distance education theories because Wedemeyer was writing in the early 

period of such thinking, the 1960's, and Moore in the 1990's. But the most important and 

complex theory is the theory of the industrialization of education originated by Otto 

Peters because it explains the means by which the paradigm shift is taking place. 

Charles Wedemeyer, director of the correspondence division at the University of 

Wisconsin 1954-64, has been called the man who transformed correspondence study into 

a profession in his work both as an academician and as a practitioner (Watkins 46-47). 

We~emeyer was instrumental in giving those who work in correspondence study ethos 

within the academic community by his work with professional organizations and his 
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publications. Ironically, his own theory of distance education challenges accepted beliefs 

and practices of the educational establishment to which he wanted to belong. 

Wedemeyer identifies six characteristics of distance education: the separation of 

student and teacher; the use of writing to carry out instructional processes; individualized 

teaching; active learning; learning in the student's own environment; learner 

responsibility for scheduling and the use of time (Keegan Foundations 64). The first three 

characteristics are clearly rhetorical in nature, involving a highly specialized form of 

rhetor-audience relationship. The ability of the teacher/rhetor to assess the 

student/audience and to provide materials and comments that address the needs of that 

audience is primary for the success of distance education. The last three characteristics 

also have rhetorical implications, this time about the rhetorical context. The distance 

student learns in a familiar environment rather than in a special place set aside for class. 

To reach that student/audience, course materials must address the environment the 

student knows; that is, it must bring the outside world into instruction. The independence 

of the learner, which Wedemeyer considered the "essence" of distance education, 

challenges the traditional rhetor-audience relationship between teacher and student 

because of the increased power of the student. 

Michael Moore first announced his theory of distance learning at a conference on 

dis~ance education in 1972, but he refined it until 1986, when it became known as the 

"theory of transactional distance." A more comprehensive version was published in 1996 

in Distance Education: A Systems Approach. The theory is intended to be global, to 
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include all forms of distance education; it subsumes Wedemeyer's theory oflearner 

autonomy and Peters' theory of industrialization. The interplay between teacher and 

student in distance education constitutes the "transactional distance." The physical 

distance between teacher and student in distance education creates a psychological gap 

which changes the behaviors of both teachers and students (Moore Systems 199-200). 

The psychological gap creates a student/audience that the teacher must construct in 

producing materials and in writing comments in contrast to the student/audience in a 

classroom which is there to be observed. The student, on the other hand, lacking a clear 

sense of the teacher/audience is forced to use the independence Wedemeyer considers so 

essential to distance education. 

The major contribution of Moore's theory is his method of describing the degree 

of autonomy learners experience in a course. He postulates two variables, dialogue and 

structure. Dialogue is the two-way communication between student and teacher, and 

structure is the responsiveness of the course to the needs of the student (Schlosser and 

Anderson 8). In the traditional paradigm, the teacher is usually active while the students 

are passive, dependent for guidance and direction on the teacher. The distance education 

paradigm, as Wedemeyer contends, usually reverses the roles, allowing the student much 

more autonomy. Moore suggests, however, that not all distance education courses are at 

exa~tly the same place on the transactional distance scale. For instance, any course 

presented on television whether pre-produced or live interactive must include a high 

degree of structure because of the nature of the technology and the expense of 
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production. The programs must conform to tightly-controlled time limitations, and they 

must be produced well in advance of airing. On the other hand, an online course may be 

less highly structured because of the ease of communication between students and 

teacher. Moore's scale thus allows a finer analysis of learner autonomy than 

Wedemeyer's more general theory. Moore's scale may also be interpreted as a way to 

measure the impact of technology on the rhetor-audience relationship. What Moore calls 

the "transactional distance" could also be called the rhetorical distance. 

Bjore Holmberg centers his theory of distance education on the dialogue between 

teacher and student because he considers it fundamental to distance education (Moore 

Systems 202). He calls distance education a "guided didactic conversation" that at its best 

closely resembles "real" didactic conversation: 

The communication element is rightly considered a comer stone of 

distance education; the more it resembles conversations-naturally 

premeditated and well-prepared-the better. It is my contention that when 

real didactic conversation cannot take place it is the spirit and atmosphere 

of conversation that should-and largely do-characterise distance 

education. (54) 

Holmberg bases his theory on seven "background assumptions" that have been 

, empirically proven in distance education research studies. He begins with the assumption 

that the most fundamental teaching/learning activity is the interaction between student 

and teacher. The presentation aspect of this interaction can be done by pre-produced 
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materials, but the teacher and the student must connect with each other if only in very 

structured ways. Holmberg stresses the importance of the emotional involvement 

between student and teacher, contending that it produces pleasure in learning and that this 

pleasure motivates the student. Leamer autonomy, participation in decision making about 

the course of study, is another factor in promoting the student motivation that produces 

learning. Holmberg, alone among the major theorists, directly addresses the importance 

of the rhetoric of the exchange between teacher and student; he notes that the tone should 

be friendly and easy and that materials should be easy for students to access. Finally, 

Holmberg asserts that the effectiveness of such teaching is measurable (123-25), 

Holmberg insists that distance education is not simply a variation of conventional 

education but a system distinct in itself. He is professionally associated with such a 

system in Germany, the FemUniversitat. Founded in 1975 and enrolling 28,000 students 

by the mid-eighties, the FemUniversitat is respected as a rigorous, academically 

challenging university. Holmberg describes it as being "on the whole, based on the 

pattern of the traditional German universities" (38). 

The same could be said of his own theory of distance education. He may see 

distance education as a separate system, but he still measures its methods by traditional 

standards; like the FemUniversitat, all distance education, according to Holmberg, should 

be s.eparate from but similar to traditional education. His theory is mid-way along the 

continuum from the traditional to the distance education paradigm. His view of the nature 

of the rhetorical features of distance education is the key to his conservative approach. 



His "guided didactic conversation" mimics the rhetorical exchange in the classroom. In 

his theory, the teacher is still in control, guiding the conversation. The use of the term 

"didactic" to describe the exchange suggests that the teacher/rhetor' s emphasis is on the 

subject rather than on the student/audience. Rhetorically, Holmberg's theory does not 

point toward a power shift but toward a variation on the status quo. 

Desmond Keegan is another theorist who views distance education as a "more 

industrialized" (Foundations 116) variation of general education even though it is a 

"coherent and identifiable cluster of educational processes" (52). Keegan is noteworthy 

for his understanding that distance education must be based on a recognizable theory to 

gain acceptance in the academic world: 
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Lack of accepted theory has weakened distance education; there has been 

a lack of identity, a sense of belonging to the periphery and the lack or a 

touchstone against which decisions on methods, on media, on financing, 

on student support ... can be made with confidence. ("Theories" 63) 

In Keegan's view, the lack of theory keeps distance education marginalized. In 

the academic world, an idea or entity must have some sort of theoretical basis to be 

discussed seriously. The absence of this theoretical base denies distance education that 

most important rhetorical appeal in the academic world, ethos. To fill this gap Keegan 

developed what he thought was a universal, all inclusive theory of distance education 

with the help of distance educators throughout the world. The most detailed presentation 

of his theory is found in his landmark book, The Foundations of Distance Education. He 
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discusses five major characteristics of distance education, which he considers to be 

"essential components even if their content is different in separate institutional situations" 

(Foundations 49). Keegan begins his list of characteristics with a description of the 

relationship of the teacher/rhetor and the student/audience. They are separated throughout 

the rhetorical exchanges that constitute the instructional process, forcing each to 

communicate with an audience that can only be imagined. Their communication is 

carried out through a technical medium; technology is essential to carry the content of 

distance education. 1 Keegan stresses the necessity of communication between the 

teacher/rhetor and the student/audience, but he conceives of this exchange as the only one 

possible for distance students. He believes that distance education is private in nature, 

characterized by the absence of the learning group (Foundations 49). Students can now be 

grouped into electronic communities to lessen the privacy, but even with these groups, 

the students are physically separated from each other. Keegan is noteworthy for his 

attempt to describe the pattern of rhetorical relationships that is at the heart of distance 

education. He views these relationships as rhetorical in nature; he even considers the 

technology as being part of the rhetorical context. His recognition of the lack of ethos 

distance education has within the academy and his attempt to change that condition by 

providing the necessary theoretical framework remain his two major achievements. 

The most important theory for the purposes of this study is the theory of the 

industrialization of education propounded by Otto Peters. Based on extensive research on 

distance education around the world in the 1960's and first published in German in 1965 



and in English in 1983, Peter' is a heuristic theory that explains the development of 

distance education as a "distinct field" not a teaching mode'" (Keegan Foundations 82; 

Peters 96). His theory outlines the mechanism by which the educational paradigm is 

shifting and describes the new one forming: 
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In the universities of the middle ages, the ancient rhetorical form of 

education was replaced by the lecture, the seminar and the lesson and 

these have remained permanent characteristics of traditional education 

ever since. The humanistic influence added the tutorial. These can all be 

regarded as pre-industrialized forms of education in which the individual 

lecturer remains in close contact with the whole teaching process just as an 

artisan does with his craft. Attempts to adapt the lecture, seminar and 

tutorial to industrialized techniques by the use of educational technology 

will not prove successful because of the pre-industrial characteristics of 

the didactic structure. (Keegan Foundations 81) 

The differences between the medieval paradigm and the distance education 

paradigm are rhetorical. Teachers and students are in different rhetorical relationships to 

each other and to the subject of their study; the older, closer, face-to-face relationship 

cannot be replicated with the use of new technology. Otto Peters' theory explains how 

this, change in the rhetorical situation comes about. Peters' theory consists of an analogy 

between the characteristics of an industrialized economy and those of distance education 

with an implied analogy between the medieval model and a pre- industrial economy. He 
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applies the concepts and principles that he takes from the theories of industrial production 

"to interpret the distance study phenomenon. This does not mean that the teaching and 

learning processes occurring in distance study are equated with processes in industrial 

production. The comparison is purely heuristic" (Peters 96). 

Basing his views on economic and business theory, Peters identifies fourteen 

categories by which to analyze distance education. Taken together, these categories 

define the new distance education paradigm and separate it from the pre-industrial mode. 

The categories also explain the mechanism of the changed rhetorical situation of distance 

education. The economic uses of these categories are familiar enough, but their 

application to distance education requires some explanation. In this discussion, I will 

group Peters' categories by function: planning instruction; producing instruction, and 

functioning in the larger organization. 

Planning the entire production process underlies Peters' categories of 

rationalization, division of labor, change of function, and objectification. As Peters points 

out, university teachers plan courses and lectures, but in distance education "ways of 

thinking, attitudes and procedures can be found which only established themselves in the 

wake of increased rationalisation in the industrialisation of production processes" (98). 

The division of labor is one of the procedures Peters cites, noting that the teaching 

process is thus "detached from the person of the University lecturer" (99). With this 

detachment comes an objectification of the teaching process. If the teaching function is 

divided among a content specialist, an instructional designer, and a tutor, the subjectivity 
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characteristic of the pre-industrial model cannot be maintained; the role of the lecturer is 

split ( 108). With the course materials pre-produced for a large number of students, only 

the on-site teacher's comments remain subjective. 

Objectifying the teaching process makes possible the use of the materials without 

constraints of time or place. It also changes the power relationship between student and 

teacher. The role of "provider of knowledge," a role which carries prestige and authority, 

is taken over by the pre-produced material. Peters describes this shift in power: 

As a result of this the relationship between student and lecturer is similar 

to that of subordinate and superior. As distance study has largely been 

freed from subjectivity, the process of providing knowledge is hardly 

affected by situations of this kind. In this context, distance study is 

particularly suitable for the further education of adults. (109) 

Peters' description of the change in the relationship between student and teacher 

also describes the change in the rhetorical relationship. The conventional class provides 

an easily observed audience, one with whom the teacher has the subordinate-superior 

relationship described by Peters. The distance student/audience must be conjured up by 

both the faculty working on the pre-produced materials and the tutor commenting on the 

papers. 

Other categories that also concern planning include preparatory work, planning 

and formalization. Like industrial processes, the production of distance courses must be 

planned minutely to maximize the use of time and money. With costs for video courses, 
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for instance, topping a million dollars, there must be an over-all budget and timeline. The 

planning results in a formalization of the production process ( 106). Each worker must 

rely on the work of previous workers, and so it is essential that the work be carried out in 

accordance with formalized rules. In the production of distance courses, instructional 

materials may have "formalized aspects that have proved to be of advantage" in previous 

productions (106). All the study guides from one producer may follow the same format 

and use the same graphic design, varying only in course content. The same is true for 

Web-based courses if the producer uses the same software for all the products. This 

formalization has rhetorical as well as economic effects on the materials produced: the 

choice of content and method of presentation that will appeal to a wide audience; a 

certain homogenous quality in the rhetoric of the materials; an absence of personal 

qualities in the "provider of knowledge." 

The actual production of distance courses is the subject of four of Peters' 

categories: mechanization, assembly line, mass production, and standardization. 

Obviously, the use of machines is necessary to distance education, and the use of these 

machines determines many of the rhetorical aspects of the materials. The role of the 

rhetor is diminished. Indeed, Peters calls the university teacher a "craftsman" who uses 

tools without changing the fundamental teaching process ( 101 ). The assembly line is part 

of t~e mechanization of distance education. In producing distance courses for large scale 

use, it is common to pass the materials from one specialist to another (102). For example, 

in a video course, the content specialist sees that the course objectives are met in the 
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scripts, then passes the rough cut videos on to the producer for post-production 

refinements. Most distance education courses are intended for a large student/audience, 

either at the producing institution or at others that buy or lease the course. The 

expectation of a large and diverse audience demands a standardization of materials not 

usually present in conventional classes (107). The technology of the assembly line style 

of production as well as the need to appeal to a mass audience are the forces that form the 

rhetoric of these courses. 

The last set of Peters' categories concerns the larger organization within which 

the industrialized process works: organization, scientific control method, and 

concentration and centralization. Organization in the business world creates an 

environment conducive to purposeful activity. Likewise, in distance education, a high 

degree of organization is necessary both to produce and to implement the courses. As 

Peters points out, organization is more efficient in a large program (105). Such efficiency 

is also the cause of the concentration and centralization of resources that mark both 

manufacturing and distance education. This process results in large national institutions 

such as the Open University of the United Kingdom, which enrolls 160,000 students each 

year. These large, well-managed organizations can afford to use the scientific control 

methods as industry does, to monitor both the work process and product. Among 

proµucers of distance courses, formative and summative evaluations of courses are 

common. Using the methods of industrialized manufacturing, distance education 

produces high quality products suitable for a mass audience. The assembly line process, 
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with its multiplicity of specialists taking the part of rhetor, produces dependable but often 

unexciting instruction. These courses are the Levi jeans of education. 

Peters explains how the distance education model differs from the medieval 

model and how it came to be so different. Industrialization changed all the components of 

the rhetorical situation: the teacher/rhetor is fragmented into several professionals, losing 

the personal voice that the classroom teacher has; the student/audience is widened to 

become a mass audience instead of the specialized student/audience in the classroom. 

Finally, electronic technology shapes the rhetoric of the courses as much as the 

technology of the printing press did in the past. 

Historical Demonstration of the Rhetorical Problems of Distance Education 

Peters' theory is heuristic rather than literal, but the processes he describes can be 

traced in the history of distance education over the last century. This history may be seen 

as the progress toward the democratization of education through industrialization. It may 

also be seen as a history of the struggles of distance educators to find the most effective 

rhetorical strategies to meet their often contradictory needs. Six vignettes drawn from the 

history of distance education illustrate the progress: the founding of Hermod's in 

Sweden; the encouragement of home study by Anna Eliot Ticknor in Boston; the 

establishment of the correspondence division of the University of Wisconsin; the 

fou1!ding of the Open University in the United Kingdom in 1971; the funding of the 

Annenberg/CPB Foundation in 1981; the mixture of distance and traditional education at 

many universities in the l 990's. Each of these vignettes is significant in the history of 
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distance education, but each also presents a rhetorical problem that must be solved before 

distance education can become the educational paradigm of the future. 

The exact origin of distance education is not precisely agreed upon. Holmberg 

cites a Swedish newspaper advertisement offering to teach composition in 1833 (6). 

Schlosser and Anderson propose a similar advertisement offering lessons in shorthand in 

England in 1840 (2). They agree that the first long-lasting program was founded in 1856 

by two language teachers in Berlin (Holmberg 7; Schlosser and Anderson 2). Finally, in 

1898, H. S. Hermod of Malmo began giving English lessons to a student who moved 

away from Malmo but who wished to continue his lessons. The language school in 

Malmo used self-instructional methods, so Hermod adapted the assignments to the needs 

of his distance learner. He sent the student letters in English to which the student replied 

in his best English. Hermod's is today a large and important distance education provider. 

It uses computers to link students and teachers, but it preserves the spirit of learner 

autonomy established by its founder (Holmberg 10). 

These early experiments represent the entrepreneurial spirit characteristic of 

distance education throughout its history. They also contain the seeds of the problems 

that the entrepreneurial spirit would bring to distance education, even in the present. 

Aristotle would call the problem a lack of ethos, the credibility the rhetor brings to or 

cre~tes in the rhetorical piece. Until recently, entrepreneurship was not highly regarded 

by the academic world. The more organizations like Hermod's and the language schools 

tried to reach a larger student/audience through advertising or salesmen, the more of a 
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stigma became attached to the whole idea of distance education. Furthermore, in their 

desire to use pathos, the appeal that shows the common ground between rhetor and 

audience, these early distance educators communicated well with their students. The 

devices they used, though, the personal letter and the individually marked paper, were not 

considered serious academic exercises at the time. As they gained pathos with the 

student/audience, they lost ethos with the academic audience. 

The dilemma continued to plague distance educators across the Atlantic. In 

Boston, Anna Eliot Ticknor opened her Society to Encourage Studies at Home in 1873; it 

continued for twenty-four years, serving 10,000 students. The daughter of a Harvard 

professor, Ticknor offered a classical education using guided readings, tests, and personal 

letters from teachers to students. Most of Ticknor's students were women, just as most 

distance students are today (Schlosser and Anderson 3). She was the first distance 

educator to respond to this underserved student population. Today distance education 

provides basic health and nutritional information to women in developing countries and 

professional education for those in economically advanced countries (Faith 3-15). 

Ticknor' s school exemplifies the democratization of education and the entrepreneurial 

spirit typical of distance education. Neither of these qualities added to the ethos of the 

school, although apparently the students were enthusiastic about the courses. In this case, 

too, _ distance education is caught between the need to build bridges to its non-traditional 

student/audience and the desire for recognition in the academic world. 
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A variation of this dilemma is exemplified by the history of the correspondence 

division of the University of Wisconsin. Founded as a land grant university, Wisconsin 

began offering short courses for farmers and mechanics outside the university in 1886. 

The populist sentiment that drove the extension division at Wisconsin may be contrasted 

with the more elitist approach of the University of Chicago, which also had an active 

extension department. At Wisconsin, the courses were divided between technical and 

academic content whereas at Chicago all the courses were academic (Watkins 18). The 

extension courses took faculty far from the central university campus to places that 

hardly resembled a conventional classroom 

Wisconsin also marginalized the extension division by hiring faculty who were 

not perceived to be qualified academics. The process was begun by historian Frederick 

Jackson Turner, who headed the extension division in the 1890's. Realizing that 

extension teaching takes faculty with special qualities and skills, he hired such faculty 

even as he feared that using this special group would create a group of second class 

citizens. His fears were realized; the extension division was closed in 1899 to reopen 

seven years later (Watkins 12-15). Turner chose to hire faculty who could understand and 

respond to the hopes and fears of the extension students--pathos. In doing so, he lost 

ethos for the whole division, leading ultimately to its temporary demise. Another 

unsuccessful attempt to use unqualified teachers occurred in the 1940' s. Exacerbating 

their lack of status was the fact that most of these teachers were women. In some cases, 

women faculty marked the papers, but men graded them (Pittman "Image" 40). This use 
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of what the academy perceived as unqualified teachers lowered the ethos of the 

correspondence division even within a university founded on populist principles. Only in 

the 1950's when Charles Wedemeyer made a strong effort to change correspondence 

study into a profession did it begin to regain that lost ethos within the university. 

Besides the democratization of the student body of distance education and its 

further marginalization within academia, the University of Wisconsin also illustrates the 

beginning of the industrialization process. After its reorganization in 1906, the 

correspondence division began to reach large numbers of students, 24,255 by 1916. 

Faculty saw the need for special textbooks for the distance students, another example of 

pathos in the attempts of distance faculty to achieve rapport with their student/audience. 

Between 1912 and 1919, the correspondence division published 32 texts designed for 

these students. This step is the beginning of the division of labor and mass production 

necessary to distance education. In the 1950's, Wedemeyer introduced the total systems 

approach to course development. His approach may be seen as the formalization and 

planning characteristic of industrialization. Wedemeyer' s system was adopted by the 

British Open University and subsequently by other open universities throughout the 

world (Moore Systems 35). The systems approach significantly changed the rhetorical 

characteristics of distance education materials as these materials became geared to a mass 

audience. 

In 1971, the founding of the British Open University began a "more prestigious 

era in the history of distance education" (Holmberg 29). Unlike its counterparts in the 
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United States, the British Open University appears to have solved the problem of 

retaining close rapport with a growing student/audience and achieving a satisfactory level 

of credibility within the academic establishment. Writing ten years later than Holmberg, 

Moore says that the success of the British Open University "transformed distance 

education, some would say higher education" ( 42). Several factors account for its 

astounding success and for that of its imitators from Germany and France to Sri Lanka 

and China. The British Open University is highly industrialized in the production and 

implementation of instruction. Experts from the most prestigious universities work on the 

production of both print and audio-visual materials, lending their own ethos to the entire 

project. Tutors work with students directly through correspondence or in on-site 

seminars, allowing them to achieve pathos with the students under their tutelage. The 

course materials can be mass produced because the enrollment is large, about 160,000 per 

year (Moore Systems 42). The British Open University has incorporated the processes of 

industrialization into its total systems approach. Its first vice-chancellor even cites the 

development of the course team approach as the Open University's "single greatest 

achievement" (91 ). 

The British Open University assumes that anyone can enroll without specific 

educational prerequisites and further that students can begin work at any time and work 

wh~rever they choose (Systems 42-3). Holmberg suggests that a basic idea forming the 

Open University was the wish for social equality and the desire to attract working class 

students (31 ). Thus the Open University goes beyond even the populist University of 
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Wisconsin in its devotion to universal higher education. In contrast to the medieval model 

of education, which educates only the children of the elite class in special places set aside 

for its rituals, the Open University attempts to educate anyone who wants to learn in 

places scattered throughout the country. In spite of its radical departure from the 

traditional model, the Open University retains popularity and prestige with the general 

public and with educators alike. This reputation may be the result of three practices that 

have allowed the Open University to avoid the pathos/ethos dilemma that haunts so many 

distance education institutions. First, the Open University uses recognized scholars in the 

disciplines for course teams to produce materials, giving the materials credibility. 

Second, Open University students sit for the same national final examinations that other 

university students do, and they routinely perform well. Finally, its national scope and 

government funding prevent the taint of mercantilism and give the Open University 

stature with the public. 

Former ambassador to Britain, Walter Annen berg, was so impressed with the 

achievements of the British Open University that in 1981 he gave $150 million to the 

Corporation for Public Broadcasting for grants intended to further distance education in 

the United States through telecommunications. The grants were to be used primarily to 

fund telecourses, a form of video-based education using pre-produced, high quality video 

ancl print materials. 2 Local colleges provide the instructors and support systems for 

students. About a quarter of a million students at more than 2,000 colleges enroll in these 



courses annually. The Annenberg/CPB grants funded more than 1 70 telecourses in 

academic fields ranging from first-year English to African history (Moore Systems 42). 

The significance of the Annenberg/CPB grants in the history of distance 
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education lies not so much in what was funded but in who was funded. Although many of 

the grants have gone to established telecourse producers such as Coastline Community 

College, the University of Maryland, and Dallas TeleLearning, others have funded 

projects from Yale/Wellesley, Scripps Medical Center, and Oregon State University. The 

Annenberg/CPB grants have brought elite traditional institutions to distance education in 

a visible way. In the process, the faculty and staff who worked on the projects became 

acquainted with distance education and distance learners in ways that would have been 

impossible from inside the classroom. The Annenberg/CPB grants gave distance 

education an ethos it had not been able to achieve on its own. The foundation did not, 

however, fare as well with the other rhetorical appeal so central to distance education, 

pathos. Several of the courses that were funded made for entertaining public television, 

but were not really suitable for instruction because the producers did not have a clear 

understanding of their student/audience. 

The Annenberg/CPB grants brought distance education into universities where it 

had never been before. This trend has continued in the nineties with the popularity of the 

mixed use university. In this model, distance and traditional education co-exist 

peacefully. Australian universities have been practicing this dual structure for half a 

century. In some institutions, most courses are offered in both formats; in others, distance 
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education is used to increase enrollment (Moore Systems 242). The process of production 

for the courses may be industrialized to a greater or lesser extent, depending on the 

technology used and the abilities of the faculty. Online and live interactive courses are 

often developed in the pre-industrial fashion of using the individual teacher to develop 

the course alone. Many students at traditional universities are opting for online courses 

even when traditional versions are available so that their schedule can be more flexible. 

As this co-existence continues, distance education should become less marginalized and 

traditional education should become less isolated. In the mixed-use institutions, the 

paradigm is in the midst of its shift. 

The next step in the paradigm shift will be an electronic network linking students 

and teachers all over the globe. Not tied to any particular university, the network would 

allow students access to and control over their own education. Parker Rossman notes the 

similarity to the earliest medieval universities: 

The word university first referred to a guild of students, then to a guild of 

scholars. From the beginning the universities were international. Students 

often traveled in search of the course they wanted, wandering from 

country to country much as some now explore the "electronic highways." 

The original universities had very little organization, though there was a 

vigorous intellectual life. Its first charter simply recognized a body of 

students and teachers that already existed. Similarly today, no 

international governmental agency is establishing a new global system of 



higher education. Yet the electronic university seems to be emerging and 

is closely related to concerns of leading educators. (xiii) 
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Education seems to have come full circle, back to the original intent of the 

medieval model, to allow those who want to teach and to learn to come together for their 

common purpose. Perhaps this time the educational highway will accommodate women 

as well as men, poor as well as rich, old as well as young, anyone who wants to learn. If 

that happens, the educational paradigm will truly have shifted to the one developed by 

distance educators of the last century. 
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Notes 

1 The effect of technology on rhetoric has been well-documented by rhetoricians 

from Walter Ong to Marshall McLuhan. The specific effect of the technology on the 

communication between student and teacher depends on the technology and on the other 

rhetorical components of the course. 

2 Telecourses are perhaps the most industrialized form of distance education 

because of the distribution of labor among so many specialists and the mass distribution 

of the course materials. Typically, the videos are broadcast over local Public Broadcast 

Stations, about 96% of which broadcast telecourses. With the increasing availability of 

cable, telecourses are often broadcast both ways. 



Chapter 2 

Research in the Rhetoric of Distance Education: Creating a Discourse 

Research in the theory and practice of distance education is neither broad nor 

deep, for reasons that are endemic to the institution itself. First, distance education is a 

discipline of practitioners rather than theorists. Their main concerns, too, are practical, 

with what works and what does not, rather than with the theoretical underpinnings of the 

strategy. This characteristic has also spawned a host of "how-I-did-it" studies that are 

"anecdotal in nature and lack the rigor required to be properly termed 'research"' 

(Schlosser and Anderson 16). Second, because distance education has been marginalized 

within the academy, it is seldom the practitioners' primary career commitment, and 

research in distance education is often not recognized in academic departments. This 

marginalized status is responsible for the hundreds of comparative studies that prove what 

distance educators already know: that distance students learn just as well as their 

traditional counterparts. Faculty who do want to pursue, for instance, a topic in the 

history of distance education find themselves lacking essential tools of scholarship: 

biographies of the key figures in the movement have not yet been written; primary 

sources such as the student papers have been lost; libraries have not collected basic 

documents such as catalogs and course materials because they are considered to be in the 

same class with textbooks. These two characteristics of distance education research and 
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theory have resulted in a paucity of materials on the history and theory of distance 

education as well as on the efficacy of the courses. Finally, although distance education is 

inherently a rhetorical act, only one minor, unpublished study of the nature of this 

rhetorical act is available. 

A more significant long-range loss to distance education is the resulting lack of 

what Michel Foucault calls a "discourse." Foucault uses this term in a large sense; he 

does not mean simply any kind of communication, but rather the kind of communication 

that reflects the power structure within a discipline and that shapes the course of the 

discipline. For Foucault, the study of the "discourse" of a discipline involves a study of 

the rhetorical features of the documents of that discipline, no matter how trivial they may 

seem at first glance. To be taken seriously, a discipline must have a discourse by which 

knowledge can be made and thus power achieved. Distance education is just beginning to 

develop a discourse in Foucault's sense. In this chapter, I will review significant works on 

distance education history, theory, and practice, noting especially the implications for 

rhetorical analysis each contains. In the context of these theoretical and historical works, I 

will expose the seeds of the tension between achieving the desired state of pathos with the 

student/audience and achieving the desired kind of ethos with academics. I will also 

provide an overview of the theories of Foucault which inform the present work. In 

subsequent chapters, I will analyze the rhetorical artifacts still available for study of the 

three major media for distance education: correspondence, television, and the computer. 
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Defining Distance Education's Need for Pathos 

In their review of research in distance education, Schlosser and Anderson summarize the 

subjects and types of research they found: 

Because the field ( and, by extension, its practitioners) is so practical, 

research in distance education has been dominated by attempts to answer 

questions of immediate, practical significance. Further, a tendency of the 

field to be supportive of a liberal view of education and free access to the 

benefits of education has led its researchers to emphasize questions 

dealing with the student. (16) 

They list as sub-categories the distance students, their social and educational milieu, their 

motivation, and the role of the media in their learning. These studies are, in effect, of one 

of Aristotle's three artistic appeals, pathos, or the appeal to emotion. The studies of 

various factors that describe the distance student have the practical aim of analyzing the 

student/audience so that distance education materials can be produced to appeal to this 

audience and distance faculty can adjust their methods to suit these students. In this 

section, I will define Aristotle's view of pathos, relating his view to the study of the 

distance student as audience. Second, I will discuss the findings of relevant studies and 

illustrate how they form a picture of the student/audience, pointing out some ways that 

distance education producers have tried to appeal to that audience. Finally, I will discuss 
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the problems that these accommodations to the distance student/audience have brought to 

the emerging discourse of distance education. 

For Aristotle, pathos is a form of subsidiary artistic proof; like ethos, it is less 

important than logos. Pathos originally referred simply to the emotional appeal in the last 

part of an oration, the peroration. George Kennedy points out that pathos transcends 

persuasive speech; it can be used in drama and n epic poetry (263). Aristotle raises this 

emotional appeal to a higher level because he believes that an appeal to the audience's 

emotions should permeate the speech. Pathos is simply the emotional appeal the rhetor 

makes to the audience (2.1. 91 ). Aristotle gives practical directions to the rhetor on how to 

appeal to various common emotions and on how to reach segments of the audience such 

as old or young men, rich or poor men. Making a successful appeal to the audience 

usually involves finding a common bond, perhaps common values or traditions or 

experiences, between the rhetor and the audience. From these common bonds comes the 

enthymeme, the syllogism of rhetoric. The enthymeme is not always expressed in the 

oration, but is tacitly assumed by both rhetor and audience. 

The common bond so necessary to the pathetic appeal cannot be easily formed by 

the teacher/rhetor because of the nature of distance learning. A defining difference 

between distance and traditional education is the separation of teacher and student. As a 

result of the physical distance between teacher/rhetor and student/ audience, the ability to 

forge the pathetic connection is crucial to any distance course. This separation, combined 
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with the non-traditional nature of distance students, has prompted distance educators to 

study their students intensively. And that scrutiny has also been prompted by two other 

factors: the populist view of higher education that most distance educators adhere to and 

the entrepreneurial orientation of many distance education producers. In the first instance, 

distance students are the subject of both theoretical and empirical studies because of the 

philosophical beliefs of distance educators. In the second, distance students are studied 

for the same reason that any business does market research: to find out how to reach a 

target market more successfully. The result of all these studies is an Aristotelian sense of 

the student-as-audience, an audience that can be reached by appealing to shared beliefs 

and values. 

Although a myriad of empirical studies of the distance student and his or her 

milieu provide a detailed demographic, cognitive, psychological, even ethnographic 

portrait of distance learners, their most distinguishing characteristics were identified early 

by theorists such as Holmberg and Keegan. In Growth and Structure of Distance 

Education, Holmberg contends that distance students are more mature and goal-oriented 

than traditional students, implying the need for a pedagogy that allows for learner 

autonomy and independence. He champions a "guided didactic conversation" between 

student and teacher on topics initiated by the student. He thinks students should work at 

their own pace rather than following a rigid university calendar (65-76). Holmberg's 

theoretical view of the distance learner prepares the way for attempts to understand this 



unique audience. In a later book, Theory and Practice of Distance Education, Holmberg 

makes specific rhetorical suggestions for reaching the distance student. He suggests a 

lively style, as free as possible of passive voice constructions, using a "conversational 

tone" to build emotional connections between the student and the absent teacher. 

Desmond Keegan's theory, developed before electronic communication became readily 

available, emphasizes the private nature of distance education; he sees little 

communication between teacher and student and between student and student 

(Foundations 49). Although his view of the distance student as an isolated learner, 

dependent on his or her own resources to keep motivated, seems dated now, Keegan's 

view does call attention to the necessity for course materials to take a major role in 

making connections to the students. 
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These theoretical constructions of distance students are complemented by 

hundreds of empirical studies. A recent search of the ERIC database covering the years 

1995-1999 yielded 54 7 studies dealing with distance learners. These studies ask and 

answer the same questions Holmberg and Keegan did. Who are distance students? What 

strategies work with them? How can producers create materials that will speak to their 

needs? The short way of phrasing these questions is, how can producers and teachers use 

pathos to reach these students? All empirical studies do not address these fundamental 

questions. Aside from the ubiquitous comparative and anecdotal studies, some empirical 

studies yield little information that is helpful to distance educators trying to form a bond 
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with their students. Cognitive studies, though interesting, do not always yield information 

that can be translated into a better relationship between the teacher/rhetor and the 

student/audience. For instance, Gregg Miller's study of agricultural students concludes 

that both field-dependent and field-independent students can learn from videotape and 

interactive conferencing. This carefully prepared study suggests that the cognitive 

processes of distance students are strikingly similar to those of the general population. 

Other studies, such as those of Dille and Mezack and Garland, focus on the differences 

between completers and non-completers, but their conclusions indicate that these 

differences lie in personality characteristics or life situations beyond the reach of 

education to change. Although many of these empirical studies are unreliable because of . 

flaws in the research procedures or too narrowly focused to be useful alone, taken in the 

aggregate they give a consistent view of the student/audience. 

Demographic data about distance students has been consistent since the early 

eighties. Typically, the distance student is slightly older than the traditional college 

student, more likely to be married and to have children, more likely to be female, more 

likely to be white than African American or Hispanic, and more likely to be employed 

full time (Schlosser and Anderson 18-29). Even this bare bones sketch of the distance 

stu~ent/audience has rhetorical implications for producers of course materials. Because 

they have more obligations than traditional residential students, distance students are 

goal-oriented and serious about their studies. Their career and family obligations also 



keep them more in touch with the world outside the academy than inside it. Materials 

produced for this student/audience must evidence an awareness of the outside world if 

they are to appeal to this audience. Lessons need to demonstrate their usefulness in the 

here and now rather than in the far-off day when the student goes to graduate school. 
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Studies that focus on the "lifeworld" of distance students suggest strategies to 

make the pathetic appeal to these students. David Kember, who conducted a longitudinal 

study of distance students, found that they require "normative congruence" between their 

career goals, their lives as family members, and the content and presentation of the 

courses (293). Kember suggests that interaction between student and teacher can lead to 

"collective affiliation" and bring about a positive attitude toward the institution. The 

"collective affiliation" Kember desires is another name for pathos. What his study calls 

for, indeed what many of the empirical studies call for, is an attempt of the part of the 

teacher/rhetor to gain empathy with the student, to acknowledge the real life of the 

student, and to reach out to the student on an emotional as well as a logical level. 

Kember' s concept of "normative congruence" also has rhetorical implications for the 

content of distance education course material. Course materials that demonstrate a clear 

relationship between the work and personal worlds of the student and the content of the 

coll:rse will be more appealing to distance students. Such course materials imply the 

shared system of values and assumptions about life essential to the pathetic appeal. 
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Kember' s research suggests that courses in which this "normative congruence" or pathos 

is present are more successful with students. 

Information gleaned from studies like Kember' s as well as from experience with 

distance students strongly influenced the producers of distance education materials to 

strive to appeal to that audience. As a result, beginning in the 1970' s, telecourse 

producers stopped attempting to mimic the classroom milieu with a "talking head" 

lecturing in front of a blackboard and began to mimic the formats of commercial 

television programs. They used the images and rituals of popular culture to link the 

unfamiliar course content to the television culture familiar to students. This link implies a 

bond between the teacher/rhetor and the student/audience. These courses also used 

examples and images from the student/ audience's everyday world. Later, as online 

courses became popular, the software for course development was designed to be as 

similar as possible to popular software. Using every technical means available, distance 

education producers attempted to appeal to the emotions as Aristotle suggests. 

The advent of online courses with e-mail or other forms of electronic 

communication added a complication to the Aristotelian model of pathos. In Aristotle's 

model, only the rhetor and the audience exist as entities. Although Aristotle 

acknowledges that segments of the audience need special appeals, he treats his audience 

as a single entity. The audience for Aristotle's orator was a homogenous group: they lived 

in the same community; they shared common religious beliefs and cultural attitudes; they 
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met and talked with each other outside the public forum. In an electronic community, the 

bonds that unite the ancient Greek audience do not exist; they must be created. Linda 

Harasim says that the older distance education technologies were based on "transmission 

models." She emphasizes the new elements in the rhetor/audience relationship: "For the 

first time in human history we can have many-to-many communication across time and 

across space. Never before have we been able to have group interaction that's time and 

place independent-the framework for a learning society" ( qtd. in "Shaping" 1 ). As 

exciting and challenging as this new form of educational communication is, it does 

present some problems that the old "transmission model" did not. In the new model, not 

only must the teacher/rhetor reach the student/audience, but the members of the 

student/audience must find some common ground among themselves, a kind of intra

audience pathos. Harasim acknowledges this phenomenon and suggests strategies for 

managing this group interaction. The teacher in such a group retains control of the 

learning experience through this kind of management, but the rhetor/audience 

relationship changes when a diverse audience enters the scene. 

The information about distance students provided by theorists and researchers 

made a lasting impression on producers of distance education materials. It encouraged the 

use ,of images, language, and examples of key concepts that refer to the popular culture 

familiar to distance students rather than to the culture of the academy. The intention of 

the producers was to build a bridge from that popular culture to the academic one, but 
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first they had to make an emotional appeal that would create a bond with the 

student/audience. In many instances, the productions were successful in fulfilling this 

intention. Popular broadcast telecourses can be mistaken by the casual channel surfer for 

a PBS documentary or a commercial television program. Online courses use the 

conventions and vocabulary of commercial software. The attempt at creating cultural 

bonds with the student/audience was successful; the producers of distance courses used 

pathos skillfully, but the same devices that create these bonds bring with them problem 

with another of Aristotle's artistic appeals, ethos. 

Tracing Distance Education's Problems with Ethos 

Distance education originated outside the academic establishment. The earliest 

schools offering courses to distance students were entrepreneurial enterprises whose 

founders made great efforts to appeal to students and to potential students. They sent 

salesmen to rural areas to sign up farmers and factory workers; they advertised regularly 

in middle-brow magazines such as The Saturday Evening Post; and some wrote elaborate 

course guides especially for these students. For the private correspondence schools, 

pathos was the most important of Aristotle's appeals. By the tum of the twentieth 

century, however, distance education had penetrated the Midwestern land grant 

univ,ersities. Relegated to the perimeters of the universities, away from the power and 

status of the academic departments, proponents of distance education tried to appeal to 

the established figures in the universities. To accomplish this goal, they began to 
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emphasize another of Aristotle's appeals, ethos. These pioneers of distance education 

faced the twin rhetorical challenges of creating a pathetic appeal to the student/audience 

and an ethical appeal to members of the academy. In this section, I will define ethos as 

Aristotle and other ancient rhetoricians conceived of it, review the historians' versions of 

the struggle to gain ethos, and predict what lies ahead for distance educators facing the 

challenge of appealing to an increasingly disparate audience. 

Aristotle defines "ethos" as the impression the speaker makes on the audience, the 

esteem in which he is held. This esteem is critical to all three of the ancient forms of 

rhetoric, because "Rhetoric finds its end in judgment" (2.1.91) The rhetoric of the early 

distance educators who attempted to gain acceptance within the academic audience may 

be classified as epideictic, the rhetoric of praise or blame. To assure praise rather than 

blame, Aristotle says "the speaker must not merely see to it that his speech ... shall be 

convincing and persuasive, but he must [in and by the speech] give the right impression 

of himself, and get his judge [audience] in the right frame of mind" (2.1.91). To attain 

this "right impression," Aristotle says the speaker must demonstrate three qualities: 

intelligence, character, and good will (2.1.92). 

Distance educators have struggled with modem versions of all three qualities. 

Alth?ugh the innate intelligence of distance education producers and faculty is usually 

not questioned, their academic qualifications have been, often with good reason. For 

instance, in the immediate post-World War II era, the typical correspondence study 
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division was "staffed primarily by clerical personnel, with poorly paid professional staff 

lacking the accepted academic credentials," all of which resulted in poorly written course 

materials (Wright 40). The character of institutions offering distance education was also 

often questioned. Aristotle says that the speaker who lacks character can mislead his 

audience when his "rascality leads him to say what he does not think" (2.1.92). For the 

academic audience, the "rascality" of distance education lies in its associations with 

business and with the profit motive. From the end of World War I to the 1960's. the 

proprietary correspondence schools often made flagrantly fraudulent claims for their 

courses, and they made them in venues with high visibility. Their advertisements in 

popular magazines and on the sides of trolleys appealed to the potential students they 

wished to reach, but the same advertisements made the academic audience question the 

quality of their character. More recently, the University of Phoenix has been accused of 

"rascality" in its use of an all adjunct faculty. Of the last characteristic, Aristotle admits 

that even the speaker who evinces intelligence and character can be viewed as 

untrustworthy if he is not "well-disposed" to the audience and thus fails to advise the best 

course as the audience perceives it. That is what happened in the early attempts at gaining 

ethos with the academic audience. The problems associated with intelligence and 

char8:cter prevented the academic audience from being "well-disposed" to distance 

education. 
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Unlike Aristotle, the later Roman rhetoricians Cicero and Quintilian assert that the 

orator brings a reputation and a character with him to the speech. Cicero defines the 

orator as a "good man speaking well." The orator must come to his speech already a 

"good man," but he must also "speak well" to gain the respect of his audience. In the 

academic world, Cicero's two requirements for the orator who wishes to make the ethical 

appeal are still used. A reputation for sound scholarship, if not for sound character, is 

imperative for academic recognition as is strong presentation. Unfortunately, the early 

forms of distance education possessed neither quality. The struggle for ethos in the 

academic environment has been long and hard for those dedicated to distance education. 

The rhetorical struggle itself has not been well-documented, but the conventional 

histories of distance education provide some clues about the long, arduous course which 

has led to a beginning of an era of new perceptions about distance education. 

Correspondence study is the most historicized of the three types of distance 

education, perhaps because it has the longest history and its practitioners have had some 

time to reflect on that history. Although Alfred Hall-Quest's The University Afield, 

published in 1926, is the oldest history of college correspondence courses in the United 

States, Walton Bittner and Hervey Mallory's University Teaching By Mail, published in 

1933, ,is more comprehensive in the treatment of the political as well as the pedagogical 

problems associated with correspondence divisions. Based on data from questionnaires 

sent out to faculty and administrators of the major university correspondence 
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departments, the Bittner and Mallory study suggests the variety of practices among these 

departments as well as the common problems they face. Although the intended audience 

for their book consists primarily of administrators of university extension departments, 

Bittner and Mallory suggest some reasons for those department's lack of ethos: the 

advertising that some universities do for the courses; the low status of faculty working in 

extension courses; the general lack of visibility for the good work done by the 

correspondence division. Bittner and Mallory also are concerned with reaching the 

student/audience. They discuss in some depth the difference in rhetorical situation 

between classroom and correspondence study and between the residential student and the 

distance student. University Teaching by Mail is also distinguished by a collection of 

monographs by faculty teaching correspondence courses at several universities. These 

monographs deal directly with strategies involved in gaining pathos with this new kind of 

student; they are a first step toward a discourse for this discipline. 

Two later histories of correspondence education are more conventional 

institutional histories, and deal only peripherally with the rhetorical issues of pathos and 

ethos. Published in 1968, MacKenzie, Christensen, and Rigby's Correspondence 

Instruction in the United States emphasizes the use of correspondence courses in business 

and especially in the Armed Forces Institute. By 1960, the armed forces had become the 

largest consumer of correspondence courses in the United States. MacKenzie, 

Christensen, and Rigby recount efforts to standardize the course materials in an attempt to 
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reach the military students. These scholars do not face the issue of ethos directly, but their 

history of correspondence education outside the universities is one more illustration of 

the barriers to acceptance faced by distance educators. 

More recently, Barbara Watkins and Stephen Wright's anthology of essays on 

correspondence instruction is more comprehensive than the earlier studies. Their book 

provides biographical data about key figures in the founding of correspondence 

education, analysis of institutional policies that helped or hurt correspondence education, 

historical perspectives on the "image problem" that has plagued correspondence 

instruction since its inception, and a comparison of correspondence instruction with the 

newer video-based instruction. In her essay on the early years of correspondence study, 

Watkins also explores the important figures and events in the professionalization of 

correspondence courses. She relates the founding of the national professional 

organizations of professional journals and conferences. She credits Charles Wedemeyer 

of the University of Wisconsin with leading the movement within the correspondence 

world that would gain it at least some recognition, or ethos, in the universities. 

Von Pittman's "Academic Credibility and the 'Image Problem"' in the same 

anthology analyzes the factors that made attaining ethos with the academic community so 

difficult for the correspondence divisions of the universities. A century later, it remains 

difficult to fully account for this institutional resistance to correspondence study as a bona 

fide medium of instruction. However, some factors seem certain. The traditional 
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academic opposition to change, bolstered with certain a priori assumptions about quality, 

certainly played a part. In addition, the democratic assumptions that provided the 

ideological justification for correspondence study clashed with the elitist tendencies of 

many faculty members at the large, research-oriented universities. Finally, an unfortunate 

association with the often lurid scandals and sleazy practices of the worst of the 

proprietary correspondence schools also played a role. ("Image" 112) 

Pittman's analysis succinctly lists the reasons for the extension division's early 

failure to impress the academic audience with their "intelligence, character, and good 

will." He also points out the failure of these departments to attain pathos with that 

audience because of the fundamental differences in their conceptions of higher education. 

Pittman explains the plethora of comparative studies, most of which demonstrate the 

efficacy of distance education, as part of the failed attempt at ethos. In Aristotle's terms, 

the authors of these studies cannot convince the audience that distance education is the 

"best course" because the audience is not "well-disposed" toward them. Pittman ends by 

calling universal credibility a "lost cause" because of the "acceptance of conventional 

wisdom and a resort to stereotypes" among members of the academy ("Image" 122) 

The final essay in Watkins and Wright's Founda(tions of American Distance 

Education by Marvin Van Kekerix and James Andrews also indirectly concerns the 

difficulty in establishing ethos with the university faculty audience. In "Electronic Media 

and Independent Study," the authors discuss the origins of video-based courses in a 
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competition with what was by then the "traditional" form of distance education. Writing 

from an obviously biased point of view, Van Kekerix and Andrews emphasize the 

limitations and disadvantages of these courses: the high cost of production; the lack of 

research proving that these courses are better than the traditional correspondence courses; 

the arrogance of the advocates of video courses, who wanted to use the new technology 

simply because it was new. They add to the reasons for the lack of ethos suffered by 

distance education the stigma attached to a medium associated with popular culture and 

with a high cost of production that must be funded, perhaps at the expense of other 

projects. Ironically, the attitude of Van Kekerix and Andrews toward the new form of 

distance education mirrors the attitudes of the traditional faculty toward all distance 

education. 

A more positive example of the search for ethos than the American extension 

divisions may be found in the history of the British Open University. Unlike their 

American counterparts, the founders of the British Open University followed a political 

strategy that ensured that their upstart institution would have ethos, even among the most 

ancient and respected universities in the world. Several memoirs of the early days of the 

British Open University allow readers to see how this task was accomplished. John 

Fergu~on, a staff member in the planning stages of the project, recounts the behind-the

scenes strategizing in The Open University from Within. As early as 1965, the staff 

conscientiously sought support from key political and academic figures. Jeremy 
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Tunstall' s The Open University Opens tells of the day to day operations in the early years 

after the official opening in 1971. As Dean of Arts, Tunstall was interested in creating 

new and different learning experiences for students, but he also recognized the necessity 

of keeping up good external relationships too. 

The most insightful of the memoirs is that of Walter Perry, the first vice 

chancellor. In Open University: History and Evaluation of a Dynamic Innovation in 

Higher Education, Perry tells his own personal and professional story of how the Open 

University came to be at once the most radical institution of higher education in the 

United Kingdom and at the same time part of the academic establishment. The story is a 

triumphant one of attaining ethos with the academic audience without losing pathos with 

the student/audience. The British Open University is similar in its admission policies to 

open admissions institutions in the United States: the only requirement for admission is a 

minimum age of eighteen. The courses are advertised in popular newspapers, but also in 

factories and other places where working class people congregate. From the beginning, 

Perry and the other founders were concerned with keeping access to the university open 

in a practical as well as in a theoretical sense (143-50). Systems were put in place for 

students to buy texts and obtain library materials conveniently, to carry out scientific 

experiments on their own with the use of kits, and to participate in field trips for courses 

in the arts. All these processes were tailored to suit the needs of the students. The 



processes, as well as the course materials themselves, have been popular with students 

from the beginning; the founders achieved the pathos they sought with students. 
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Perry also tells how the founders gained ethos with the academic community in 

the United Kingdom. First, they made curricular decisions that laid the foundation for 

academic respectability, the basis for ethos that Aristotle called "intelligence." The 

courses fit the model of those in other universities. Checks are provided for graders so 

that the staff of a regional center cannot give students easy passes; quality control is built 

into even the grading of essays. Commitment to academic standards is required of the 

staff members who work with students. Students have been, from the founding, subject to 

the same external examinations that students at other British universities take (121-27). 

Courses are developed by course teams which include well-known scholars in the 

disciplines. The British Open University also sponsors research projects for faculty. Perry 

considers the development of the course team concept the major contribution of the 

British Open University (83-90). As the basis for the industrialization of production of 

distance materials, the course team is certainly a key innovation. In a more political 

sense, though, the course team concept is another way of achieving ethos. By using 

professors who are respected by their peers as course team members and by providing a 

positive experience for the scholars who participate in the course teams, the British Open 

University associates itself with people who are, in Aristotle's term, people of 
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"character." The "character" of these scholars may convince other academics that 

distance education is the "best course" for at least some students in the United Kingdom. 

The example of the British Open University demonstrates that institutions 

offering distance education can win respect among traditional academics if they provide 

high quality instruction and involve faculty from traditional universities in the production 

process. The reasons for the failure to win such respect often eludes supporters of 

distance education, but its critics provide a thorough, if hostile, explanation. Three books, 

published between 1918 and 1930, begin the themes of criticism of distance education 

that have continued to the present: the egalitarian assumptions about higher education; 

the use of the rhetoric and icons of popular culture in marketing. the association with 

business. The first two themes criticize the attempt of distance educators to achieve 

pathos with their student/audience; these themes of the criticism deny distance educators 

the first quality necessary for attaining ethos, intelligence or at least scholarship. The final 

theme, with its overtones of an improper relationship between business and education, 

suggests a lack of the second quality, character. An examination of the specific charges in 

these books will give some insight into the origins of the problems with ethos that still 

plague distance education. 

The earliest of the critiques, The Higher Leaming in America: A Memorandum on 

the Conduct of Universities by Business Men, was written by sociologist Thorstein 

Veblen. The title gives away his thesis, that business influences are changing the 
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university for the worse. Begun as a personal attack on distance education pioneer 

William Rainey Harper at the University of Chicago, Veblen's book is a tirade not only 

against distance education but also against other "peripheral" activities such as football 

and fraternities. Veblen views the university as having a narrow mission, the quest for 

knowledge. This quest can be carried out only by research and, secondarily, by teaching 

in the traditional classroom. Veblen is horrified by the increasing numbers of 

businessmen on the boards of trustees of university, positions that were historically held 

by the clergy. The purposes of the university and the purposes of business are mutually 

exclusive, and "the intrusion of business principles in the universities goes to weaken and 

retard the pursuit oflearning" (224). Perhaps because of his personal feelings for Harper, 

Veblen reserves his most venomous accusations for the extension divisions. He calls 

them misguided endeavors, the "edification of the unlearned by university extension" and 

"encouragement of amateurs by 'correspondence'" ( 16). The quality of intelligence that 

Aristotle finds necessary to gaining ethos is incompatible with extension courses, 

according to Veblen. He charges that "reasons of scholarship or science plainly have no 

part in this movement" (192). For Veblen, distance education has none of Aristotle's 

ingredients of ethos. The extension divisions are not "intelligent" in ways that universities 

recogn,ize; their courting of the business community casts doubt on their "character;" and 

the egalitarian goals of extension courses are not the "best course" for universities that 

should be devoted solely to research. 
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A similar, though even more virulent, attack on extension divisions was made in 

1930 by a man respected for his contributions to the reform of medical education, 

Abraham Flexner. In Universities: American, English, German, Flexner echoes Veblen's 

criticism of universities' growing relationship with business. Like Veblen, Flexner is 

· appalled at the idea of offering extension courses, which he links to the "adulteration and 

dilution" of the standards at Chicago (55). He does not produce empirical evidence for 

what he calls the low instructional quality of the correspondence courses other than rather 

emotional attacks on the gullibility of the people who would enroll in them. The nature of 

his charges and the vehemence of his attack suggest an underlying issue that he does not 

deal with directly: the threat of mass education to a university that Flexner thought had an 

elitist mission. Some reforms at Columbia and Chicago fueled the flames of Flexner's 

wrath. Both universities sent recruiters around the country who were similar to the 

salesmen sent by the loathsome proprietary schools. Both universities place 

advertisements in the same magazines that the correspondence schools used, middle-brow 

magazines not likely to appeal to Flexner (Pittman "Image" 115-16). These great 

universities lost their chance at ethos as far as Flexner was concerned by their association 

with the shady characters of education. Put in a rhetorical perspective, these universities 

faced the same dilemma that distance education providers still face. The rhetorical 

decisions they made to connect with potential students, the use of the rhetoric of popular 
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culture, were successful in achieving a pathetic appeal to prospective students. The same 

decisions made an ethical appeal to Flexner and his followers impossible. 

The most telling and insightful of the three books of criticism of early distance 

education was written by a friend of the movement, a man who later led a movement to 

reform the proprietary correspondence schools. John Noffsinger' s Correspondence 

Schools, Lyceums, Chautauquas was commissioned by the Carnegie Commission and 

published in 1926. It consists of a history of the proprietary correspondence schools and a 

second section on the lyceums and Chautauquas that were popular in the late nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries. By the time Noffsinger was writing, the lyceums and 

Chautauquas were becoming less popular in rural America because of the competition 

with the radio and with movies. Noffsinger concentrates on the history and description of 

the proprietary correspondence schools. Unlike Veblen and Flexner, Noffsinger is 

sympathetic to the method and agrees with the egalitarian premise of the correspondence 

schools; he just wants to make them better (86). He is as scathing in his criticism of the 

diploma mills as Veblen and Flexner. He calls the correspondence schools teaching 

chiropractic medicine "little better than frauds" (34 ). 

Noffsinger criticizes some of the same practices of the correspondence schools 

that Veblen and Flexner found so distasteful in the university extension departments. 

Noffsinger's criticism is different from the other writers' in two ways. He substantiates 

his claims with specific evidence of the poor practices, and his purpose is not to destroy 
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the schools, but to make them better. Like Veblen and Flexner, Noffsinger finds two 

areas problematic, instruction and recruitment strategies. He examined the instructional 

materials from more than one hundred correspondence courses. He found the materials to 

be poorly written, thin in content, and unsuitable for the student/audience for whom they 

were written (63-66). He advocates a personal element in the correction of student work, 

but finds it lacking all too often (63). Like Flexner, he excoriates the proprietary schools 

for the grade inflation that follows the profit motive (67). 

The other aspect of the schools that exasperates Noffsinger is their methods of 

advertising and recruiting. He agrees with Flexner and Veblen that the kind of advertising 

claims often made are extravagant and unrealistic, and he does not approve of the use of 

current conventions in advertising (37). He especially objects to what he considers the 

inappropriately demanding tactics of the salesmen. Noffsinger frames the pathos/ethos 

dilemma facing the correspondence schools more clearly than either Veblen or Flexner 

because he is sympathetic with the goal of the legitimate schools. The efforts of the 

proprietary schools to create a sense of shared cultural values with their potential students 

by advertising in popular magazines clearly achieve that goal. The schools laid the 

foundation for a sense of pathos with their students, as sense that they did not pursue in 

their instructional materials. The poor quality of the instructional materials cost the 

schools not only their pathetic appeal to their own students, but the ethical appeal to 

members of the academy. Noffsinger ends with the observation that there is "nothing 
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inherent in correspondence to disqualify it as a way to education" (87). He advocates 

reforms to separate the legitimate schools from the fraudulent ones, specifically raising 

the stature of the good schools by a self-governing professional association. Noffsinger's 

proposals for raising the quality of the courses, advertising them less flamboyantly, and 

providing a professional organization to keep the schools in check, were aimed at 

achieving the ethos that the proprietary correspondence schools lacked. 

The existing tension between the desire to achieve the pathetic appeal to the 

student/audience and the need to achieve the ethical appeal to the faculty/audience 

became even more complicated when distance education took to the air waves in the 

1920's. The most obvious complication is the addition of a second audience, the general 

public who would listen to or watch the programs; this audience demands even more 

adaptations to the popular culture than the student/audience. In addition to this public 

audience, open broadcast brings smaller, special interest audiences to the rhetorical 

situation. Federal legislation must be enacted to approve the required bandwidth for 

educational purposes, resulting in an audience of legislators who must defend their votes 

in their home districts. In the United States, potential benefactors such as the Ford 

Foundation and the Annenberg/CPB Foundation become another layer in the multiple 

audience of broadcast courses when producers are seeking funding. Increasingly, private 

businesses are sought as partners in productions intended for open broadcast; these 



businesses have their own agendas, making them a small but important segment of the 

diverse audience. 
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Aristotle developed his schema of artistic appeals with a relatively simple 

relationship between rhetor and audience in mind. The rhetorical situation of distance 

education includes at least two distinct audiences and, in the case of media-based courses, 

other interested parties as audience. The ability to use all three of Aristotle's appeals to 

advantage with all the layers of the audience is crucial to the success of media-based 

distance courses. In spite of the centrality of rhetoric to media-based distance education, 

no studies of its use have yet been made. In fact, a reliable history of media-based 

instruction, such as the Watkins and Wright book on correspondence education, is not 

available. What is available to give some insight on the complex rhetorical context of 

these courses consists of works that treat the growth and nature of the multiple audience 

as part of a study of some aspect of media-based distance courses and works that detail 

the history of the technical developments that make the courses possible. Neither type of 

study speaks directly to rhetorical issues, but both types suggest rhetorical implications, 

especially about the continued-difficulty of distance education in achieving ethos within 

the traditional academic community. 

The least likely work to have rhetorical implications may very well be the dual 

history of technology and legislation by Michael Buckland and Charles Dye, The 

Development of Electronic Distance Education Delivery Systems in the United States. 
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This study includes two types of chronology, one that highlights the growth of the 

technology and a second which highlights the major legislative milestones that allowed 

the origin and development of open-broadcast distance education. The growth in the 

complexity of the audience for these courses can be charted by noting the points of 

intersection of these two chronologies. For instance, in 1941, the Federal 

Communications Commission allocated 18 VHF channels to instructional television, and 

in 1950 approved in principle the idea of telecourses. In the same year, the University of 

Michigan launched the first telecourse. Also beginning in 1950 and continuing for twenty 

years, the Ford Foundation was a major benefactor to educational television. These brief 

excerpts from Buckland and Dye's long and detailed chronologies chronicle the public 

events that caused the multiplicity of audiences and the original constituents of that 

audience: the federal regulatory agency, the university community, the granting agency, 

and the implied general audience. This chronology of the early days of broadcast courses 

suggests the difficulties that would later obstruct distance educators in gaining the 

credibility they wanted from the academic establishment. 

A comparison of the development of radio courses in Britain and in the United 

States illustrates the complex interplay among producer, technology, and audience. Such 

a comparison also illustrates the differences between a rhetorically effective and a 

rhetorically ineffective handling of this interplay. As a result of collaboration between 

technical and academic staff in the British Open University, radio courses are still used 
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there. In contrast, they have not been used significantly since 1940 in the United States. A 

radio course on F. Scott Fitzgerald produced by National Public Radio in 1979 was used 

by a small number of institutions, but the tapes and print materials were most often used 

as supplements to a traditional course. A comprehensive history of these courses in either 

nation has not yet appeared, and the works that do cover this topic are mostly personal 

and anecdotal. They do not treat the rhetoric of the courses directly, but they do suggest 

the origins of the rhetorical situation and the consequences of the two nations' handling 

of it. 

In Britain, the radio has been used extensively for education since the 1920's. 

Kenneth Bailey's The Listening Schools: Educational Broadcasting in Britain by Sound 

and Television in Britain 1920's-1950's recounts anecdotes from the early years, 

emphasizing the adaptations the broadcasters made to keep the interest of their listeners. 

They followed Aristotle's advice to make the pathetic appeal to their listeners by using 

familiar language and examples. After the establishment of the British Open University, 

the BBC became the producing partner for the university's radio and telecourses. Like 

Cicero's orator, these two respected cultural institutions brought with them their own 

ethos and created programming that was both interesting and instructive. John 

Robinson's Leaming Over the Air: Sixty Years of Partnership in Adult Leaming gives 
,, 

the history of these years, including the founding of the Open University. His anecdotes 

again illustrate the collaborative nature of the British enterprise, and their inclusion rather 
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than exclusion of traditional academics. Robisnon's caveat for the future has implications 

for Americans: the more educational broadcasting is funded by individuals the less 

accessible it becomes. The reference to audience is oblique, but important. The entity 

contributing the funds for the project becomes the top layer of the multiple audience. 

-
In the United States, some universities established radio stations to be used for 

educational purposes between the two World Wars. These courses did not fare as well as 

the British ones did, however, and they were extinct by the end of World War II (Moore 

"Lessons" 1 ). Several factors contributed to their demise: the growing commercialization 

of radio with a concomitant desire for increased bandwidth on the part of the commercial 

stations; the failure of the universities to keep up with the technological demands of the 

new medium; and, most important, the failure of the universities to create good 

educational programming. Moore charges that "Developing programs that were truly 

educational and that would hold the attention of listeners against the competition of the 

commercially supported entertainment industry was beyond their creativity and 

competence" (2). The universities failed to create the pathetic appeal to students and other 

listeners that would have kept the courses alive. The charge to create a bond with the 

distance student/audience when a second audience, not even within the university, is 

added is not an easy one. To compete with the commercial entertainment just a twist of 

the dial away involves using the rhetorical conventions of popular culture, a practice that 

the correspondence schools amply proved alienates the academic establishment. The 
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radio courses never really took the challenge: professors simply read their lectures on the 

air. An apocryphal story still extant in distance education circles tells of a professor 

whose lecture was so dull that he went to sleep while delivering it, as did the technical 

staff. Radio courses failed at all of Aristotle's appeals, it seems. 

Educational television has had a somewhat less dismal history in the United 

States, although Moore contends that the same factors that killed radio courses are at 

work with television (3-4). Beginning in 1957 with Sunrise Semester, which aired on a 

commercial network, educational television continued to mimic the classroom as much as 

possible, using the "talking head" format. In the l 970's, technical breakthroughs 

including the use of tape rather than film, made more creative programs possible. The 

Public Broadcasting Act of 1964 gave these programs a venue in open broadcast, so 

producers were motivated to produce programs that would compete with other PBS 

programming. As educators had learned with radio, with open broadcast comes a second 

audience that is somewhat different from the student/audience and not much like the 

faculty/audience. Again, distance educators were faced with the challenge of appealing to 

the student/audience and the general audience by creating an emotional appeal that would 

keep their interest or by using the rhetorical conventions of the academy and gaining 

ethos with the academic audience. The futility of the attempts of distance educators to 

gain credibility with the academic audience is demonstrated in the hundreds of 

comparative studies reviewed by Chu and Schramm in 1965. No matter how many 
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studies show that telecourses teach as well as the classroom, they are still associated with 

a popular rather than an academic medium. As Donald G. Perrin remarks of instructional 

television, "Its expected impact on American education has been largely negated by poor 

acceptance by the school community .... "(7). Aristotle might say, that the impact has 

been negated by the lack of ethos within the school community. 

The impasse between the need for pathos with one audience and of ethos with 

another may be resolved with the newest medium for distance education, the computer. 

The technology of the computer changes the functions of all the elements in the rhetorical 

situation, the rhetor, the audience, the context. The nature of communication on the 

World Wide Web also alters the strategies for achieving Aristotle's appeals, logos, 

pathos, and ethos. In doing so, the dilemma between making an effective pathetic appeal 

to the student/audience and creating an ethical appeal to their peers that distance 

educators have faced for a century may become simply non-existent. At this time, no 

comprehensive rhetorical history or even theory of online distance education is available, 

probably because it is still in the formative stages. Practical guides such as The Wired 

Professor and Web-Based Instruction give faculty interested in entering online education 

the technical skills they need. An already vast and growing body of research on the 

effects of various mutations of computer mediated communication is also readily 

available in journals and reviews such as the extensive study by Rosalie Wells. These 

works fail to consider adequately the rhetorical changes wrought by hypertext in distance 
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education. Some works in allied fields, however, are helpful in understanding the 

rhetorical implications of computer technology for online courses. In this section, I will 

consider works on the rhetoric of hypertext and on electronic communities as they relate 

to distance education. 

Two works that are especially helpful in relating the rhetoric of hypertext to the 

rhetoric of distance education are Richard Lanham's The Electronic Word and the 

collection of essays edited by George Landow, Hyper/Text/Theory. Neither text speaks 

directly of the use of hypertext in distance education, but each provides useful insights 

into how hypertext affects the old issues of rhetorical appeals. Using abundant examples, 

Lanham delineates the changes hypertext makes in the way we read. Unlike the linear act 

of reading the printed text, reading hypertext is an associative act. This aspect of 

hypertext also affects the way "text" is defined and constructed. Because readers can 

easily add their own material to hypertext, the text itself is less stable than a printed text 

and the line between reader and writer becomes less rigid. As Lanham observes, 

"Electronic information seems to resist ownership" (19). Gunnor Listol, in his essay in 

Hyper/Text/Theory. agrees with Lanham that the roles of reader and writer are mixed 

with the use of hypertext. He says that "Hypermedia is a pronounced receiver medium." 

The task of getting and making information is "increasingly left to the reader". Listol sees 

a negative side to the use of hypertext: the loss of efficiency in communication. The 



paradox of hypermedia, he says, is that the more representative of the medium a text is 

the less efficient it is in communicating information (111 ). 
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The rhetorical characteristics of hypertext discussed by Lanham and Listol have 

implications for the rhetorical effectiveness of online courses. The blurring of the roles of 

writer and reader discussed by both writers change the definitions of both pathos and 

ethos. If rhetor and audience are interchangeable, who makes an appeal to whom? The 

technology of hypertext allows the reader/audience to change the text so that it is 

appealing. Ethos would also be mutually created within the text, using Aristotle's model 

rather than Cicero's. The rhetorical control granted by the technology also results in the 

control of learning by the learner, long an ideal in distance education. The difficulty in 

making coherent, linear meaning, logos, from hypertext is problematical for distance 

education. Clarity and consistency have traditionally been stylistic qualities most valued 

in distance education. Producers of online courses using hypertext must balance the 

difficulty of attaining the appeal of logos with the relative ease of attaining pathos and 

ethos. 

The scattered and isolated student/audience of correspondence courses and 

telecourses takes a new, more cohesive shape with the advent of the Internet. With 

electronic conferencing, distance students cease to be isolated learners and become part of 

an electronic community. The research on electronic communities ranges from works on 

using the Internet for marketing to tracing the psychological and sociological effects of 
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virtual communities on their members. For the purposes of this study, which concentrates 

on the rhetorical impact of these communities on the instructional goals, two recent books 

are heuristic works because of the implications for rhetoric that each suggests. Tharon W. 

Howard's A Rhetoric of Electronic Communities takes a social constructionist view of 

writing and reading. He considers a variety of conceptions of community, and explains 

the significance of the concept of community in rhetorical theory. He also considers some 

of the same topics of ownership of electronic texts that Lanham and Listol do, but he 

emphasizes the social aspect of this control more than they do. The relevant ideas from 

Howard concern the nature of electronic communities and their social construction of the 

meaning of texts. The distance student/audience is a special kind of electronic community 

bound together by a common goal. Because of this common goal and the communal 

nature of networked text, the students make the appeals of logos, pathos, and ethos to 

themselves and to each other. The nature of the technology changes the structure of the 

rhetorical situation that Aristotle envisioned, softening or erasing the lines between rhetor 

and audience. 

A less theoretical, more practical book on electronic communities is Rena M. 

Palloff and Keith Pratt's Building Learning Communities in Cyberspace: Effective 

Strategies for the Online Classroom. One of a growing number of works aimed at the 

novice distance teacher, Building Learning Communities in Cybersapce is noteworthy 

because the authors do consider some of the rhetorical issues involved in moving from 
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the classroom to cyberspace. They consider the physical and psychological changes that 

the change in physical space brings with it, and they suggest that these changes mandate a 

pro-active effort by the instructor to create an electronic community for students. Palloff 

and Pratt suggest strategies for building this community and for managing the "distance' 

in online instruction. They intend these activities to bring scattered students together 

online to engage in communication that allows them to become acquainted and to find 

common bonds. Students are, in essence, creating their own pathetic appeals; they are 

finding the bases for the enthymemes they can use to communicate with each other. The 

instructor occupies a different rhetorical position from Aristotle's orator. Whereas 

Aristotle's orator was speaking one-to-many and must make all the appeals himself, the 

online instructor simply puts in motion a many-to-many communication in which all 

participants share in creating the appeals. Within the instructional rhetorical context, the 

technology of the Internet reformulates the traditional roles of rhetor and audience. 

Outside the immediate context of instruction, the same technology changes the perception 

of distance education held by many academics. Perhaps because the computer is a text

based technology or perhaps because it is still associated with white-collar jobs and 

affluent lives, the use of the computer for distance education has created the ethos within 

the academic community for which it has striven so long. 

The ethos of the computer in the academic world seems to transfer to the distance 

learning courses that use it, and by extension to distance courses based on other 
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technology. The term "paradigm shift" is almost routinely applied to the current changes 

in higher education. Judith V. Boettcher and Rita-Marie Conrad answer the question of 

whether or not distance learning is "the beginning of the new learning paradigm" with a 

resounding "yes." They specify that the new paradigm is the interactive variety, most 

often using the World Wide Web as the site of the interaction. Boettcher and Conrad note 

the rhetorical differences between synchronous and asynchronous interaction: in the 

former the teacher remains in control, and in the latter control is shared with the students 

(14). According to CSS Update, Harasim also believes that "online education through 

computer networking is creating a paradigm shift in education" Jack M. Wilson also 

foresees major changes in higher education, but he sees a merger of the old and new 

paradigms: "The old paradigm of on-site versus distant learners is blurring rapidly as the 

increasing availability of network resources and collaborative software stimulates a 

convergence" ( 52). 

One sure sign that major changes are expected by decision-makers within higher 

education is that these changes are being discussed at the management as well as at the 

instructional level. Besides the plethora of conferences and journals available to 

administrators considering how to use distance education to meet the needs of their 

institutions, book length studies are also pointing the way to the new paradigm. Strategic 

Choices for the Academy: How Demand for Lifelong Learning Will Re-Create Higher 

Education by David James Rowley, Lujan Herman, and Michael G. Dolence, a recent 
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book in this vein, calls for universities to restructure themselves radically to meet the 

demands of the "information age learner." They contend that these new students are 

reluctant to enroll in traditional classes because this old style no longer suits today's 

lifelong learner. They advise universities to make strategic plans of action to bring about 

the necessary changes. Finally, in large measure because of the addition of the computer 

to distance education technology, the ethos within the educational establishment that 

eluded distance education for so long has finally been won. 

Providing an Analytical Precedent 

Because the new paradigm is still in the formative stages, it resists easy 

explanations. Theorists have tried to define it by describing the attempts of distance 

educators to build common bonds with their students. Historians of the movement have 

preserved the mostly unsuccessful attempts of distance educators to gain the confidence 

of their professional colleagues. Both enterprises are essentially rhetorical in nature, as is . 

all of distance education. Yet the rhetorical qualities of distance education, including the 

fundamental rhetorical situation of the method, the complexities of reaching a distant and 

multi-layered student/audience, and even the challenges of producing instructional 

materials for such an audience, have not been studied. 

One barrier to such a study is the nature of the materials available for study. 

Distance education has not produced landmark studies or classics of educational theory or 

even breakthrough empirical studies. What distance education has produced is an 
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assortment of materials considered so ephemeral by librarians that they make little effort 

to keep these materials in their collections. Each of these documents, unimportant in itself 

perhaps, gives some insight into the rhetorical nature of distance education. One way to 

· explain the new paradigm is through an examination of the rhetoric of the distance 

education artifacts available to us: the course materials, the promotional brochures and 

advertisements, the faculty and administrative handbooks, the policy manuals that govern 

distance education departments. These documents at once give explicit information about 

the theory and practice of distance education since its inception in the nineteenth century 

and a sense of the changes implicit in the rhetorical strategies employed. The precedent 

for such an enterprise is in the work done by Michel Foucault on the mental hospital, the 

prison, and the clinic. In each of these studies, Foucault examines a major social 

institution in a time of transition, using documents internal to the institution as well as 

documents from the society outside to tell the story of the institutional change. Such 

documents are simply all the evidence available to researchers who wish to examine 

distance education as a locus of knowledge and power. Foucault's structuralist roots also 

make his methodology and philosophy useful in the study of distance education as a 

societal institution. The structure and form provided by Foucault's archaeological method 

gi:ves coherence to data that is often fragmented and formless. In this section, I will 

review Foucault's histories of the key social institutions and suggest parallels between 

these histories and the history of distance education. 
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Foucault captured each of these French institutions in a time of change, when each 

was in the midst of a paradigm shift from an ancient to a more modern model; he studied 

each during the French classical era when major social and political changes were taking 

place. Using methods he called "archaeological" and "genealogical," Foucault studied the 

subtle changes in power relationships within the social institutions under scrutiny and 

outside the institutions in the power networks that came into play as other social and 

political institutions were linked to the prison, the mental hospital, and the clinic. The 

power of discourse to create knowledge and thus power is a theme of all Foucault's 

histories. As the discussion of the attempts of distance educators to create knowledge of 

their institution and thus gain power for it suggests, Foucault's method forms a powerful 

heuristic for analyzing the discourse of distance education. 

In this early work, Madness and Civilization, Foucault traces the relationship 

between the conception of madness and that of reason. He concludes that when reason 

was established as the norm, everything else was excluded. The voices of the "mad," 

which had previously been heard were silenced when they were shut away in the mental 

hospital. From then on, the voice of those labeled mad was simply not heard. The parallel 

with the experience of distance education is striking. Once the medieval paradigm of the 

classroom, the lecture, and the seminar was established, voices that favored a change in 

the system found it difficult to be heard, no matter how convincing their arguments. Like 

the French mad men and women, distance educators were long confined in places that 
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were either completely outside the mainstream of higher education or just on its 

perimeters. In an essay on the "image problem" in correspondence study, Pittman 

despairs of the possibility of gaining academic credibility for this segment of distance 

education in spite of overwhelming evidence of its effectiveness and high professional 

standards. He calls this "uncritical acceptance of the conventional wisdom" a "part of the 

environment. Given this reality, universal credibility may be a lost cause" ("Image" 122). 

Like the mad men and women whose voices cannot be heard within the norm of 

reasonable discourse, distance educators are often ignored even when they follow the 

rules of discourse set up the normative community. 

Foucault used what he called his "archaeological" approach to social and political 

history in two later histories that parallel the current change in the paradigm of higher 

education. Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison details, through careful analysis 

of rhetorical and physical artifacts, the shift from the physical punishment and restraint of 

prisoners to their psychological reformation. Prisons moved from controlling behavior by 

torture and public humiliation to the "discipline" of physical "surveillance" by the prison 

and psychological "surveillance" by the school, the church, and charitable organizations. 

Prisone~s changed their behavior in response to these new methods of control, becoming 

m,ore passive when they were controlled by then new methods than they had been under 

the old. Education may also be defined as a change in behavior. Traditional classroom 

instruction implies certain methods of control: closed book tests, recitations, required 
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attendance for instance. These methods promote passivity and dependence in students. 

The autonomy inherent in distance education, on the other hand, demands from students 

more active participation in their own education. This shift in methods of controlling 

student behavior may be compared to that experienced in the French prisons Foucault 

studied. Both may be seen in the change in the architecture of the prison and the change 

from traditional classrooms to individual workstations and in the rhetoric of the materials 

that document that change. 

Another study of the close relationship between power and knowledge concerns 

the birth of modem medicine in eighteenth-century France and the reconstruction of 

medical knowledge that accompanied it. In The Birth of the Clinic, Foucault chronicles 

the rise of the inductive, clinical diagnosis of disease and the resultant changes in the 

structure of knowledge and discourse about disease. By this point in his work, Foucault 

believed that power and knowledge are inseparable: Unless something is the object of 

knowledge, it cannot have any power. Knowledge can be made only in discourse, in 

Foucault's larger sense of the term, so power comes only when a subject supports 

discourse. 

The history of the change in medical practice may be compared to the shift now 

oqcurring in higher education, although that shift is not yet complete. As educational 

practices change in response to new technology, new students, and new alliances of 

institutions, so must the knowledge about education be restructured. Obviously, many 
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traditional educational strategies will not work with distance students; a closed book test 

relying heavily on memorization cannot reliably be given to students on different 

continents. New definitions of knowledge and new ways of ass_essing it must be found. 

Research on distance education must be divorced from traditional research concerns 

before a sweeping change such as Foucault describes can be said to have taken place. A 

survey of current empirical research on distance education yields a large number of 

comparative studies and studies that assume that the traditional model is the one to which 

distance education should aspire. Until knowledge about education is restructured by 

researchers, the paradigm shift will not be complete. The parallel with Foucault's history 

of the clinic is only partial. 

History of Sexuality: An Introduction also chronicles a change in power between 

two powerful social institutions, the church and the medical establishment. The power in 

this instance is that of defining and regulating sexuality. Essentially, the change from a 

religious definition of sexuality to a medical definition involves literally a change in the 

site of power from the confessional to the laboratory. Similarly, the shift from the 

medieval model to the distance education model involves a change from the classroom to 

the more isolated sites such as the television screen or the computer monitor. This change 

of place implies a change in the power structure of the teacher-student relationship, 

giving more power to the student than is found in the teacher-centered classroom. 

Another way to define the movement from the confessional to the laboratory is to see that 
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the bodies literally move from one place to the other. To be an object of study in the 

laboratory, and therefore of knowledge and power, the bodies had to be physically present 

in the laboratory to be observed. In distance education, the long quest for knowledge and 

power also involved physically bringing bodies from one place to another. Distance 

education students had to become part of universities, even if only in the extension 

divisions, before they could be properly studied. 

A more abstract work than the histories, The Archaeology of Knowledge contains 

the theoretical framework that can be used to define the current status of distance 

education and to predict the course of the paradigm shift. Foucault defines "discursive 

formation" as the structuring of knowledge by discursive practices (38). Power, of course, 

is inseparable from knowledge and thus from discourse. Foucault delineates the rules that 

determine what can be said and who can say it. These rules are usually agreed on within a 

community, though not articulated (216). A powerful set of rules governs the subjects, 

speakers, rituals, and sites of discourse. To be the subject of discourse means that a 

subject may be discussed, studied, argued over; not to be the subject of discourse means 

that the subject does not exist. Institutions recognize subjects as appropriate for discourse. 

Certain subjects are not recognized as appropriate and thus are not discussed (44-45; 

224). To speak, individuals must be qualified by competence, knowledge, or legal 

credentials (224-25). Discourse must be formulated in ways acceptable to the discourse 



community, and rituals associated with the discourse must be observed (216). The 

discourse must originate from a site deemed worthy by the community. 
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Applying these rules to distance education clarifies its relationship to the higher 

education establishment, the discursive community with the power to control the subjects, 

speakers, and sites of educational discourse. Distance education has only recently been 

recognized as a subject of discourse in higher education, and it is still on the sidelines. In 

composition, for instance, the standard history of the teaching of writing, A Short History 

of Writing Instruction, does not mention correspondence schools, Chautauqua courses, 

extension courses, or any other form of distance education, although all have been used to 

teach writing. In 1995, the major conference for composition faculty allotted only three 

sessions to distance education; in 1998 only one. Through the seventies and eighties, 

when distance education was developing rapidly, speakers on teaching composition by 

various distance methods were relegated to sessions focusing on "alternative" teaching 

methods; distance education was not recognized as a topic for discussion. 

The best example of the difficulty distance education has faced in becoming a 

subject for academic discourse is found in its own research. Research is the lingua franca 

of academia. If a subject is not the object of research in the approved format, as Foucault 

w.ould say, it does not exist. Such has been the case of the extensive but overlooked body 

of research on distance education. Five major journals are devoted to distance education, 

but within journals devoted to specific disciplines, coverage of the topic is limited. For 



instance, the major journal of composition and rhetoric, College Composition and 

Communication, has published no articles on teaching composition at a distance, 

although such courses have proliferated in recent years. Teaching English in the Two-
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y ear College published two articles in the 1980' s about telecourse instruction, one an 

anecdotal account of the author's experiences. The subject and format of this article give 

a clue about why research in distance education has been so little regarded by the higher 

education establishment: it does not fit the formula required by that discourse community 

to be considered the serious object of discourse. Pittman as well as Schlosser and 

Anderson contend that the problem with much research in distance education is that it is 

anecdotal (Pittman "Image" 122; Schlosser and Anderson 27). Whittington agrees with 

Schlosser and Anderson that research in distance education is "dominated by comparison 

studies in which students learning at a distance are compared to students learning in a 

traditional classroom" (27). Although the studies consistently show that distance students 

perform as well as or better than their on-campus counterparts, the approach "is widely 

criticized and is suspect" (27). In Foucaultian terms; distance education researchers are 

not heard because they are failing to follow the rules of the community which creates the 

objects of discourse. 

Explaining why research in distance education is difficult to summarize, Schlosser 

and Anderson remark that it is "an emerging discipline that is practiced most often by 

non-researchers who either do not publish or do not provide documents that 'fit the mold' 



of traditional research" (27). The form of the research does not meet the expectations of 

the academic community, and the researchers may not have the qualifications that this 

community believes necessary to speak of the topic. The fragmented nature of distance 
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· education works against the kind of qualifications that the academic community expects 

from those it authorizes to speak. The production of course materials is usually done by 

teams rather than by individuals; a completely different group of teachers then will teach 

the course. The course teams may be made up of freelancers who move on to other 

projects when the course is finished. The faculty who teach the course may be primarily 

adjunct faculty or full-time faculty taking on extra work as adjuncts. 

An example of this system is the Dallas County Community College District, 

whose production model has been widely imitated. The course team consists of a faculty 

member, who may or may not be a DCCCD teacher, an instructional designer, and 

appropriate technical personnel. Each member of the team may be hired only for the 

duration of the project. When the course is complete, it is taught by part-time faculty or 

by full-time faculty working on part-time contracts. Ironically, a full-time faculty member 

may not use his or her work on a distance education course as part of the performance 

evaluation: excellence in teaching distance learners is not rewarded, and incompetence is 

nqt punished. The final result of this system is that the faculty are marginalized in ways 

that make it impossible for them to gain the kind of credentials demanded of individuals 

"qualified" to speak on a topic. 
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If the subject of distance education has not yet been fully recognized as an object 

of discourse by the academic community, and those who speak on it are not qualified by 

that community, the sites and rituals associated with distance education are wildly 

heterodox. The medieval model is based on "the unassailable presupposition that 

university teaching could and should take place only on campus. Without regular 

supervision by a duly accredited authority in the field it was impossible to moderate 

academic standards" (Bolton qtd in Pittman "Image" 112). The campus is only one site 

for distance education; others include the student's place of employment, home, an off

campus computer or video center, or any place where a laptop computer can go. 

With the change in environment comes a change in the rituals associated with 

education. The formality of the lecture hall is relaxed. Blumenstyk reports that one 

student in the Maine distance education site brings her baby with her to class and eats 

dinner while watching a televised lecture ( 11-13 ). The isolation of the campus from the 

surrounding community is replaced by distance education's immersion in the world. Most 

distance learners are employed full-time, and they demand courses that relate more to 

"town" than to "gown." Producers of distance courses constantly strive to relate the 

course materials to the lives of their students, using language students can understand and 

m~king connections between the academic field and the world around them. Video 

programs demonstrate content in realistic scenarios. Online courses connect students to 

Web sites all over the world. The sites in which distance education takes place are 
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familiar to students, but they are not the sites authorized by qualified speakers. Foucault 

himself recognized the power of the educational establishment: 

education may well be, as or right, the instrument whereby every 

individual, in a society like our own, can gain access to any kind of 

discourse. But we well know that in its distribution, in what it permits and 

in what it prevents, it follows the well-trodden battle lines of social 

conflict. Every educational system is a political means of maintaining or 

of modifying the appropriation of discourse with the knowledge and the 

powers it carries with it. (Archaeology 227). 

The "appropriation of discourse" is the key element of the power shift now taking place 

in higher education. For distance education to take its place as the paradigm of the future, 

it must move from its present marginalized position in academic discourse to a central 

· place. 

Following Foucault's Analytical Method 

Foucault's histories of the prison, the mental hospital, and the clinic are not 

conventional rhetorical studies, but the methods Foucault uses to analyze these 

institutions are based on recovered rhetorical artifacts and have rhetorical implications. 

Although his ideas and methods changed over time, Foucault uses six methods 

throughout the histories that are also appropriate to this study: (1) the dependence on the 

"archaeological" or "genealogical" method of recovering history rather than the 
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conventional treatment of major events; (2) the use of a wider range of primary 

documents than conventional historians allow; (3) the acknowledgment of the 

significance of the physical aspects of the subject (4) the analysis of power structures 

from the lowest level upward instead of concentrating on the macro levels of power; ( 5) 

the rejection of the concept of authorial individuality; (6) the comparison of the 

discursive practices of the evolving institution under scrutiny with those of the institution 

it is replacing. In this section, I will discuss each of these methods in relation to the 

methods of this study. I will explain how Foucault's methods, which form the basis of the 

method employed here, can be integrated with insights from other rhetoricians. Finally, I 

will provide a plan for the following chapters that suggests how this study of a social 

institution in the midst of a paradigm shift is grounded in the rhetoric of that institution. 

The methods most characteristic of Foucault's histories are the complementary 

methods of "archaeology" and "genealogy." Foucault developed the "archaeological" 

method early in his work. He discusses it most fully in a theoretical work, The 

Archaeology of Knowledge. Here he describes the method as a way of analyzing 

discourse in a particular "archive" or historical unit to discover the rules governing what 

can and cannot be said. This method also provides a means for discovering the 

relationships of power uncovered in the layers of meaning (29). The metaphor implicit in 

the term "archaeological" describes the method appropriately: it is a method of 

uncovering layers of discursive artifacts and examining their place in the developing 
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institution. Foucault used the "genealogical" method in later works, notably Discipline 

and Punish: The Birth of the Prison. The "genealogical" method, as the name suggests, 

traces the derivations of concepts and practices to their roots. This method is especially 

concerned with the formation of discourse based on power relations. Of his study of the 

change from the "punishment" of the old style prisons to the "discipline" of the new, 

Foucault says, "This book is intended as a correlative history of the modern soul and of a 

new power to judge; a genealogy of the present scientifico-legal complex from which the 

power to punish derives its bases, justifications and rules, from which it extends its 

effects by which it masks its exorbitant singularity" (23). In this study of the rhetoric of 

distance education, I will use Foucault's "archaeological" and "genealogical" methods to 

explain the present state of higher education, from which, to paraphrase Foucault, it 

derives the "bases, justifications and rules" that exert such power over distance education. 

Foucault's second characteristic method of historical analysis is his use of a wide 

range of primary documents, many of them apparently ephemeral or unimportant. His use 

of these documents is justified by his belief that power is gained, not just through 

legislation and treaties, but also through routine documents such as interoffice memos or 

lists of rules for behavior. He explains that it is in the documents of the people rather than 

of t,he king that the real movement of power may be discovered (Power/Knowledge 50-

57). In Discipline and Punish, for instance, he cites the regulations of the charity 

associations in Paris as a way of "disciplining" the poor. He quotes the penal code of 
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1808 that defined work as part of the isolation of the prisoner (243). He quotes the 

standardized gallows speeches expected from the condemned to demonstrate the kind of 

power exercised in the pre-Revolutionary penal system (65). None of these documents is 

important in itself, but each demonstrates how the prison system functioned on a daily 

basis and how the power it wielded affected the lives of the populace. Throughout this 

study, I will use documents much like those cited by Foucault and for much the same 

reasons. Distance education, by its nature, does not produce seminal works to mark its 

development. Also because of its nature, distance education does produce many 

documents of the sort that Foucault recognizes as significant to the growth of a social 

institution. Because distance education depends entirely on these documents for its 

functioning, a rhetorical examination of them yields a more realistic history of the 

institution than a study of the few landmarks would. 

Another unconventional use of proof in the histories is Foucault's 

acknowledgment that the physical bodies of his subjects, whether prisoners or mental 

patients, are the objects of the struggle for power. He also acknowledges the part 

architecture plays in the paradigm shifts that he records. In a sense, both bodies and 

architecture have rhetorical meanings for Foucault's institutions and also for distance 

ed11:cation. In Discipline and Punish, he devotes a chapter to the bodies of the prisoners 

under the old regime, showing how the physical treatment of the condemned, their 

clothing, their forced public display on the carts leading to execution, and sometimes the 
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public display of their quartered bodies, embodied the paradigm of punishment. He calls 

the chapter on the bodies of the prisoners under the new system "Docile Bodies," 

suggesting that the isolation of the prisoners, the totally scheduled life they lived, even 

the uniforms they wore supported the paradigm of discipline. In Madness and 

Civilization, Foucault also demonstrates the necessity of controlling the body of the 

subject if an institution is to gain power over other aspects of the subject's life. The 

mentally ill had to be physically moved into the mental hospital for the system to silence 

them. In The Birth of the Clinic: An Archaeology of Medical Perception, the body 

becomes the major focus of Foucault's history of the transformation of medicine in the 

eighteenth century. For modem medicine to emerge, doctors had to observe the body in a 

way they had not previously; thus Foucault relates the analysis of the body to the analysis 

of discourse: "For clinical experience to become possible as a form or knowledge, a 

reorganization of the hospital field, a new definition of the status of the patient in society 

... became necessary; the patient has to be enveloped in a collective homogeneous space. 

It was also necessary to open up language to a whole new domain .... " (196). Distance 

education has traditionally lacked credibility in academic circles at least partly because 

the bodies of the students and teachers are not physically present in the same way that 

resi~ential students and teachers are. One of the most important trends in the past century 

in distance education has been the movement of the bodies of both distance learners and 

distance teachers into the physical sites of discourse in higher education. 
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Foucault also understands the significance of the architecture of a public 

institution. In The Birth of the Clinic, Foucault says that the hospital had to "envelope" 

the patients for modern medicine to be practiced. In Madness and Civilization, he 

portrays the mentally ill as the successors of medieval lepers in their isolation from the 

rest of society and their resulting inability to produce discourse. Perhaps his most famous 

image is that of the panopticon, Jeremy Bentham's machine that allowed guards to see 

prisoners at all times without being observed themselves. The prison cells, of course, had 

to be arranged in a circular design so that the panopticon could do its work. The change in 

architecture and the addition of the technology allowed the system of discipline to 

operate. Architecture and technology are also critical to the operation of distance 

education. Distance education generally does not use the traditional architecture of the 

classroom to "discipline" its students. The architecture distance education does use has 

often been invisible because it is often to be found in the world outside the academy, in 

the homes and work places of students or in departments far removed from the academic 

mainstream. This unusual architecture has been attacked for its lack similarity to the 

classroom of the older model, which is seen as the standard by which all educational 

environments should be measured. Technology is also necessary to any form of distance 

edu_cation, and the physical qualities of the technology it uses significantly impacts the 

rhetoric of the instruction. The technology also impacts the acceptance any form of 



distance education has within the academic community, thus changing the power 

structure of the institution. 
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A fourth method used by Foucault, related to his use of a wide range of 

documents and other physical artifacts, is his analysis of the power structure within an 

institution. Foucault begins at the lowest level of power relations, to examine the 

structure within the institution and to evaluate its place in the power structure outside. 

Rather than beginning with important legal codes or landmark court cases or even the 

political power structure, Foucault often begins his analysis of the making of power and 

knowledge with the lowest level of power relations, then moving outward to the more 

obvious relationships. For instance, in Discipline and Punish, he describes in some detail 

the relationships of both the guards of the condemned under the old regime and the 

wardens under the new. He contrasts the highly visible guards who drove the condemned 

to the gallows or who lashed them to the carts for transport with the less visible but 

equally powerful wardens who ruled by enforcing the daily work schedule and by 

isolating the prisoners. In this contrast may be seen the essential difference between the 

old system of "punishment" and the newer system of "discipline." He also describes the 

micro-level power relationships in the ancillary "disciplinary" social institutions, the 

fa~ily, the charity, the church, and the school. These micro-level power structures 

demonstrate that these "disciplinary" institutions exercised total power over the lives of 

the French. In distance education, too, the power struggle starts at the micro level, in the 
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relationship between student and teacher. The power accorded to the student in distance 

learning profoundly threatens some traditional academics, who are accustomed to having 

both power and knowledge in the hands of the teacher. The advent of online courses 

using hypertext has hastened the movement of power within this micro level, and it has 

brought into the educational arena ancillary sources of power, including commercial 

software manufacturers and course producers. The rhetorical artifacts I will examine 

exemplify these micro level power relationships and the ripple effect they have 

throughout the whole institution. 

As a corollary to his use of documents from the lower as well as from the upper 

ranks of the social institutions he analyzes, Foucault rejects the tradition of authorial 

individuality. He is not concerned with the biographical significance of the document to 

its author, nor with the author's individual significance to the social movement. Although 

he identifies some authors in his works, others are not identified, and many are simply 

anonymous because of the nature of the documents he cites. For instance, he uses official 

orders, schedules of inmates' days and weeks, and articles from provincial newspapers to 

support his distinctions between "punishment" and "discipline." Such sources do not list 

the individual who wrote the document; in fact, some of the documents may have been 

wri_tten collaboratively. The important characteristic of the documents is the function of 

the writer within the social institution. Foucault explains that he is not interested in the 

individual author, but in the role the author plays (Order of Things 63). 
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Foucault's emphasis on the function rather than the identity of the author is 

appropriate to the study of the discourse produced by and about distance education. Many 

of the documents that tell most about the history and future of distance education are, like 

Foucault's prison documents, anonymous. Others are written by now-forgotten teachers 

or journalists. More recently, distance education's instructional materials have been 

produced by the industrialized means of production, which means that there is no single 

author, but multiple contributors to the course team. When students work in hypertext, 

the question of authorial identity becomes even more convoluted. For distance education, 

Foucault's emphasis on the authorial function rather than on the individual author is an 

appropriate and fruitful method. In this study, I will examine the rhetoric of many 

documents written by anonymous or obscure authors. Using Foucault's method of 

emphasizing the function of the author rather than the individual, I will analyze the 

rhetorical significance of these documents to the whole of distance education. 

The final method used by Foucault in his histories is one of his own most striking 

rhetorical devices. In the histories, Foucault always tries to explain the contrast between 

the modern institution of the prison, the mental hospital, or the clinic and the older 

institution each replaced. Although he emphasizes that these enormous paradigm shifts 

oft~n took place almost imperceptibly over a long period of time, he always finds a 

striking pair of documents to make the shift vivid. In Discipline and Punish, he begins 

with a gruesome description from an eighteenth -century periodical of the execution of 
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Damien, the regicide. The account evokes the images of boiling oil, torn extremities, and 

finally, as the Dutch newspaper says with classic understatement, "Finally, he was 

quartered" (3). In contrast to this anecdote of the old regime, Foucault describes the 

panopticon, the invention that was intended to "induce in the inmate a state of conscious 

and permanent visibility that assures the automatic functioning of power" (201 ). These 

passages evoke the essential nature of the old and new systems of keeping citizens under 

control. 

Foucault uses a similar comparison in the "Preface" to The Birth of the Clinic. He 

quotes a passage from an eighteenth-century doctor describing his treatment of an 

hysteric, whom he treated by having her take baths daily for ten or twelve hours for ten 

months. At the end of this time the doctor says that he saw "'membranous tissues like 

pieces of damp parchment peel away with some slight discomfort .... "'(ix). Foucault 

contrasts this old model of medical observation with a passage from a doctor who, 

writing about a century later, embodies the scientific objectivity associated with medical 

discourse in modem times. Foucault remarks that these two passages illustrated that the 

difference between the two eras is "both tiny and total" (x). Foucault sees the change in 

the medical paradigm in the rhetorical effects of the two passages, rhetorical effects that 

are_based on the two contrasting views of the body. Similar rhetorical comparisons are 

useful in discussing the changes that have come about in higher education in recent years 

as a result of the new views of distance education. I will compare the rhetoric of distance 
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education's instructional materials, promotional materials, popular and professional press 

coverage, administrative and instructional design handbooks, transcripts from electronic 

communications, and television scripts with the equivalent materials from traditional 

sources. Like Foucault's two medical passages, these materials will exemplify the 

philosophical and historical differences between the new paradigm that includes distance 

education and the old one that did not. 

As the passages from Discipline and Punish and The Birth of the Clinic colorfully 

demonstrate, the growth of social institutions may be charted by the rhetoric associated 

with them. This truism applies especially well to distance education because this form of 

education depends so much on complex rhetorical exchanges. Further, because it is so 

distant from the traditional sites of education, distance education depends more than other 

branches of higher education on the rhetorical effects of journalistic and promotional 

materials. Distance education makes an appropriate subject for a rhetorical study of 

higher education as it moves from one paradigm to a new one. Historians and theorists of 

distance education have made references to the effects of the documents I will analyze, 

but they have not used the tools or rhetorical analysis nor have they used a method of 

analyzing history based on critical theory as Foucault's is. 

In this rhetorical study, I will use Foucault's major ideas of power, knowledge, 

and discourse throughout the analysis of the documents pertaining to distance education. I 

will also use the six methods described above to interpret the rhetoric of this long 
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understudied branch of higher education. Unlike Foucault, though, I will use some of the 

traditional methods of rhetorical analysis within the F oucaultian framework. I will also 

refer to the theories of other rhetoricians, ancient and modem, when their theories or 

methods are helpful in understanding the documents at hand. In each of the following 

three chapters, I will analyze the rhetoric of documents and other artifacts from the major 

forms of distance education, correspondence courses, telecourses, and online courses. I 

will use a central idea from Foucault's work to analyze the place each type of course in 

the scheme of distance education and its place in the larger realm of higher education. 

Chapter 3 considers the earliest and still the most popular form of distance 

education, the correspondence course. Historically, the early correspondence schools 

established many of the instructional practices still used in all forms of distance education 

today. The establishment of these practices may be traced in the rhetoric of the course 

materials, promotional materials, and reflective writings by faculty. Foucault's idea of the 

discursive nature of practices, which underpins all of his histories is helpful in 

understanding how the rhetorical aspects of these artifacts influenced the development of 

policy for distance education. Foucault's idea of the discursive nature of practices within 

an institution illuminates the relationship between, for instance, the discursive practices 

of ~he advertisements of the proprietary correspondence schools and the difficulty 

distance education still has gaining credibility in the academic world. Foucault discusses 

his theory of discursive practices most directly in The Archaeology of Knowledge. Here 
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he distinguishes between practices that become regularities within an institution, la 

regularite, and those that actually become rules of discourse, la regle, (144-46). Chapter 3 

uses current rhetorical views of audience to explain how the regular practices of the 

correspondence schools became the rules of the larger body of distance education. 

Chapter 4 considers the video-based forms of distance education: live interactive 

telecourses, broadcast telecourses, and non-broadcast telecourses. Because video 

technology opens up the instructional materials of the courses to a wider audience than 

either traditional or correspondence courses have, Foucault's conceptions of "the gaze," 

"surveillance," and "normalizing" institutions are especially helpful in understanding how 

the rhetoric of these courses responds to their new audience. These terms refer to power 

relations within an institution or within society. Power is attained not only through force, 

but also through the more subtle psychological methods of "discipline." Foucault 

demonstrates how these ideas work in Discipline and Punish and in Madness and 

Civilization. The disciplinary functions of the prison and the asylum keep the behavior of 

prisoners and mental patients appropriate for their state. In The Birth of the Clinic, 

Foucault shows how the "gaze" of the medical community at the corpse changes the 

definition of disease. In Chapter 4, I will apply Foucault's theories about these subtle 

forms of power to the role of the multiple audiences of video-based courses. 

Chapter 5 examines the rhetoric of and about the newest type of distance 

education, online courses. As the discussion above suggests, online courses have had 
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greater acceptance among traditional educators than any other form of distance education. 

An examination of the rhetoric of and about this format for distance courses explains its 

popularity. Foucault's idea of the "invisible" and the "visible," which he articulates most 

clearly in The Birth of the Clinic, frames the issues raised by the popularity of the 

computer-based courses. Foucault gives a dramatic example of the invisible becoming 

visible through discourse in The Birth of the Clinic. He quotes a description of the course 

of a disease written before the birth of the clinic, when corpses were not routinely 

examined; he then compares it with a passage from a modem text on the same topic, one 

that is based on anatomical knowledge supplied by corpses (165). The rhetorical 

differences are striking, with the older one being more subjective and the newer one more 

"scientific" in the modern sense. The opening of the corpse made the "invisible" course 

of disease "visible," and the change was reflected in the rhetoric of the two documents. 

Computer-based courses have performed much the same function for distance education: 

courses, faculty, and students that once were invisible are now visible. In Chapter 5, I will 

analyze this process, using rhetorical artifacts from the popular and professional press, 

course materials, and theoretical works on the computer as a medium for communication. 

Distance education has been largely invisible within the larger establishment of 

higher education for more than a century. Few educators, traditional or distance, know the 

theory and history of this form of education. Even at conferences devoted to distance 

education, the talk among the conferees is more often about the latest technology than 
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about the latest theory of distance learning. Recently, many universities have rushed 

headlong into offering online courses, often without analyzing the potential student 

population or learning how to adapt subject-matter to a distance mode. Faculty and 

administrators coming to distance education with only knowledge of the technology 

would be well-advised to study, in addition, the rhetoric of distance education. Through 

such a study, they could learn the history, the theory, the characteristics of the students, 

the qualities of effective instructional materials. This kind of study has not previously 

been available; the time seems right for it now. 



Chapter 3 

The Rhetoric of Print: Correspondence Courses 

Correspondence courses are the earliest and still the most popular form of distance 

education. Their development is recorded in the standard histories of the correspondence 

movement by Bittner and Mallory and, more recently, by Watkins and Wright. These 

studies emphasize the administrative issues involved in offering the courses and the 

quantitative data evaluating them. Such studies are valuable in the same way that all 

conventional histories of social institutions are valuable: they record milestones and 

benchmarks in the development of the institution. For correspondence education, these 

milestones include the early entrepreneurial courses both in Europe and the United States, 

the founding of the extension divisions of the large Midwestern universities, and the 

establishment of professional societies to promote and regulate correspondence 

instruction. These events are the milestones of the history of correspondence education as 

it moved from being an unregulated entrepreneurial system to become a well-regulated, 

professional institution. 

The actual practices of the correspondence courses, however, are best observed in 

the documents they produced. In The Birth of the Clinic, Foucault traces the development 

of ~he clinical method through documents associated with the practice of medicine. In the 

same way, the development of the earliest form of distance education can best be 
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observed in the rhetoric of its products. Many of the potentially most valuable rhetorical 

products such as course guides and marked student papers have been lost to history 

because they were considered too ephemeral to be collected on a wide scale (O'Brien). 

For example, the instructional materials for Anna Eliot Ticknor' s school in Boston have 

completely disappeared. The school, with its classical curriculum and distinguished 

scholars as teachers, served a largely female student body. The letters written by the 

teachers to the students and the students' answers to the frequent tests would be a treasure 

of rhetorical artifacts. Unfortunately, none of these materials survive, and their contents 

can only be inferred from secondary accounts. Many other entrepreneurial educators 

suffered the same fate. Even course guides from the university extension departments 

have been preserved only haphazardly in a few special library collections. Published in 

popular magazines and on matchbook covers, most of the infamous advertisements 

characteristic of the proprietary schools were too fragile to survive. The paucity of 

surviving documents belies their significance. In spite of their fragile, transitory, and 

apparently insignificant nature, the rhetoric of these documents shaped the nature of 

distance education for its first century. 

Fortunately, some course materials, preparation guides, and promotional materials 

do ,still exist and can be viewed as archaeological objects that are indicative of the 

emerging practices of distance education. The two educational practices initiated by the 

correspondence schools and continued by later forms of distance education are the 
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extension of higher education to a non-traditional student population and the provision 

for student independence. The rhetoric of and about the correspondence schools promoted 

these practices by constructing a student/audience that has become the defining 

characteristic of distance education. Whatever the course content or the technology used 

to deliver it, distance education consistently strives to serve the non-traditional, 

independent student/audience originally defined in the instructional and promotional 

materials of the correspondence schools. The rhetoric of these documents reveals the 

invention and spread of these key concepts of distance education. To explain this 

complex process, I will draw on two rhetorical theories. Foucault's notion of "practices" 

and of "rules" is helpful in understanding the relationship between rhetorical practices 

and the social institution in which these practices take place. Because the invention of 

distance education really means the invention of the distance student/audience, I will also 

draw on the work of Andrea Lunsford and Lisa Ede on the complex relationship of writer 

and audience. 

Although standard histories such as those by Bittner and Mallory or Watkins and 

Wright trace the history of correspondence education through institutional changes, 

conferences, and professional publications, the history of the progress toward defining the 

dist~nce student/audience resists the conventional methodology. Foucault's 

archaeological method for analyzing the changing paradigms of social institutions is more 

suited to the task. Foucault's method rests on his concepts of "practices" and "rules," a 
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combination, like the power/knowledge duo, that is fundamental to Foucault's 

archaeological method. Practices are the concrete events that constitute history for 

Foucault. Rather than interpreting practices deductively based on preconceived theories, 

Foucault views them inductively, studying the practices as they emerge in the documents 

to discover inconsistencies and deviations from theory. This method separates Foucault 

not only from historians working from specific theories such as Marxism, but also from 

conventional historians who consider only a small range of actions and documents 

worthy of study. Foucault widens the definition of activities and documents worth 

studying to include those that embody a significant change in the institution under 

scrutiny. Although not all practices are primarily discursive, practices become concrete 

through documents as the visible records. In contrast to practices, which are concrete and 

visible, rules are invisible. They are the "conditions in which action takes place" (Lemert 

and Gillan 39). Foucault plays with the French words la regularite and la regle to explain 

the double nature of rules: the regularity that these rules must acquire so that they become 

invisible and the invisibility of the regulations that constrain practices. The relationship 

between practices and rules is symbiotic. The rules, once established, regulate the 

practices, but the practices "establish and apply norms, controls, exclusions" (Flynn 30). 

The regularity of the practices (la regularite) solidifies into the rule (la regle ). This 

process is traced through the trail of documents that embody the practices as the 

institution changes. 
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Foucault's method of analyzing the practices of an emerging social institution as 

they become the invisible rules of the new version is applicable to the growth of distance 

education. Because the whole movement developed in an ad hoc way outside of the rules 

and regularities of conventional education rather than according to a master play, its 

growth can best be studied inductively and understood on its own terms. More than any 

other form of education, distance education is defined by the rhetoric of the documents it 

produced. The rhetoric of the correspondence school documents is especially significant 

in the history of distance education because the discursive practices they represent formed 

the rules (la regularite) by which subsequent forms of distance education operate. They 

embody the distinguishing practice of distance education in its earliest form, encouraging 

non-traditional students to pursue higher education. The non-traditional student/ audience 

constructed by the rhetoric of the correspondence schools both in their instructional 

materials and in their advertisements has remained an unchanging characteristic of 

distance education. 

The most significant rhetorical practice to emerge from the history of 

correspondence education is the development of the concept of the distance student as 

audience for promotional and instructional materials. Always a major component of any 

rhetorical situation, the idea of audience is especially crucial in distance education 

because this audience is not immediately present with the teacher at the time of 

instruction. Lacking the understanding of audience usually gleaned from face-to-face 
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encounters and developing prior to the introduction of the use of demographic data, 

questionnaires, and focus groups to define this student/audience, it depended on a series 

of constructions of the relatively unknown audience by the producers of the course 

materials, by teachers of the courses, by the institutions that offered the courses, and by 

agencies that advertised the courses. 

Andrea Lunsford and Lisa Ede propose a distinction between the "audience 

addressed" and the "audience invoked" that is useful in considering the problem of 

defining this unknown student/audience. They define these two concepts of audience, 

explaining that these concepts are based on widely different assumptions about the nature 

of both reading and writing. They conclude that a clear understanding of the concept of 

audience really rests on a synthesis of the two perspectives and a full view of the 

rhetorical situation of which audience is only a part. Briefly, the "audience addressed" is 

the audience that the writer knows empirically and is able to conjure up during the 

writing process ( 409). The orator speaking to a live audience would be performing to an 

"audience addressed." According to Lunsford and Ede, this model is an inadequate 

description of the process in writing because it overemphasizes the modifications 

necessary to reach a fully realized audience and because it understates the use of language 

itself to make meaning (412-13). On the other hand, the idea of the "audience invoked" 

gives to the writer the power to create the audience by cues embedded in the text. 

Lunsford and Ede take issue with Walter Ong's contention in "The Writer's Audience is 
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Always a Fiction" that the writer creates a reader based on knowledge of the narrative 

tradition and that, in turn, readers conceive of themselves in this same tradition (9-12). 

They argue that this theory overestimates the differences between speech and writing and 

overemphasizes the role of the reader in the rhetorical situation. They propose a model of 

the concept of audience that turns in two directions, outward toward the real, external 

audience and inward toward the audience implied in the text. Their model synthesizes the 

two perspectives into a single concept that allows for a rich and diverse relationship 

between writer and reader. A "fully elaborated view of audience" must balance the roles 

of reader and writer within the rhetorical situation, explain the "wide and shifting range 

of roles for both addressed and invoked audiences," and consider this whole complex 

relationship in the context of the total rhetorical situation ( 423). 

Teaching can be analyzed as a rhetorical act using the perspectives discussed by 

Lunsford and Ede. Classroom teaching leans heavily toward the axis of "audience 

addressed" in their model: the teacher stands in front of the class, modifying the 

presentation as needed to suit the immediate, live situation. The distance teacher, on the 

other hand, must "invoke" and audience that may or may not be known empirically. The 

difference in the relationship between the rhetor and the audience is the primary 

difference between traditional and distance education. The development of the concept of 

the distance student as audience thus became the most important task for the earliest form 

of distance education, correspondents instruction. Foucault lists as one of the rules 
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governing discourse formation the institution's authority to name an object and to 

distinguish it from other objects (Archaeology 216). The construction of the distance 

student/audience is such a use of authority. The documents surviving from the 

correspondence movement reveal the story of this naming of the distance 

student/audience and distinguishing it from the traditional student/audience. The 

rhetorical practices based on this ever-changing concept of audience form the basis for all 

future practices in distance education. In this chapter, I will examine the concept of the 

distance student as audience from the perspective of three groups of writers: advertisers 

who tried to reach potential students, correspondence teachers who prepared materials for 

these students and graded their work, and behavioral psychologists who invented 

cognitive theories to explain their learning processes. In a concluding section, I will 

demonstrate the effect of these varying invocations of the student/audience on the 

primary materials of correspondence education, the course guides. 

The complex relationships between these writers and the distance students they 

were consciously "invoking" and those they were in reality "addressing" may be seen 

also as little dramas of the sort suggested by Kenneth Burke. A series of actors and scenes 

take the stage, all attempting to find the elusive student/audience. Change the actors, 

change the scene, and the concept of the audience being "invoked" changes too. The 

actors range from Madison A venue advertising executives to lonely correspondence 

teachers to psychology professors. The scenes begin far away from academia in the New 
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York advertising agencies, move to faculty offices hidden away in extension divisions of 

large Midwestern universities, finally settling in the offices of highly visible educational 

theorists. Moving in the shadows of all these scenes, the student/audience gradually 

travels from the world of commerce to the world of the academy. In these dramas, we 

will see the development of rhetorical practices (la regularite) based on the concept of 

audience that forms the basis for the enduring practices (la regle) of distance education. 

The action of this drama embodies the process of defining the distance student/audience 

by actors who "invoke" that audience based on their own relationship to it. 

Creating the Student/ Audience 

The first actors in the drama of the development of the concept of the distance 

student as audience were not, properly speaking, members of the educational community 

at all, but were hired to attract students to the proprietary correspondence schools. 

Beginning early in the century and continuing to the present, these schools have used 

commercial advertising agencies to create advertisements for their schools. These 

advertisements have traditionally been published in popular magazines. With little or not 

knowledge of the distance student as "audience addressed," these agencies created an 

"audience invoked" for their pieces by applying their ideas about the general public as 

"audience invoked" for advertising to the distance student. Later, the use of advertising 

techniques by university extension departments initiated the appropriation of the distance 

student/audience to these approved sites. This synthesis of the non-traditional "invoked" 
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student/audience with traditional universities began a process that took almost a century 

to comp_lete. In this section, I will examine the nature and history of the advertiser's 

"invoked" student/audience as it is reflected in promotional materials (practices) and 

compare that view with that "invoked" by an academic who advocates using advertising 

to reach distance students (rules). 

The most maligned practice of correspondence education has historically been its 

use of advertising, promotional literature, and recruitment strategies that do not conform 

to the rules of traditional universities. The dignity of the modest notice in the professional 

journal that Flagship University is now offering a doctorate in Old Norse or the genteel 

restraint of the flyer containing admission requirements and registration information for 

Hometown University is not the style of the correspondence school. Instead, the 

correspondence school published its notice in a popular magazine and might well have 

proclaimed that the prospective student could "Make Big Bucks Raising Poultry" 

(Noffsinger 38). It might appear in a "gaudy brochure" of two or three colors showing a 

vignette of satisfied students (Noffsinger 43). It might even appear on the "notorious" 

matchbooks that have offended commentators on correspondence school advertising from 

Noffsinger in the twenties to Pittman in the nineties ("Image" 117). 

Noffsinger offers the most detailed account of the advertising, promotional 

literature, and recruitment strategies of the early correspondence schools, especially the 

private ones. He notes that, for many private schools, the cost of recruitment is 30-80% of 
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the tuition. To put this number in perspective, current marketing practices suggest that an 

entire marketing budget should not exceed 15% of sales. The obvious conclusion drawn 

by Noffsinger and others is that too much money was put into marketing the courses and 

too little into developing and teaching high quality courses. But another inference, more 

significant rhetorically, can be made from these figures: the marketing materials were the 

lifeblood of the correspondence schools; if the promotional literature failed to entice 

students, the schools could not survive. For this reason, the concept of the audience for 

correspondence courses, potential students, was a crucial rhetorical concern for the 

writers of this promotional material. 

Ironically, the "invoked" element of the audience for correspondence school 

advertising is the aspect of their marketing for which the schools were ultimately most 

castigated by critics and friends alike. Unfortunately, in their eagerness to reach a mass 

audience, producers of the promotional materials for the correspondence schools accepted 

without question the advertising world's current view of this audience. In that view, 

which pervaded advertising and marketing circles throughout the country during the 

twenties and thirties, the mass consumer acted on emotion rather than logic, demanded 

high drama and excitement in everything from magazine fiction to movies, and often 

lacked intelligence (Marchand 70-71 ). Basing their rhetorical strategies on these 

assumptions about their "audience invoked," the producers of promotional literature did 

the appropriate thing rhetorically to tailor their materials to an audience that would never 
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have noticed the restrained conventional announcement advocated by Noffsinger and the 

academic world. That this view of the mass of Americans is demeaning is clear today, yet 

it was the accepted view of this audience at the time, and although correspondence 

schools based their advertising and promotion on a flawed view of their audience, so did 

the other advertisers of the period. The "audience invoked" by the advertising agencies 

was based solely on the misperceptions of the writers with little regard to the reality of 

their readers. As Lunsford and Ede note, the problem with the use of such an "invoked 

audience" is that the role of the writer is overemphasized and the role of the reader is 

undervalued. The consumers of popular advertising learned to accept the exaggeration 

and drama in the advertisements because of the cures embedded in them. With the 

rhetorical conventions of the marketplace, the promotional materials of the early 

correspondence schools were within the normal range. This contradiction is illustrated by 

analysis of two kinds of rhetorical artifacts, the sales letter and the advertisement. 

The sales letter was a key component of the complex rhetorical situation of the 

proprietary correspondence school. It was part of a direct marketing plan that typically 

also involved other kinds of advertising as well as face-to-face contact between the 

salesmen and the potential student. Salesmen were hired to cover a territory for the 

school. They were expected to blitz the towns with advertising in t he newspapers, 

factories, businesses, schools, to generate newspaper coverage, and to network with local 

businessmen. When prospective students began showing an interest in the courses, the 
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salesman initiated a series of form letters sent on a clearly defined schedule. The 

salesman might even meet the students in their homes for a little personal selling. For the 

salesman, the potential student was an "audience addressed," although the letters that 

became the principal means of contact with the student/audience were written at the home 

office of the school to an "audience invoked." These letters were intended first to catch 

the interest of the potential student, then to keep the student actively participating in the 

course. 

After the initial set of interest-generating letters, another set of form letters, this 

time to encourage or to prod the student, as set in motion when the student registered 

(Noffsinger 40-49). The letters Noffsinger quotes appeal to the student's desire to better 

himself or herself financially. One proclaims "My training will put you on Easy Street in 

a position paying from $75-$200 per week" while another threatens the student that 

"Everyday you continue to work for you present salary you are losing money" (44). The 

rhetorical practice reflected in these letters is characteristic of the rhetoric of distance 

education throughout its history: the attempt to "invoke" the distance learner as audience 

even though in this case the concept of audience is flawed. Readers of the notice of the 

new degree in Old Norse understand that there is an implicit promise of a potential job 

market for people with this degree; they expect that there will be some bucks in Old 

Norse, if not the "big bucks" of raising poultry. These readers could decode the simple 

announcement because they are also members of the academic discourse community and 
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share its rhetorical conventions. Prospective correspondence schools students were not 

perceived to share these conventions nor the values they represent. They were perceived 

to share the characteristics and values of the masses who bought consumer goods on 

impulse in the hopes of imitating the upper class in their lifestyle. A passage from a six

page sales letter quoted by Noffsinger exemplifies both the sense of the potential 

student/audience and the appeals made to them. Noffsinger calls it, accurately, a 

"peroration": 

"If you want to be independent; if you want to make good in the world; if 

you want to get off somebody's pay roll and head one of your own; if you 

want the many pleasures and luxuries that are in the world for you and 

your family; if you want to banish forever the fear of losing your job!-

Sign the pay raising enrollment blank! Get it to me! Right now!" ( 44-45) 

Like the perorations of classical orations, this paragraph uses rhetorical devices to 

appeal to the emotions of the audience. The series of parallel phrases that reach a 

crescendo of materialism at the end, the appeal to both greed and fear, and the use of the 

thunderous exclamation marks signal a set of values that the "invoked" student/audience 

is though to share. The prospective student is assumed to me motivated by a desire for 

material goods and status, for financial security, and for success in a career. He is also 

assumed to act on impulse and at the behest of an authority figure. Actually, some of 

these characteristics are accurate: distance education students have traditionally been 
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motivated to take courses for career advancement. The rhetorical problem lies in the 

definition of the student/audience that emerges from such a passage. The prospective 

student is portrayed as impulsive, emotional, naYve, and somewhat crass. The language 

used in the appeal such as the reference to making "good in the world," "getting off 

somebody's payroll," and signing the "pay raising enrollment blank" suggest that the 

prospective s'tudent is of the working class. Traditional educational institutions also tout 

the role their degrees can play in career advancement, but not in such evangelistic 

language. The appeal to emotion and impulse implicit in the sales letter also reflects the 

gender bias prevalent in an industry that assumed that female consumers were motivated 

only by emotion, and that most buying decisions were made by women ( Goodrum and 

Dalrymple 249-50). 

Letters such as the one quoted by Noffsinger made easy marks for the critics of 

correspondence education and embarrassments for its supporters largely because of the 

nature of the "audience invoked." When viewed as part of a complex rhetorical situation 

involving a mass audience accustomed to the rhetorical conventions of the advertising of 

the period, the invocation of an impulsive, greedy audience seems sensible rather than 

offensive. Ironically, only by "invoking" an audience like the one "invoked" in other 

advertising could the real audience, the "audience addressed," be reached. These sales 

letters should be evaluated as part of the rhetorical situation of mass consumerism rather 

than as part of the alien world of the university. Compared to the restrained 
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pronouncement advocated by Noffsinger, the sales letters are at the least tasteless and at 

the most fraudulent (37). Compared to sales material for other kinds of goods and 

services of the period, however, these letters are not objectionable. Exaggeration and 

drama were characteristic of the promotional literature of the period, and readers expected 

these rhetorical characteristics and knew how to decode them (Marchand 57-83). 

Given the rhetorical conventions governing promotional literature, the 

correspondence school sales materials were what their readers expected from such 

materials. The "audience invoked" in these materials was not significantly different from 

that of other sales pitches; the student/audience was not differentiated from the general 

audience or from what Chaim Perelman calls the "universal audience." The discursive 

practice in this case shifts from the academy to the town in order to accommodate its 

readers. This practice signals the beginning of a rule (la regularite) that has become a 

standard (la regle) in distance education; it looks outward rather than inward, toward the 

world rather than toward the academy. The "audience invoked" is based on assumptions 

about the general population, not about the traditional college student. The sales letters 

and brochures of the proprietary correspondence schools are addressed to an "audience 

invoked" that is physically and psychologically removed from the "audience addressed" 

ofthe university. As a result, the site ofrhetoric moves from approved places such as the 

professional journal and approved rhetorical styles such as the restrained notices to the 

marketplace where prospective students live and work. 
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Another site of rhetoric for correspondence education from the late nineteenth 

century to the present is the popular press. Since the turn of the century, the proprietary 

schools attempting to reach an audience alienated from traditional education have 

advertised in popular magazines such as Life, The Saturday Evening Post, True Story. 

and others that reached a mass audience. Publication in these magazines necessitates 

conforming to the rhetorical conventions mandated by the editors and expected by the 

readers. The decision to make this break with the rhetorical tradition of the university was 

roundly criticized, especially in the period between the end of World War I and the 

Depression. Critics found the advertisements misleading or at least tasteless. The reason 

for the outrage expressed by Noffsinger, Flexner, and Bittner and Mallory at the 

advertising style of the proprietary schools is clear when the advertiser's rationale for the 

heightened emotionality is understood. The advertisers were "invoking" an audience 

incapable of discerning false from reliable advertising or making decisions based on 

anything but impulse. This flawed sense of audience is a direct result of the intellectual 

and class bias that afflicted the advertising community in the 1920's. 

Roland Marchand explains the concept of audience that drove the advertising of 

the twenties. Basing their beliefs on the results of the new intelligence tests that were 

coming out of university psychology departments, advertisers began with the assumption 

that the average consumer was of low intelligence. The IQ tests estimated variously that 

the average person had the intelligence of a ten-year-old, a twelve-year-old, and so on and 
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that more than seventy per cent of the men eligible for military service lacked the 

necessary intelligence to serve ( 67). In addition to being stupid, the average consumer 

was assumed to be female; even if the item being advertised was intended for males, the 

assumption was that a woman would have a say in its purchase ( 66-68). Most copywriters 

were male, so their idea of the feminine mind was based largely on stereotypes. They 

believed that women were more emotional than men, more impulsive, and more 

interested in the dramatic and sensational than men. Marchand contends that the 

advertising agencies looked down on their audience from an elite socioeconomic view 

point. Agency employees made more than twice the average income, were better 

educated than the average person, and were able to indulge in a much more affluent 

lifestyle than the audience they were trying to reach. They lived in isolation because they 

made few attempts to meet the general public. Polling was just being introduced as a way 

of gathering information about a market, and focus groups had not become common (25-

51). For copywriters of the twenties, Walter Ong's contention that a writer's audience is 

always a fiction, an entity the writer makes up to use during the writing process, was 

literally true. Their fictional audience had little basis in reality. Nevertheless, this 

demeaning view of the "audience invoked" undergirded the rhetoric of popular 

advertising for more than a decade and spawned several rhetorical techniques adopted by 

the correspondence schools. As Lunsford and Ede suggest, the nature of the "audience 

invoked" may be inferred from the cues that writers give hoping that "readers will 
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actively come to share" their vision ( 420). The advertisers for the correspondence schools 

used four of the conventional rhetorical devices of their medium to cue the reader: 

emotional, sensational appeals; photographs representing reality; social tableaux; and 

visual cliches. All these rhetorical conventions were common in the commercial 

advertising of the era, and the correspondence schools used them all, as the illustrations 

below demonstrate. Before turning to the sensational advertisements of the 1920' s and 

1930's, however, I will examine some of the older advertisements that construct a more 

capable student/audience. 

Ironically, some of the pre-World War I advertisements conform more closely to 

the "restrained" announcement advocated by Noffsinger than to the more elaborate 

advertisements of the period. A notice of a language course that appeared in Life in 1886 

(Figure 1) seems quite restrained, especially when compared to the famous advertisement 

for Pears soap of the same era (Figure 2). 
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1888 

Figure 2. Pears' Soap. Marchand, Roland. Advertising the American Dream: Making the 

Way for Modernity, 1920-40. Berkeley: U California P, 1985. p. 26. 

A large advertisement from the Saturday Evening Post of 1910 (Figure 3) appeals to an 

intellectual audience or at least to one that aspires to intellectual activities. The quotation 

from a well-known cartoonist at the beginning suggests that the copywriter views the 
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audience as intelligent and literate. The remainder of the copy continues this respectful 

Figure 3. Correspondence Institute of America. Saturday Evening Post 29 Jan. 1910: 37. 
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attitude toward the audience. The best cartoonists come from "the sawmill, the machinery 

shop, the farm, and the ranch" and make their best successes between the ages of 20 and 

38. Of course, this description fits the demographics of the target market for 

correspondence courses. Potential students are encouraged to have confidence in 

themselves and to try to draw the figure 40% correctly. The commercial appeal may be 

transparent, but it is an attempt to reach a non-traditional student population using 

rhetorical conventions familiar to them and without exploitation. The Correspondence 

Institute of America, the advertiser, was one of the oldest and most responsible of the 

proprietary correspondence schools. The rhetorical practice found in this early 

advertisement of addressing non-traditional students in the rhetoric of the marketplace 

has become a cornerstone of the rhetoric of distance education. 

Unfortunately, the advertisements of the next decades did not live up to the 

standards of this early piece. The emotionalism and sensationalism most advertisers 

thought their gullible consumers wanted may be found both in correspondence school 

advertising and in general product and services advertising. Noffsinger cites several 

excerpts from a popular magazine urging readers to "Become a nurse, double your 

earnings" or to "Learn Photography at home. Earn $3,000 to $10,000 a year" (38). His 

ex'amples all appeal to the potential student's desire to increase his or her income. If these 

headlines seem exaggerated or intended only for the nai've, consider headlines from 

magazine stories of the period collected by Marchand. They promise to reveal "Why 
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Dancing the Charleston is Sometimes Fatal" or who "Married the Chimney Sweeper's 

Daughter" (61). Certainly Lucky Strike's promise that "You can get thin comfortably on 

candy" is as misleading as anything the correspondence schools published (98). 

Marchand contends that the advertisers created a "tabloid consumer," then wrote their 

copy to please their own creation. The overly emotional, impulsive, "feminine," 

unthinking tabloid consumer is the opposite of the rational, conservative, "masculine" 

consumer of academic discourse. It is not surprising that academic critics over the years 

have been dismay at the schools' advertising in this era. 

Another popular rhetorical technique of commercial advertising between the wars 

was the use of photography to represent reality and thus to create credibility for the 

advertiser. Little used in the early twenties, it became the dominant technique in 

commercial advertising by the end of the thirties. Photography became increasingly cost 

effective during this period, but cost alone is not the reason for its increasing popularity. 

Photography could give the appearance of reality; consumers could believe what they saw 

in the photograph. Viewers of photographs know that there is some artifice involved in 

shooting and developing them, but they are not as consciously aware of this artifice as 

they are of that involved in a drawing. Many of the drawings used in advertising in this 

period are modernist interpretations of reality that clearly are not mirrors of reality; the 

reality of the photograph is heightened by comparison with the stylized drawings. 

Photographs also suggest sincerity, a quality much prized by commercial advertisers as 
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well as by the correspondence schools (Marchand 149-53). Correspondence schools 

turned to photographs to create an ethos that suggests truth and reliability, qualities they 

much desired. The ability of the photograph to strengthen the credibility of the schools 

made it a favored rhetorical device. 

Ironically, to the delight of the advertisers, photographs could be ·manipulated to 

achieve the desired effect. Contrary to the ethos of reliability and sincerity they present, 

photographs can be altered to suit the client. The advertiser who wanted to show the 

product in a realistic social setting could simply request that "undesirables" be taken out 

of the scene; there need be no fat or ugly or unhappy graduates from the correspondence 

school photograph (Marchand 150). Like other advertisers of the period, the 

correspondence schools used the technology available to put themselves in a favorable 

light by carefully choosing their models and backgrounds. Although the intention of the 

· correspondence schools was to create a favorable ethos for themselves, they also 

enhanced the growing ethos of the distance student/audience. The solemn-faced nurses 

and the dressed-for-success accountants who appear in the photographs suggest that 

distance students can also be serious and credible. 

Correspondence schools were especially drawn to photography as a rhetorical 

device because the qualities it suggests are those the correspondence schools most needed 

to emphasize. The reality of the photographs was helpful to the correspondence schools 

because it could overcome the sense of unreality often expressed about distance 
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education. Today prospective distance education students often ask if they will have a 

"real" teacher, perhaps thinking that the computer or the television set will be an 

unsatisfactory surrogate. Photographs of real graduates enhance the ethos of the school, 

allaying fears that it is a fly-by-night operation and reinforce the sense of identification 

with potential students. A young woman contemplating a nursing career who sees a 

photograph of a young woman much like herself may be tempted to give the 

correspondence nursing course a try. The sincerity suggested by photographs could also 

help overcome the somewhat tarnished reputation of the proprietary schools by creating a 

desirable ethos for them 

The schools generally chose to photograph their own graduates in simple head 

shots, making the photographs into testimonials for the courses. This technique is used in 

an advertisement for a nursing school from 1910 (Figure 4) and in another from 1921 

· (Figure 5). The advertisement for the Chautauqua School of Nursing is notable because it 

is so early; very few photographs are found in the same issue of the magazine. The three 

young women, with their official-looking nurses' caps, are identified by name and city, 

giving the advertisement an air of authenticity. The copy makes the usual promise of 

profitable jobs, but the appeal is clearly the photographs of the graduates. American 

Cooking ran a similar advertisement in 1922 showing a single nurse with her uniform and 

cap. She is not identified by name, but the suggestion of the tie to the advertised school is 

unmistakable. In the same period, the magazine ran an advertisement in many issues for 
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Figure 4. The Chautauqua School of Nursing. Saturday Evening Post 5 Feb. 1910: 32/ 

Figure 5. Chicago School of Nursing. American Cooking Apr. 1922: 726. 
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Mrs. Grace Osborn's angel food cake, which she will teach the reader to make. (Figure 6) 

The photograph shows both Mrs. Osborn and her cake. The copy promises profits of 

I teach :,nu to>malte ·thent betuor th.an 
7011 evel' ,mllodethem betore:,-the . m~ 

deHcloul!I Au((el Food Cate and many other tlnd-. 
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They Sdl 1or.S3.0~Profit. $2.00 . . • 
l . wlll make you the most '.expe~ ~~~maker ui 
rout vieinl.t7. · . ·Your caltoo will be praised · and 
IIQU,jht for. Your cak:ee will become tamoaa, tf 
1ou J:Dake them. by the 

O•boirn ~e Maldna: Sy•tem . 
My .·metbod>11u~ o.ri1iin11l. 7'hey .ue«1r 
fall. , 'l'b.01 a~ eai., to learn; you ·•ro 

. t.~~qs~m~::a~11c!~~i~orl 
Let mo 98l1d rott partloularanx-. · · 
J)q,,t. . MRS. GRACE OSBORN 
A~s Bay City Mlc:b.ie,m 

Figure 6. Mrs. Grace Osborn. American Cooking Jan. 1921: 4 70. 

$2.00 per cake if the reader uses the Osborn method. The combination of the mouth

watering cake and the dour Mrs. Osborn is convincing. The photograph fulfills its 

mission to make Mrs. Osborn credible. 

Although they adopted the use of photographs early, the correspondence schools 

all but abandoned it in the l 930's and later, just as other advertisers were using it more 

often. In fact, some of the more reputable proprietary schools returned to the "restrained 

announcement" favored by Noffsinger. LaSalle Extension University advertised in almost 

every issue of the Saturday Evening Post throughout the thirties, always with a simple 

announcement of the course and the promise of prosperity for the successful student 

(Figures 7, 8, 9). Only one advertisement of the decade uses a photograph to add to the 

usual appeal of increased earnings (Figure 10). The photograph is generic rather than 
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specific as the nurses and Mrs. Osborn are; presumably, the masculine reader will 

identify with the handsome, successful man, picturing himself in the man's place. The 

same kind of generic photograph was used in a 1950 advertisement by the International 

Correspondence Schools in the Saturday Evening Post (Figure 11 ). Here only a head is 

shown, apparently because the appeal is to "intelligence." This advertisement comes full 

circle from the emotional appeals of the twenties; here the audience is assumed to be 

rational, ambitious, intelligent, and masculine. 

Again, the appeal is in the ethos created by the reality and sincerity of the 

photographs. The suggest a stability that, for instance, the advertisements on matchbooks 

do not. They also add to the growing definition of the distance student/audience by the 

image of that audience portrayed. Potential students who read these advertisement are 

cued to by serious and realistic about their career goals by the role models represented in 

· the photographs. The "audience invoked" by the use of photographs is more appealing to 

a conventional academic audience that would applaud the setting and achieving of goals 

that involve education. 

The third rhetorical device identified by Marchand as typical of the advertising of 

the 1920-1940 period is what he terms the "social tableau." Like the tableaux vivants 

popular in the nineteenth century, social tableaux are pictures depicting a "slice of life" 

setting; they suggest a little story capped by an injunction to buy the product or service of 

the sponsor. Marchand contends that these pictures are not intended to mirror society 
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because they depict only the upper social strata, but to show what people aspired to be. 

The advertisers theorized that people did not want to see themselves as they were but as 

they would like to be (163-67). The advertisement for the laundry industry (Figure 12) 

illustrates this theory. The picture shows a group of affluent couples at the opera; they are 

wearing fashionable clothes and sitting in box seats. The copy is addressed to the wife 

who is still allowing laundry duty to prevent her from becoming the cultured and 

intellectual companion her husband wants. Taken together, the picture and copy offer 

both a subtle threat and a promise of a better life if only the reader will use the advertised 

service. Other advertisements are not so subtle in their threats. The boy in the 

advertisement for Post cereal who "never had a chance" because of coffee would surely 

send the reader to the grocery store to buy some of that wholesome cereal (Figure 13). 

Social tableaux seem tailor-made for correspondence schools advertising because they 

allow readers to imagine themselves a step up from their current social or economic 

situation; this rise in socioeconomic level is the maim promise of all higher education, 

especially of distance education. Noffsinger describes, disapprovingly, this type of 

advertisement: 

The schools of the highest type, those in every sense legitimate, too often 

resort to the appeal of the adjoining pictures-a broken, prematurely old 

man in a slovenly tenement confessing to his wife he has lost his job, and 

a pink, plump gentleman seated opposite a creamy, lacy wife eating a 
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too sumptuous dinner off plate modeled on the moving picture dining 

service, the deep-cushioned limousine purring without. What is the 

difference? One studied at home (the course and school given below) and 

the other did not. ( 48) 

The scenario described by Noffsinger is rhetorically similar to those in the advertisements 

for cereal and the laundry institute. Both "invoke" as audience the "tabloid consumer" 

who loves a sensational story; both use the threat of dire consequences if the advertised 

service is not used and the promise of the good life if it is. The social tableau was not 

used by the correspondence schools as much as other techniques, perhaps because of the 

expense of production. A modified version of it was used by the United States Armed 

Forces Institute after World War II. In a series of full-page, multicolor advertisements in 
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the Saturday Evening Post, the USAFI depicted idealized tableaux of various options 

open to servicemen and veterans (Figure 14 ). Correspondence study was among those 

options. The correspondence student is pictured sitting in the bosom of his family while 

he studies to better himself. The tableau is neither threatening nor overly emotional; it 

appeals to the "family values" of the post-war period. The scene is idealized, but no more 
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so than the panels representing other career building options the Army is promoting. 

Furthermore, the promise is quite legitimate; since 194 7, the armed forces have been one 

of the major suppliers and producers of distance education in the United States 

(MacKenzie, Christenssen, and Rigby 57-58). 

The fourth rhetorical technique used by the proprietary schools in their advertising 

is related to the social tableau but differs in emotional power and in the subtlety of its 

delivery. Marchand calls this technique the "visual cliche" or the use of a picture to 

suggest what the copy could not say. For instance, the copy could not say that God 

approved of a particular brand of refrigerator, but surrounding the product with a beam of 

light reminiscent of the nimbus surrounding the Virgin Mary in Renaissance paintings 

suggests just that (Figure 15). The visual cliche reminds readers of other images stored in 

their brains; the copy need not make these associations explicit. An advertisement for 

. International Correspondence Schools uses this visual cliche (Figure 16). The radiant 

beam of light on its student associates him with the transcendent qualities of the Holy 

Family. The picture appeals to the potential student who wants to stand out from the 

crowd of competitors but who lacks the education to do so. Although critics such as 

Flexner and Noffsinger might see this advertisement as manipulative and inappropriate, 

its appeal to the target audience for correspondence study cannot be denied. It 

successfully uses the advertising rhetoric of the period to communicate the key message 
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of distance education: people who are not able to attend classes on campus can still attain 

the advantages of higher education. 
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Figure 16. Kelvinator. Marchand 277. 

The writer and reader's maneuvering between the advertisements as they exist on 

the page and the unspoken rhetorical conventions that surround them constitute a kind of 

rhetorical negotiation. Literary critic Leo Spitzer contends that an unspoken agreement 

exists between reader and writer of advertising. This agreement allows advertisers' claims 

to be put into "invisible quotation marks," which mean that "We both know that the 

n~ture of advertising requires the statement to be exaggerated beyond all reasonable 

measure; therefore we both recognize that it must be discounted to some degree, and that 

the words and images glorifying the product are not to be taken quite a face value" 
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(Marchand 264). The proprietary correspondence schools were the first purveyors of 

distance education to capitalize on the collusion described by Spitzer. Even with a flawed 

vision of their audience, they recognized that this audience was more accustomed to these 

rhetorical conventions than to those cryptic notices acceptable in academia. For these 

schools, the student/audience, both "addressed" and "invoked," was located outside the 

boundaries of the university. The advertising in the popular press began the process of 

rhetorically defining the distance student/audience. At this point, the student/audience 

was not yet owned by the traditional institutions of higher education, but was still a part 

of the outside world. The correspondence schools paid a heavy price for this vision of the 

student/audience in their loss of credibility as viable educational institutions. 

Nevertheless, the rhetorical practice they established, the use of the rhetoric of popular 

culture to attract students, was adopted first by the extension departments of the 

. universities and then by the universities themselves. The rhetorical negotiation these early 

correspondence schools practiced became the rule for later distance educators. 

The establishment of the rhetorical practice of popular advertising as a rule within 

the universities' extension programs was fraught with criticism both from advocates and 

from detractors of extension education. In addition to the expected lambasting from 

critics like Veblen, who believe that business should have no ties with higher education at 

all, even advocates of correspondence study balked at the idea of imitating the 

correspondence schools' use of advertising. A recent commentator says flatly that the 
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universities' tie with the "flashy and aggressive" advertising of the proprietary schools 

has been the most damaging factor in the academic reputations of the university 

extensions (Pittman "Image" 117). Bittner and Mallory, historians of the university 

extension movement through the early thirties, are ambivalent in their attitude toward the 

use of advertising by the university extension departments. They realize that the 

extensions must offer "adequate notice" of their programs if they are to attract students, 

but the disapprove as strongly as Pittman of the "exploiting activities" of the commercial 

agencies (107). Their book includes much quantitative data on the correspondence 

courses, their teachers, and their students. This data shows that most extension students 

were attracted to extension courses through traditional university channels (111 ). They 

also note that of the major universities offering extension courses, only Columbia, 

Wisconsin, Chicago, and Minnesota do any promotion (107). At the same time, they 

recognize that the use of promotional materials is a symptom of a "movement 

characteristic of our time" (110). 

Early in the controversy over the proper use of advertising in correspondence 

education, the Government Printing Office issued a small pamphlet that both analyzes the 

political problem of the universities sensitively but also offers a veritable rhetorical 

handbook to solve it. In Application of Commercial Advertising Methods to University 

Extension, published just after the end of World War I, Mary Orvis succinctly states the 

practical problem facing the extension departments: "The extension division director is 
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between two fires in the matter of publicity and advertising. The general public criticizes 

him for not advertising his courses more widely, and the faculty criticize him for alleged 

offenses against their ideas of academic dignity" (7). In rhetorical terms, the division 

director is caught between two sets of rhetorical conventions, two notions of appropriate 

discursive sites, speakers, and rituals. At this early point in the history of correspondence 

courses, the paradigm of higher education was shifting, but not without discomfort to 

advocates of the new paradigm, such as the directors of extension divisions. Orvis 

articulates the social and economic roots of this dilemma and suggests the shape of the 

paradigm that is forming. She places the extension divisions in the forefront of the 

movement to extend higher education to people who had been underserved. In this 

period, that group included former soldiers who had seen a glimpse of the larger world 

for the first time and women who had served in the war effort, all of who "have had new 

_ experiences, have caught new visions" (38). The "audience invoked" by Orvis' 

description differs considerable from that of the commercial advertisers. Whereas the 

commercial advertisers see their audience as emotional, impulsive, and greedy, Orvis 

views potential extension students as intellectually curious and ambitious. Because she 

was herself a correspondence teacher, Orvis' vision of the student/audience comes as 

close as it is possible in distance education to being an "audience addressed." Orvis 

argues in favor of the use of advertising by extension divisions so that they can reach and 

serve this extended student population (9). Recognizing the concerns of her own 
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administrator/audience, she acknowledges the difficulty of undertaking an advertising 

campaign from within the university because of the negative connotations "advertising" 

and "publicity" have for faculty, suggesting exploitation and profit-mongering (8). 

Nevertheless, she believes that advertising that is dignified enough to satisfy the faculty 

and catchy enough to attract students is possible. 

The bulk of the pamphlet is devoted to a detailed handbook of the rhetoric of 

educational advertising. A teacher of creative writing at Indiana University Extension, 

Orvis gives rhetorical advice hallowed by centuries of use: consider the audience; arouse 

interest with the introduction; use concrete language (14-24). Her advice covers the range 

of documents that could be used to promote the extension courses: announcements, 

catalogs, newspaper articles, form letters, post cards, even street car posters. A keep sense 

of the audience for these documents dominates Orvis' rhetorical advice. Honed by her 

. years as a correspondence teacher, her view of that audience is considerably more 

realistic than that of the advertising agencies used by the proprietary schools. She 

understands that potential students want the opportunities offered by higher education, 

but that they are not yet part of that discursive community. For this reason, she 

recommends that information intended for this audience be couched in language that lay 

people can understand and that arouses their interest. She illustrates this principle with 

examples of the ubiquitous course description, citing first a traditional statement that 



would be familiar to the academic community but not to potential correspondence 

students: 
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This course corresponds to English A in this college. It is planned for 

students who have had four years of high school English or the equivalent. 

Students are expected to confer regularly with the instructor at times to be 

appointed within the conference period or immediately following each 

class. (14) 

She contrasts this formulaic, jargon-ridden description with one from another English 

course at the same school: 

This course is designed for students desiring to write plays. In the 

beginning of the course each student will be required to submit the 

scenario of a play written during the year. These scenarios will be 

criticized with reference to their suit-ability for the stage, and the 

manuscripts prepared from them will be analyzed from the point of view 

of the dramatist. ... [T]he work of the course will be adapted to meet the 

specific requirements of individual students. (14-15) 

The writer's knowledge of the audience is evident in the specificity of the 

language, in the lack of academic jargon, and in the emphasis on the student's part in the 

course. At the same time, the course description bears none of the understatement of the 

amount of effort required that was characteristic of the proprietary schools. Although she 
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advocates advertising on street cars, in shops, or offices, Orvis' examples of appropriate 

advertising for the extension divisions are surprisingly restrained (Figure 17). The poster 
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Figure 17. University of California Extension·. Orvis, Mary. Commercial Advertising and 

University Extension. Washington, D. C.: GPO 1921. p. 21. 

from the University of California is appealing, but essentially informative. It does not 

promise the potential student a life of luxury if he or she enrolls in a course, nor does it 

suggest that the courses have a holy aura about them. It does let people who might be 

interested in pursuing a degree know what courses are available by extension. Orvis 
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conceives of her student/audience as being still outside the university, but able and 

willing to be brought into the academic fold. Her rhetorical advice reflects this synthesis 

of roles for the student/audience she "invokes." 

For all her English professor's grasp of the fine points of rhetoric, it is her 

comprehension of the underlying connection between the social purpose of extension 

education and the complexity of the rhetorical response this connection necessitates that 

makes Orvis' work so significant for the rhetorical history of distance education. Alone of 

the commentators on the use of advertising in correspondence education, Orvis 

understands their philosophical problem of being in the world of commerce but not of it, 

of becoming a presence in the world of potential students while offering them an 

opportunity to broaden that world. She asserts that the obligation of the state supported 

institutions does not stop with simply offering the courses, but that "The ideal of service 

. demands an aggressive campaign against ignorance of what the university offers. The 

extension division must advertise. In no other way can it hope to reach even a fraction of 

those who are eager to study" (7). Many years later, the Vice Chancellor of the newly 

formed British Open University would wrestle with the same problem of how to keep an 

open university truly open to its constituency by informing all classes of citizens of the 

opportunities while retaining the respect of the staid academic community. 

Over the years, in spite of the changes in distance education brought about by new 

technology and pedagogy, the advertising practices established by the correspondence 
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schools have been continued by later distance education practitioners. The most important 

rhetorical practice used by both the proprietary schools and the university extensions is 

the invocation of a target audience, a student population that is somewhat different from 

the traditional university student. The commercial advertisers created an audience based 

on pre-conceived notions about the general public rather than on experience with real 

distance students. This early "audience invoked" had to be modified by people like Mary 

Orvis who had such experience. In spite of the limitations in their conception of the 

student/audience, the message of the advertisements has consistently been that the 

education being offered will change the lives of students. The rhetorical devices used to 

convey the message varies, but the appeal has consistently been to the hopes and dreams 

of these potential students. The most radical and most widely criticized of the rhetorical 

practices adopted by the proprietary schools was the use of popular formats and venues 

for their advertising. These schools were the first institutions in higher education to meet 

students in the marketplace, speaking their own language. Even this rhetorical practice is 

now the rule (la regularite) not only among distance educators but also among more 

conservative institutions. 

Ultimately, distance and traditional education have merged in their use of 

advertising. Universities have become somewhat more aggressive in their approach as the 

competition for students has escalated. At the same time, distance education has become 

somewhat more restrained in its promotional rhetoric, often adopting the rhetorical 
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conventions of the university. A notice concerning a new two-year certificate plan offered 

by the British Open University carried in the London Times follows the rhetorical 

conventions of that venerable newspaper (Figure 18). This notice is not rhetorically 

Figure 18. British Open University. The Sunday Times. 24 May 1998, sec. 8: 14. 

dissimilar from those represented by the offer of a doctorate in Old Norse at Flagship 

University. Neither proclaims that the graduate of the program will make "big bucks" as 

the early advertisement for a course in raising poultry does, but the suggestion of 
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economic opportunity and change in status is implicit in both. The merger of the 

rhetorical conventions of advertising of distance education and the university is illustrated 

most graphically by the Web sites for both. The quintessential distance education 

institution, the British Open University, and that most medieval university, Oxford, tout 

their programs on the World Wide Web in rhetorically identical Web sites. Both use the 

rhetorical practices established by the correspondence schools: the appeal to the target 

audience and the use of a popular format and venue. 

Discovering the Student/ Audience 

A sense of the student as audience is primary to the successful marketing of 

distance education courses. As we have seen, that sense did not come easily to the 

correspondence schools. The second group of characters in the drama of the development 

of a sense of distance students as audience includes the true heroes and heroines of the 

drama. The people who did most to bring the elusive "invoked" student/audience into the 

realm of the "audience addressed" were the correspondence teachers themselves, 

especially those who taught in the extension departments of the large Midwestern 

universities. With dogged determination to reach their student/audience, but the materials 

they prepared and by the comments they wrote, these teachers discovered through 

interactions with their students who these students really were and what their lives were 

like. Lloyd Bitzer' s definition of the rhetorical situation is helpful in understanding the 

accomplishment of these pioneer distance educators. Bitzer conceives of the rhetorical 
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situation as having three elements: the exigence, or something requiring a change which 

can be effected through rhetoric; the audience, who has the power to mediate the change; 

and the constraints in the rhetorical situation which affect the outcome of the audience's 

decision (304-05). In correspondence education, the exigence is obviously the student's 

need for education, the primary audience is the student, and the constraints are both the 

myriad factors in the internal and external lives of the students that affect their learning as 

well as institutional policies and procedures that govern instruction. The correspondence 

teachers' achievement is that they discovered through direct contact with their 

student/audience what those constraints were for individual students and, by extension, 

for the student/audience as a mass audience. Their discoveries resulted not only in the 

materials they produced for their own students, but in a veritable rhetorical handbook for 

future distance educators. An examination of the writings by correspondence teachers 

about their courses and their students shows what they discovered about these students 

and how these discoveries were made. 

Published in 1933, Bittner and Mallory's University Teaching by Mail is 

essentially a conventional history of correspondence education in universities. In an 

addendum to the book, correspondence teachers from extension departments of major 

universities tell their own stories in a remarkable collection of monographs. All are 

experienced teachers both in the classroom and in correspondence courses; most prepared 

their own course materials. They offer a wealth of rhetorical advice, often specific to the 
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discipline they teach. Their understanding of and compassion for their non-traditional 

students are reflected in numerous personal anecdotes about these students and in their 

carefully thought-out instructional strategies by which they attempt to reach these 

students. These monographs contain the only extant collection of student papers with 

teacher comments from distance education. These papers are especially significant to the 

study of the rhetoric of correspondence education because, as all the theorists from 

Harper to Holmberg agree, the most important part of the instructional process in distance 

education is the interchange between the student and the teacher. The "audience invoked" 

becomes the "audience addressed" even without the physical presence of the real, 

external audience. The discovery of the reality of this student/audience is the special 

achievement of their teachers. 

With little research to guide them, isolated in a marginalized department away 

from colleagues in the mainstream of the university, the early correspondence teachers 

discovered the nature of their student/audience through the only direct contact they had 

with these students: their own comments on their students' work and the students' 

responses. Going against the conventional wisdom of the period, which considered 

teachers' comments to be ephemeral and unworthy of serious study, the authors of the 

monographs poured much of their time and effort into composing these comments. Their 

effort was rewarded by the heightened sense of "audience addressed" that they achieved. 

More than any other distance education professionals, these correspondence teachers 



came to understand their students and to make rhetorical choices based on that 

understanding. 
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The Bittner and Mallory collection of monographs accomplishes what no other 

study of distance education even attempted for another half century. They take seriously 

the written products of correspondence students and the teachers' comments on them. 

Throughout the monographs, the teachers give examples of student work and responses to 

it, they scold others who give student work short shrift, they share the problems of time 

management that the workload of student papers presents, and, most important, they give 

rhetorical advice on writing what all the experts agree are the crucial documents of 

correspondence education. In the literature of correspondence courses, the writers of these 

monographs are the first to see teachers' comments on student papers in rhetorical terms, 

and their work is the first to give rhetorical advice on writing these comments. 

The significance of teachers' comments has long been recognized by theorists and 

practitioners of distance education. In the earliest nineteenth-century courses both in 

Europe and America, the personal letter was the preferred method of communication 

between student and teacher. The great pioneer of university extension, William Rainey 

Harper, fervently espoused clear communication between student and teacher. More 

recently, Dennis Keegan set the tone for the discussion about student-teacher interaction 

in his distinction between the medieval model and the distance education model of higher 

education. He contrasts the medieval model with its face-to-face contact and interpersonal 
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communication to the "objectivized, rationalized, technologically produced interactions" 

of distance education (82). The exception to Keegan's assessment of the rhetorical nature 

of distance education is the written interactions between student and teacher. Other 

theorists agree that this communication is still personal and always important. 

Wedemeyer, who did so much to improve the quality of correspondence education, calls 

the use of written interactions between students and teachers a key to the success of 

correspondence instruction MacKenzie, Christenssen, and Rigby 162). For Holmberg, 

distance education is synonymous with "guided didactic conversation." He is the only 

theorist who views this interchange in rhetorical terms, though he makes only a brief 

mention of the "friendly, personal tone and easy access to the subject matter" that makes 

the student-teacher interaction a "form of two-way traffic between the teaching and 

learning parties" (123). Even Peters, whose theory of the industrialization of distance 

education emphasizes the impersonality of this model, concedes that "Only in written 

communication with the distance learner or possibly in a consultation or the brief 

additional face-to-face events on campus has the teacher some individual scope left for 

subjectively determined variants in ... teaching method" (109). 

With such unanimous agreement as to the overwhelming importance of written 

student-teacher interactions, one would expect a plethora both of studies of the 

effectiveness of one method of commenting on papers over another and of rhetorical 

advice to the neophyte correspondence course teacher. Such an expectation would not be 
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realized. The standard histories of correspondence courses do not treat the subject except 

to wax eloquent over the importance of this kind of communication. For all his attention 

to the advertising of the correspondence schools, the study materials produced, 

administrative procedures, the demographics of the student population, even the legal 

status of the correspondence schools, Noffsinger does not consider the student-teacher 

communication that is the heart of the whole instructional process. MacKenzie, 

Christenssen, and Rigby recognize that student-instructor interaction is "absolutely vital 

to instruction; when it falters, the quality of instruction necessarily declines," and they 

lament the barriers of time and space that make such interaction difficult (161-62). They 

do not, however, analyze the rhetorical aspects of this interaction that are the keys to its 

success or failure. A more recent history of correspondence education edited by Watkins 

and Wright also emphasizes the administrative concerns that have plagued 

correspondence education rather than the rhetorical practices of the central operation of 

the courses. Recent bibliographical studies by Schlosser and Anderson and by terry 

Moore do not list studies of teachers' comments on student work. The pedagogical 

literature on teacher comment on any students' papers is equally scant until the 1980's 

when composition researchers began to take seriously the squiggles and "awk" that often 

pass for teacher-student interaction in freshman English classes. As late as 1993, Andrea 

Lunsford and Robert Connors concluded that teachers' comments are more often 

justifications of the grade than helpful comments. With little in the professional literature 
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to guide them, the authors of the monographs collected by Bittner and Mallory learned 

the art of the teacher comment by trial and error, and they share their hard won expertise 

in these monographs with a fervor unusual in academic writing. The ·growth of the sense 

of the student/audience as "addressed" rather than as "invoked" may be seen in the 

teachers' treatments of their comments on students' papers. As they interacted with their 

students, the teachers learned not only about the students' academic abilities but also 

about their lives. In Bitzer's terms, these teachers began to understand both the audience 

and the rhetorical constraints more fully than any other group in distance education ever 

had. 

In soliciting the monographs for their collection, Bittner and Mallory did not 

mandate specific subject matter, but left the choice of topics to the respondents (202). 

Significantly, an overwhelming majority of professors chose to discuss the comments 

they made on student papers and to share the methods they found useful. Many of their 

responses begin with an echo of Holmberg's insistence on the primacy of these comments 

in the learning process. One professor comments that "Much depends on how this is 

done" (202). Another begins the discussion by noting that teacher comments "do more 

than any one item in the matter of making work attractive" (218). All the comments are 

undergirded by a realistic sense of the student/audience evidenced in numerous personal 

anecdotes about the students, but some comments address the issue directly in rhetorical 

terms. An English professor says that the teacher who realizes the "need of the isolated 



student under a kerosene lamp throwing light on the red table-cloth in the farm kitchen 

and help[s] that student with his essential desire to become an electrical engineer is the 

teacher who has ... vision and who can make any course attractive" (219). In Lunsford 

and Ede's terms, the English professor is advising teachers to "invoke" a 

student/audience based on experience with the "addressed audience" that exists in the 

external world. 
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The practical advice given by many of the respondents is based on this kind of 

vision of the correspondence students lifeworld, which constitutes the rhetorical situation 

of correspondence education. Several respondents suggest a friendly tone and 

individualized content for the responses. An education professor urges care in wording 

criticism because no smile can ameliorate ""caustic criticism" for the distance learner 

(213 ). Even the standardized letters she sometimes sends out are friendly in tone. An 

English professor seconds the advice to keep a friendly tone and includes examples of 

highly personalized notes to students. A professor of mathematics says that comments 

should not be confined to corrections of mistakes, but should arise from the content of the 

student's paper. He advocates comments designed to be "thought-provocative, disturbing, 

suggesting, and challenging" (246). Some professors word their own responses so that 

students will be stimulated to engage in that all important "guided didactic conversation" 

(222-24). The responses described by the authors of these monographs require 

sophisticated rhetorical skills on the part of the writer, and the are obviously labor 
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intensive. Some respondents offer suggestions for short cuts: standardized letters dealing 

with common problems; combinations of "set" remarks and individualized comments; an 

elaborate system of color-coding teacher comments; refusal to comment on poorly 

prepared work (215; 224; 226). As awkward as these techniques must have been in the 

days of the typewriter and mimeograph machine, the first two suggestions were 

implemented successfully in the 1980' s using computer-generated, individualized 

comments on student papers. Taken together, the scattered remarks of the soldiers in the 

trenches of distance education form a handbook of the rhetoric of the distance teacher's 

comments. Like their classical predecessors, the authors of these monographs give 

practical advice on rhetorical strategies to reach a specific audience. By their assiduous 

attention to their interactions with their students, they moved the distance 

student/audience from being "invoked" as part of the amorphous general public to being 

"addressed": as individuals who constitute a special group within higher education. 

The correspondence teachers do not confine their hard-won understanding of the 

student/audience to their own comments on papers. They also write about the painstaking 

work of preparing course materials for the student/audience they have come to know. The 

professors clearly understand that in distance education the author's vision of the 

"invoked" student/audience is the most important rhetorical element in the instructional 

materials. All other rhetorical decisions, from the organization of the lessons to the 

diction of the questions, are based on the course writer's view of the student/audience. 
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After the student is enticed to enroll by whatever means necessary, he or she must be 

retained in the course by the strength of the course materials. The pragmatic question for 

course preparers is what specific rhetorical devices create effective instructional materials 

for this audience. To date, there is no standard rhetoric handbook for course writers as 

there was for the orators of Rome or the letter writers of the Middle Ages. Today, major 

producers of distance education courses, such as the British Open University, Dallas 

TeleLearning, and the University of Maryland, do not even have formal handbooks for 

their own use; they rely on the course team to edit the materials to fit the 

student/ audience. 

Although advice for course writers is scattered throughout the monographs, the 

collection in toto becomes a kind of rhetoric handbook. The advice is based on a sharp 

sense of correspondence students as individuals and of their special needs. More than any 

publications before the 1980' s, the monographs reflect a sense of individual students 

living in a culture separate from that of the academy. An English professor writes 

affectionately of a student who "was reprimanded for sending in too many lessons before 

she had the benefit of the instructor's comments and corrections; her reply was that she 

was thirty miles from a railroad and that her lessons were done in interims between the 

delivery of mail" (233). A professor of English history advises the careful marking of 

papers because many students are non-native speakers of English (245). The same 

professor recounts his struggles with teaching a learning disabled student to draw an 
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acceptable map (244).f In these, as in similar instances throughout the monographs, the 

attitude of the professors is accepting and non-judgmental; they do not complain because 

their distance learners are different from the students the see in class, but instead they try 

to understand these students and to write course material that is appropriate to their needs. 

The monographs offer a great deal of rhetorical advice, some of it contradictory; 

the rhetorical practices here advocated had not yet become those invisible rules by which 

all distance educators operate. Nevertheless, these professors offer their accumulated 

wisdom on all aspects of the rhetoric of correspondence instruction. The sense of the 

distance learner as audience informs all rhetorical decisions for these teachers. Even the 

apparently mechanistic exercise of writing questions about course content is viewed as a 

series of rhetorical decisions. A professor of mechanical drawing establishes the 

instructional importance of these questions, adding that no pains should be spared in 

preparing them. He suggests that the questions be carefully edited go clarity, that all 

problems be proved to be soluble, and that answers be provided for difficult problems 

(251 ). If clarity is the first stylistic quality to be desired, the second may be a personal 

tone that connects the student to the material. An instructor of education suggests writing 

questions that can give the instructor a picture of the student. She cites such a question 

f~om one of her assignments: "Name six fundamental qualifications of the high school 

principal. How far do you possess the six qualification of a principal? What evidence 

have you? Can you develop the qualifications you lack? How?" (213). Professors in other 
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disciplines suggest ways to relate their course content to the lives and interests of their 

students. A history professor muses that the use of historical fiction instead of the usual 

outside reading texts might stimulate interest in his subject (240). Another asserts that 

questions should be suited in form as well as content to the material to be covered. Her 

questions on the Magna Carta, for instance, examine that landmark document "article by 

article and questions put on each point, thereby clinching it." In another lesson in the 

same course, the student is given permission to report on the assigned reading in his or 

her own way (243). These teachers lavished upon the lowly list of questions on the 

reading assignments all the care and attention that more highly visible documents usually 

command. 

The attention to the rhetorical effects of the course guides is not limited to the 

reading questions. On the contrary, all parts of the typical course guide receive some 

comment. In fact, some writers seem for all the world to be the Quintilians of 

correspondence education. They give minute advice on how to construct an effective 

introduction, list of questions, explanatory notes, special instructions, and reading lists, 

just as Quintilian gave the young orators of Rome minute advice on all the divisions of 

the oration as well as instructions on wrapping a toga. In some cases, the advice is 

r~markable similar to what Quintilian might have said in a similar situation. A history 

professor frames the issue of the introduction in rhetorical terms. Like Quintilian, he 
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begins with a definition of the division of the guide under discussion. The introduction, 

he says, should 

point out the scope of the course, examine and explain the texts ... 

illustrate the value of collateral reading, outline the technique of 

correspondence work, warn the student of the dangers of superficial study, 

and suggest a method of checking his own knowledge of the assignment. 

(238) 

He continues with rhetorical advice on accomplishing these goals: 

The real object of the introduction, however, is to arouse interest, to link 

this subject with the student's life, to show him that it is definitely more 

than an avenue to credit-gaining or to the acquisition of facts, that it is 

vital and significant. If possible, an illustration or two should be thrown in 

to stimulate the student's desire to know more about this thing upon which 

he has embarked." (239) 

The history professor follows, perhaps unknowingly, both the form and spirit of 

one of the most influential rhetoric texts in Western culture. He combines an intimate 

understanding of the rhetorical genre with the savvy of the practitioner to produce what 

amounts to a brief rhetoric handbook on the classical model. 

These monographs are instrumental in creating distance education in the same 

way that the rules of the charity organizations or the daily schedules of the patients in the 
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asylum that Foucault examines are instrumental in creating the prison and the mental 

hospital. Such documents describe the people who populate the system, and they define 

the disciplinary measures needed to keep them in the system. The correspondence 

teachers' monographs also serve these purposes. The correspondence teachers turned a 

student/audience previously unknown or misunderstood in higher education into an 

"audience addressed" by their careful attention to the students. This attention to the 

student-teacher interaction allowed the correspondence teachers to gain a more realistic 

sense of their student/audience than that held either by advertising agencies or later by 

psychologists and administrators. Returning to Burke's scenarios, we can place the 

student/audience "invoked" by the advertisers in the world of commerce, completely 

outside the academy. The student/audience "addressed" by the correspondence teachers 

comes in from the cold at least to the fringes of the university occupied by extension 

departments. The scene of the action moves from outside the university to inside the 

university albeit in a marginalized department. This movement is necessary to the 

inclusion of distance students as audience for instruction and thus to the inclusion of 

distance education as part of the mainstream of higher education, but it is not the last step 

distance students must take to get inside the university. The correspondence teachers 

e:ould not help them take that step because they were not able to take it themselves. One 

more influential group had to bring the distance student/audience all the way into the 

university proper. 
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Constructing the Student/ Audience 

The third drama in the development of the concept of the correspondence student 

as audience takes place in departments of psychology and education in universities all 

across the country. The major actors are the originators of the systems theory of learning 

followed by an army of instructional designers and professors of education ready to apply 

those theories to all kinds of instruction, including distance education. In this scenario, 

the student/audience is brought into the mainstream of higher education by being 

identified with traditional students in their behavioral characteristics. The behaviorists 

constructed the distance student/audience the same way they constructed the traditional 

student/audience to conform to their theories of cognitive processes. The early advertisers 

"invoked" a student/audience based on theories about the consumer they assumed the 

student/audience represented. The behaviorists also "invoked" a mythical 

student/audience, this time based on their theories about the nature of the college student 

population. The major difference between the two invocations of audience, aside from 

issues of the reliability of the two theories, is that the first group existed outside the 

academy, the second inside. The behaviorists finished the process set in motion by the 

correspondence teachers of bringing the distance student/audience into the academic fold. 

In this section, I will describe the student/audience "invoked" by the behaviorists and 

illustrate the rhetorical effect of that sense of the student/audience on distance education. 

Both the nature of the audience and the resulting rhetorical effects may be inferred from 
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an examination of a instructional design text based on behaviorist theories of learning. 

This text, and other like it, have served as de facto rhetoric handbooks for producers of 

distance education materials since the 1970's. First, though, the history and theories that 

form the background of this scenario must be considered. 

The systems theory of learning has had a profound influence on higher education 

from the fifties through the present. Beginning with the publication of Benjamin S. 

Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives in 1956 and Robert M. Gagne's 

Conditions of Leaming in 1965, the systems theory soon became standard in higher 

education. Bloom, Gagne, and their followers worked first in occupational education, 

which lent itself well to their basic theory that learning consists solely in behavioral 

change. Later, they applied their theories and methods to academic subjects in an effort to 

quantify students' progress toward what seemed to be somewhat nebulous goals. Their 

ideas were widely studied and accepted by psychologists and educators, and many 

universities adopted them for use in curriculum development and evaluation (Pucel 3-13). 

Bloom and Gagne's theories also found their way into materials developed for 

distance education, especially those produced by extension divisions of large universities. 

These departments may be institutionally marginalized, but they do not exist in a vacuum. 

They are as prone to following educational trends such as behaviorism as any other 

department in the university. The desire of these extension divisions to produce 

instructional materials rhetorically similar to those produced y the rest of the university is 
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a key element in bringing the distance student/audience and, by extension, distance 

education, into the academy. The use of Bloom and Gagne's theories and the rhetorical 

features they engendered became part of the overall process of adopting the rhetoric of 

the university to gain status as approved speakers creating approved discourse. Efforts 

made on other rhetorical fronts also contributed to the ultimate inclusion of distance 

learning in the academy. One way that Wedemeyer led correspondence instruction to 

greater professional recognition during the 1950's and 1960's was by adopting the 

rhetorical practices of the universities. He published articles in journals, he gave speeches 

at conferences, and he made sure that correspondence materials conformed to current 

rhetorical practices. 

Performance-based instruction was one of the rhetorical practices that could be 

adapted to the distance learner who, presumably, possessed the same "domains" as the 

traditional student. Use of the theory was mandated in the production of instructional 

materials for the armed forces with the publication in 1978 of The Handbook for 

Designers of Instructional Systems (Pucel 9). The armed forces was a major consumer of 

distance education materials; the 1978 mandate assured that producers of these materials 

would become accustomed to working with the systems approach. The 1970's also saw 

the rise of the course team in the production of distance education materials. Such a team 

invariably included and instructional designer steeped in the theories of the behaviorists 

and skilled at stating all instructional objectives as behavioral changes. 
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Systems theory emphasized, in one form or another, performance-based 

objectives. Bloom's groundbreaking attempt to classify all human behavior into three 

major categories, psychomotor, cognitive, and affective, is fundamental to the project of 

formulating instructional objectives in behavioral terms. If human behavior can be 

described in terms of performance, then the goals of education can be couched in terms of 

performance objectives which can be measured objectively, purely in terms of behavior. 

Gagne contends that human learning involves five capabilities of humans: intellectual 

skills, cognitive strategies, verbal information, psychomotor skills, and attitude. For 

Gagne, once these capabilities are understood, instruction can be focused on one or more 

of them. The resulting performance-based course or lesson objectives conform to a 

stringently prescribed format and exhibit recognizable stylistic qualities. A behavioral 

objective must be stated as something that the student can do, a performance. Even 

affective objectives must be stated in terms of changed behavior. For instance, a student 

cannot be asked simply to accept a specific religious theory; there must be a measurable 

performance to ascertain the depth of the student's new-found belief. Instructional 

objectives stated behaviorally bring a sense of precision and order to instruction that has 

often lacked both. Distance education theorists as early as Harper have called for clarity 

in the presentation of instructional materials, and performance-based instruction, with its 

specificity of language and action verbs, provides that. 
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The problem with the sense of the student/audience implied in the performance 

objectives is that the student as a whole person whose life can be changed for the better 

by education is too easily lost amid all the actions that the student must learn to perform. 

The view of the student/audience "invoked" by these objectives becomes curiously one

dimensional, a set of "givens," "performances," and "standards." Dividing the 

student/audience into Bloom's three domains and addressing these domains impersonally 

minimizes the significant differences between distance students and their traditional 

counterparts. The "audience invoked" by the behaviorists thus becomes the familiar 

universal student/audience, a kind of "Everystudent." 

A second "audience invoked" by the behaviorists are the gatekeepers, the faculty 

and administrators who make decisions about curricular offerings in distance education. 

By "invoking" a universal student/audience, the behaviorists made that audience the 

instruction designed for it acceptable to the gatekeepers. The advertisers earlier in the 

century created an identity for the correspondence student/audience that was anathema to 

academics, representing as it did the qualities in popular culture that they hoped to stamp 

out of their own students. The behaviorists did just the opposite: they constructed a 

student/audience the academics could accept. 

The behaviorist text to be considered here appears to be an unlikely candidate for 

inclusion in a discussion of the rhetoric of correspondence courses. It is concerned only 

tangentially with distance education, and not at all with traditional rhetorical topics such 
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as style and diction. David J. Pucel's Performance Based Instructional Design, however, 

enunciates a view of the student/audience based on behavioral psychology that has 

influenced the production of instructional materials in distance education enormously 

since 1980. The routine inclusion of an instructional designer on course teams 

popularized the behaviorist view among producers of all kinds of distance courses. An 

instructional designer, using a handbook such as Pucel's, assures that the instructional 

materials produced meet the criteria for effective instruction that these books set. 

Originating in behavioral psychology, the discipline of instructional design view 

education as the process of changing behavior; thus instruction is evaluated strictly in 

behavioral terms. 

The student/audience is rhetorically distance, even dehumanized. This twice 

distant student is seen as a disembodied set of psychomotor, cognitive, and affective 

behaviors which can be changed by the application of appropriate procedures. The young 

man working on his lesson by the light of the kerosene lamp must learn these behaviors 

according to the approved checklists of behavioral objectives. Pucel's book covers the 

methods for analyzing student behavior, selecting appropriate content, deciding on 

delivery format and media, and evaluating instruction. Although Pucel does not directly 

address correspondence education, one of the four learning formats he covers is 

"modularized" or independent learning. His criteria for choosing a format is the content 

and aims of instruction, not the needs of the learner. In Aristotle's words, Pucel 
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emphasizes logos, the appeal to logic, while failing to consider pathos, the appeal to the 

audience. Unlike other pedagogical texts that deal with the independent learner, Pucel' s 

treatment of "modularized instruction" does not include rhetorical suggestions for 

communicating with these independent students. The only rhetorical concerns Pucel 

overtly addresses are the necessity of a standardized format for performance checklists 

and the use of action verbs from the list he provides in the formulation of learning 

objectives (188). The stylistic qualities he advocates follow from his concept of the 

student/audience, a concept that is essential to the discipline of instructional design. 

Both the fragmented view of the student and the rhetoric resulting from that view 

have become standard practices (la regularite) or even institutional policy (la regle) for 

major producers of distance education. Instructional design texts like Pucel' s are, in 

effect, rhetoric texts because of their "invocation" of the student/audience and their 

insistence on certain rhetorical formulas. Their influence has spread beyond the 

correspondence schools to all other forms of distance education, and their view of the 

student/audience has become standard. A rhetorical practice has become a rhetorical rule. 

The key difference between this rhetorical rule and others discussed earlier is that this 

rule is the same for traditional and distance education. The behaviorists include the 

distance student/audience in their definition of the student as a repository of various 

behaviors. The special qualities of the distance student/audience are lost, but they are at 

last acknowledged as members of the universal student body. If they failed to "address" 



the real, external distance student/audience because of their narrowness of vision, the 

behaviorists' "invocation" of this audience nevertheless marks a turning point in the 

history of distance education. 

Moving the Student/Audience from the Marketplace to the Academy 
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The most important actors in the drama of correspondence education have seemed 

to be the most passive in the scenarios I have described. The agents of change in t he 

conception of the student/audience have been those who needed to "invoke" that audience 

for their own purposes: the advertisers who created an audience that would assure a 

profit, the teachers who tried desperately to discover who that audience really as, and the 

behaviorists who constructed an audience to support their own theories. Each group, in a 

sense, claimed ownership of the student/audience, and the change in scene from the 

outside world to the academy may be observed in the changes in conception of the 

student/audience "invoked" in the most basic of rhetorical artifacts, the course materials 

themselves. What Lunsford and Ede call the "changing and shifting" nature of the 

audience becomes apparent as course materials from diverse periods and disciplines are 

examined. These "changes and shifts" in the conception of the student/audience are more 

the results of the changes in other elements of the rhetorical situation than of changes in 

the external "audience addressed." In this section, I will examine course materials from a 

variety of sources and periods to illustrate how the change in scene is reflected in the 

rhetorical practices of the producers of the courses. I will consider the sense of audience 



and the rhetorical consequences of that sense in five course guides: a series of drawing 

courses from a proprietary school; a commercial cooking course produced by a well

known cooking school; a German course produced by the extension division of a large 

state university; a chemistry course from the United States Armed Forces, and finally a 

contemporary English composition course from a virtual university. These course 

materials were produced between 1907 and 1996. 
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The context from which these instructional materials arose is best described by the 

early critic of correspondence education, John Noffsinger. Writing in the 1920's, he 

describes the early courses, most of which have been lost to history. He notes that for 

academic courses, the custom is to use the standard text for the discipline supplemented 

by a few pages of instructions. He calls the supplementary material "meager in quantity" 

and poorly presented (61). The correspondence schools that prepare materials especially 

for their students fare better in Noffsinger's view. The process he describes for producing 

these texts, using experts in the discipline to write the material, then an editor to edit it 

down to the school's level, is essentially the industrialized method envisioned by Otto 

Peters. Noffsinger notes that often courses that are written specifically for correspondence 

students are sent to the students lesson by lesson. After examining 180 different courses, 

Noffsinger computes the average length of the correspondence material to be about 200 

pages or half the length of a typical college text of the period (62-63). Even these early, 

crude attempts at course design imply a recognition by the producers of a 
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student/audience that lives and learns in the world of work and family obligations. 

Noffsinger and other critics viewed scaling down the reading assignments and sending 

them out in digestible pieces as watering down the courses. The same concessions to the 

student/audience may also be viewed as attempts to accommodate an "audience 

addressed" rather than to "invoke" a more traditional student/audience not at all similar to 

the real, external distance student/audience. 

Noffsinger lists technical or vocational courses as one of the three major types of 

correspondence courses (17). He notes that there is a clear need to train workers wishing 

to enter a new field or to advance themselves, but that the university does not offer such 

training and that vocational schools are too far flung to meet the need. The field is ripe for 

correspondence schools, some hones and some fraudulent. An example of the former type 

is the earliest course guide of the group, a single volume that contains several courses on 

various types of drawing from geometrical to perspective and architectural. The course 

guide was produced by the International Correspondence Schools, an institution 

Noffsinger praised for its professionalism. Every rhetorical device used in the text is 

based on a clear sense of the student/audience. The organization of the book, the diction, 

and the scattered personal notes to the student suggest that the author was an experienced 

correspondence teacher writing for an "audience addressed." 

The preface explains that it is no longer feasible to send out the courses lesson by 

lesson, so each student is issued a Reference Library book containing material for several 
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courses. Students are advised to ignore those parts of the book that do not pertain to their 

course. The preface also indicates a keen awareness of the student as audience for the 

text. The author promises that the book includes everything the student will need to 

complete the course successfully, that great care has been taken to "correct ambiguous 

expressions," and that illustrations are used lavishly to clarify difficult points (iii). The 

text fulfills these promises. The content is segmented into a sequence of lessons 

becoming increasingly demanding. Students in the course on geometrical drawing, for 

instance, begin with directions for bisecting an angle and progress to working with 

conical shapes. Throughout the courses, directions for exercises give the rationale for the 

exercise as well as objectives for it to motivate the student., In the first lesson, for 

instance, students are told that the exercises are those that "consist of practical 

geometrical problems that constantly arise in practice" and should be "carefully 

memorized" (1/30). Each lesson builds on previous knowledge. An exercise in freehand 

drawing notes that the figures involve "no new principle in drawing but are simply a 

combination of the preceding problems" (4/14). The explanations of drawing techniques 

are clear, but they call for a reading level of fourteenth grade in contemporary terms as 

measured by the Flesch Ease of Reading test. This rhetorical characteristic may well have 

limited the student population in spite of the course writer's best intentions. 

The desire to reach the student is articulated directly as well as being implicitly 

shown in the rhetoric of the text. The course writer of the section on freehand drawing, 
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for instance, takes a moment off from giving advice about the desired consistence of 

India ink to preach a little homily on perseverance and diligence. The student of natural 

ability is advised not to "think too soon that you know it all" and a student of lesser 

ability not to be discouraged because perseverance "joined to but a medium grade of 

talent, often succeeds where greater abilities, joined to indolence and restlessness, result 

in failure" (3/9). Students are reassured that anyone "who can learn to write can learn to 

draw" (3/9). The writer knows the student/audience, and the respect shown for them is an 

aspect of the practice of serving a student population that must study in isolation and 

persevere in spite of many obstacles. The student/audience is thus placed in a scene 

outside the academic world. 

Reaching out to a non-traditional student population, especially women, has been 

a practice of distance education since its inception in the nineteenth century. Early 

correspondence schools actively sought women as students, often offering courses 

especially designed for them such as Cooking for Profit by Alice Bradley of the 

renowned Miss Farmer's Cooking School in Boston. Offered after World War I when 

women were beginning to go into the work force, the course materials take these newly 

found ambitions seriously. The course consists of a text obviously written specifically for 

distance learners with questions at the end of each chapter to be answered and sent to the 

instructor. The course is organized in incremental steps from making and selling jellies at 

home to managing a restaurant. The segmented organization of the course suggests that 
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students could stop when the had reached the level of their ambitions; a student who only 

wanted to sell her jelly from home need to complete the lessons that would lead to 

tearoom management. Even in its structure the course emphasizes the needs of the 

student. 

The most striking rhetorical characteristic of the curse, again, is the sense of 

audience that is evident throughout the text and questions. The target audience for the 

course is women who are suddenly "thrown on [their] own resources and need to earn 

money" and who have some skill in cooking. Cooking, Bradley assures the student, "is 

essentially a woman's profession" and, furthermore, "many a woman today enjoys a good 

income because she was in the first place a good cook" (3). The tone throughout the book 

is both encouraging to the student and respectful of her abilities. In an early chapter, 

Bradley suggests that students consider their own specialties to make at home and market 

them. She tells an anecdote of a woman who "makes a very good living" from one special 

chocolate cake (8). Like the author of the drawing course, Bradley has a keen sense of her 

student/audience as existing in a lifeworld outside of traditional schools, or even her own 

cooking school in Boston. 

Early in the text, she addresses their life situations frankly and explicitly; her 

course is not one for young ladies who wish to dabble in gourmet cooking. In later 

chapters, students learn both the business and the culinary sides of food preparation. The 

assumption is that students can handle the financial and personnel i~sues involved in 
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running a business. They are asked, for instance, to plan a four course dinner for 100 

people at 75 cents apiece (176). In a chapter on tearoom management, students are asked 

to estimate the amount of help necessary for a tearoom seating forty-eight people and to 

specify the duties of each (256). Throughout the course, the questions encourage self

reflection and independence in the student. In the first lesson, for instance, students are 

asked to "Tell of your education, experience, conditions, purpose in taking this course" 

and to explain what "special qualifications" they feel they possess for work in food 

service. On a more mundane level, students are asked what kitchen equipment they have, 

what new equipment they would need, and how much it would cost (16). Students are 

constantly encouraged to apply the general principles given in the text to their own 

personal situations. In lessons on specialty cooking, for instance, one question asks 

whether it is possible to "build up trade in sandwiches where you are now situated" and 

what variations of her specialty the student would make (3 8). 

The questions invite dialog between student and teacher, and the success of the 

course would depend in no small measure on the quality of these exchanges. Students are 

also encouraged to have their culinary efforts evaluated. Cooking and serving food are 

clearly performance activities that cannot readily be judged away from their place of 

performance. Bradley skirts the issue in two ways: she suggests that students send in their 

products when practical, and she constantly forces students to find resources in their 

communities to give them the feedback they need (96). Photographs of exemplary food 
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service enterprises also help students see the connections between what they are learning 

in the course and the business world. This "real world" orientation stems from Bradley's 

keen sense of the world inhabited by her student/audience. Bradley uses her 

understanding of her students' lives to make the connection with her audience that 

Aristotle considered essential to pathos. She uses this appeal to persuade students to do 

the course assignments and to use their new skills to attain a new life. 

In addition to the pathetic appeal to the student/audience, the cooking school also 

uses Aristotle's appeal of ethos. The school advertises that students would have a tutor 

working under the supervision of the author (American Cookery 470). Bradley is the 

author of numerous cookbooks, a consulting editor to a woman's magazine, and principal 

of Miss Farmer's school; obviously, she would need some help in working with 

correspondence students. This course is an early example of the industrialized method of 

production that Peters says defines distance education. Unlike later courses produced by 

that method, Cooking for Profit does not conform to the objectified, impersonal rhetoric 

typically produced by this method. The course even defies the adage of distance 

education that the more a subject depends on physical performance, the less suited it is 

for distance learning. Cooking for Profit exemplifies the key rhetorical practices that have 

become rules in distance education: the appeal to a non-traditional, especially female 

student population; a practical orientation; the use of new technology; and industrialized 

form of production; and emphasis on the needs of the student. Each of these practices is 



based on the sense of the student/audience existing outside the academy that Bradley 

clearly "addresses." 
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Both the drawing and the cooking courses were produced by the often criticized 

proprietary correspondence schools, but the course guides for both indicate a high level of 

pedagogical proficiency and a deep understanding of their student/audience. Rhetorically, 

these course guides speak to the student in the personal voice of the author, even when 

that author disappears into the anonymity of the corporate entity. Bradley's constant 

reassurance to her students that they, too, can find that special chocolate cake recipe that 

will support themselves and the families has the authority of one who has known many 

successful students. The anonymous course writer of the drawing course who chides the 

overly confident student also gains credibility from the years of teaching experience 

evident in the admonition. Like Bradley, this experienced teacher uses to good effect the 

Aristotelian appeals of ethos and pathos to keep the student/audience involved in the 

course. 

Furthermore, both course guides acknowledge what Jurgen Habermas calls the 

"lifeworld" of the student, the folk world in which the student lives untouched by the 

institutional world of the school. The concepts of the student/audience implicit in these 

course guides place this audience in scenes far from the protection of the academy. The 

author of the drawing course assumes a student/audience working at a blue-collar job, 

hoping to get a better one with the aid of skills acquired from the course. From the first 
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page, Bradley specifically addresses women who are faced with a need to make a living 

using a skill they already possess. She addresses real women with real dilemmas, not 

disembodied brains and hands ready to be trained in new psychomotor skills. Such is not 

the case with the three academic courses in the sample. The German, chemistry, and 

English courses, which have been used from the 1950's until the present, move away 

from the personal voice and the acknowledgment of the student's lifeworld to a more 

impersonal, objectified voice and a more narrow construction of the student/audience. 

Two new influences intervened between the technical courses produced in the first 

half of the century and the academic ones from the second half, the addition of new 

administrative demands and the adherence to the behaviorists' theories of learning. The 

first influence is that of the sponsoring institution: the German and English courses were 

produced by universities that combine traditional with distance education, and the 

chemistry course was written by a professor for the United States Armed Forces Institute. 

The nature of these institutions adds new layers of bureaucracy to the production and use 

of these courses and a new audience for the materials, this one inside the sponsoring 

institution. The content and format of courses offered by universities must conform to 

curricular guidelines set by faculty, and courses offered by the armed forces must further 

conform to the needs of the Defense Department and to the armed services' own 

handbook for instructional design. Standardization of course guides by extension 

divisions resulted in a standardized sense of the student/audience. Written to appeal to the 
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administrators who made the policies for the extension divisions, the course guides began 

to emphasize these policies and thus the administrator/audience over the needs of the 

student/ audience. 

The other new influence is the systems theory of learning based on the work of 

Bloom and Gagne. Widespread acceptance of this theory changed considerably the 

concept of the student/audience. The German, chemistry, and English course guides 

illustrate the shift in the sense of the student/audience brought about by the additional 

demands of administrative regulations and the acceptance of behaviorist theories. Gone is 

the "audience addressed" by Miss Bradley and the author of the drawing course, students 

who had lives outside of their educational activities. The new student/audience "invoked" 

by the course guides produced in the last half century move from their lifeworld into the 

academy. Earlier in the period, the German and chemistry courses attempt to "address" 

the student as a hybrid, with one foot in the outside lifeworld and the other in the 

institutional world. By the 1990's, when the English course was written, the last vestige 

of the student/audience's lifeworld has vanished. The student actors in the drama of the 

"shifting and changing" student/audience have moved fully into the academic scene. 

The earliest of the courses, an introductory German course offered by the 

University of Illinois in the 1950's, lacks both Bradley's clear sense of "audience 

addressed" and the behaviorists' theoretically based "audience invoked." The author 

assumes that the student/audience already knows what is involved in studying a foreign 
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language, has some understanding of linguistic terms, and knows someone who speaks 

German. These assumptions suggest a vision of the correspondence student as a 

traditional student who mails in the course work. This vision is revealed in the rhetorical 

practices of the study guide: the lack of clarity of objectives, the use of unexplained 

jargon, and, most revealing, the failure to address the lifeworld of the student. The guide 

is innocent of the influence of the behaviorists, but the long arm of bureaucracy is evident 

in it. The introductory matter exemplifies the impact of the institution's mandates on the 

format of the course guide, with no attempt to modify the content to suit either the course 

or the student/audience. The guide immediately addresses requirements and makes no 

effort to off er information or encouragement for students beginning to learn a foreign 

language. It does, however, contain a boiler-plate foreword to the student. This generic 

introduction intersperses generic advice to the correspondence student among its 

directions for buying the course materials and mailing assignments to the instructor. What 

few suggestions for study that are offered are not relevant to the study of a foreign 

language. Students are advised to read and reread the assignment, making "rough notes 

on the points you wish to cover in your answers" and, subsequently, on how to write an 

essay. None of these are activities conventionally used in the study of an introductory 

foreign language course. This use of inappropriate content subverts both the ethos needed 

by any instructor and the pathos so necessary in addressing distance students. 
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The German guide does not demonstrate the influence of the systems theory of 

learning. On the contrary, it contains no course or lesson objectives of any kind. 

Presumable, the goal of learning German is to be assumed, but the study guide does not 

clarify points of emphasis, pedagogical approach, or even the specific language skills the 

student should master in the course. In this case, some performance-based objectives 

would no doubt have been helpful to the student who had not studied a foreign language 

before. The lack of objectives underscores the narrower view of the distance learner as 

quite similar to the traditional student/audience taken in this course. The student is 

assumed to be little different from the traditional university student. The first lessons, 

which of necessity deal with German pronunciation, are packed with jargon with no 

quarter given to the student encountering linguistic terminology for the first time. After 

this lesson, the study guide becomes a go-between for the various elements in the course, 

a text, workbook, and five records. Students are advised to have "somebody" check their 

German pronunciation (11 ). No suggestions for finding that "somebody" are offered, and 

no comfort for those whose acquaintance does not include a German speaker is given. 

The rhetorical features of the guide suggest that the author "invokes" a distance 

student/audience quite similar to the campus student/audience "addressed" in classes. The 

German guide exemplifies an unsuccessful attempt to bring distance students into the 

university mainstream because of a failed attempt to analyze the distance 

student/audience before "invoking" a student/audience that does not exist. 
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The course in advanced chemistry produced for the United States Armed Forces 

demonstrates a much more sensitive understanding of the distance student/audience. 

Published in 1960, before the rhetorical formula for performance objectives had been set, 

the chemistry course nevertheless makes an attempt at stating the course objectives. 

Unlike later performance objectives which always show the student as performer of the 

action, the objectives in the chemistry course are written from the point of view of the 

author, and they really express his own course objectives. He begins by assuring the 

reader that the U.S. Armed Forces Institute and the writer of the course both have 

confidence that the objectives are "within the grasp of everyone enrolled" in the course 

(5). The verbs are active, as they would be in performance objectives, but the subject f the 

verbs is the writer, not the student. Addressing the student in the second person, the 

writer promises to "provide," to "stimulate," "to aid," "to assist," and to "give some 

insight" (5-6). If students could not tell from the objectives exactly what they were 

expected to learn in the course, they at least had an idea of what the course writer was 

attempting to do for them. Like the German course guide, this one is primarily a guide to 

the text and a list of assignments. It does, however, contain "Study Notes" interspersed 

throughout the guide written specifically to help distance learners over the difficult parts 

of the course. The view of the student/audience "invoked" in the chemistry course is 

closer to the reality of the distance student/audience than that of the German course. Like 

the author of the drawing course guide, the writer of the chemistry guide presents the 



ethos of an experienced teacher struggling to make the work easier for students who do 

not have an on-site instructor. The rhetoric of this chemistry course combines the 

personal voice of the earlier technical courses with the more impersonal rhetorical 

practices of the later academic ones. 
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The final rhetorical artifact in this archaeology of correspondence courses is 

Writing Principles, an upper division English course from Governors State University, 

which offers a baccalaureate degree in general liberal arts through distance education. 

Although Governors offers telecourses and online courses also, correspondence courses 

are still popular with students. Writing Principles was written by one of their own 

instructors specifically for their program. It is the stereotypical product of the 

industrialized method of production. No human voice speaks through the bureaucratically 

produced material. The foreword to the student is standard for the institution, as is the 

questionnaire the student is asked to fill out to allow the instructor to get to know him or 

her better. Most of the slim publication is taken up with forms students must fill out when 

they send in their work. The lessons themselves contain only an impersonal introduction, 

reading assignments, and writing activities. No personal homilies are preached, no 

anecdotes equivalent to the one about the woman with the special chocolate cake recipe 

clutter the pristine collection of forms to fill out and assignments to complete. The tone of 

this study guide is impersonal, institutional, and forbidding. Considering that the course 

is offered to students who "wish to review" their writing skills, one might wish for a word 
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of encouragement here and there. Presumably, that world would come from the instructor 

who responds to the student's papers. The course guide gives no indication that the 

student who "wishes to review" his or her writing skills has any special needs; those of 

the institution predominate. 

The study guide also shows the influence of the performance-based instruction 

movement in the rhetoric of its objectives and content presentation. The course objectives 

are written in the behavioral terms, using stylistic devices that had become de rigeur by 

the 1990's. Even within the standard format, though, the writer makes the objectives 

more personal than usual by using the second person. In what must be an unintentional 

grammatical error, the writer switches from the formulaic "the student should be able" to 

addressing the student in the second person. The objectives contain the requisite action 

verbs and professional jargon such as "stylistic and rhetorical structures" and "appropriate 

writing strategies" (2). The linguistic signals sent to the audience are mixed. The writer 

seems to be trying to reach the student/audience by using language more suitable for a 

professional audience. 

The remainder of the study guide consists of directions to the reading and writing 

assignments in the two texts that accompany the course; a few lessons have exercises in 

them covering elements of syntax, diction, and grammar. The content and pedagogical 

approach in the course is current traditional. Students read essays by such canonized 

writers as William Hazlitt, Charles Lamb, E. B. White, and, in a bow to diversity, James 
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Baldwin. They write 500 word essays on topics such as their own theory of aesthetics 

(14). Nothing in the study guide suggests any sense of the distance learner as more likely 

than the traditional student to be older, more mature, more likely to be employed full

time; yet these characteristics of distance learners had been well-publicized in the 

distance education community by the 1990' s. Writing Principles takes none of this 

information into account, addressing the course content and pedagogy to the traditional 

student/audience. The rhetorical practices of this study guide meet some specifications for 

effective distance education: the assignments are clear, the procedures for sending and 

receiving papers are smooth, and the introductions to each lesson precisely describe the 

content. Of course, much of the teaching in a writing course takes place in the written 

exchanges between student and teacher. If these exchanges are based on a true 

understanding of the student, then the rhetoric of the course materials can well be 

impersonal. All in all, though, the rhetoric of Writing Principles illustrates the effects of 

two movements toward the depersonalization of education: the industrialization of 

distance education and the objectification of performance-based learning theory. The 

combination of these movements makes it difficult for the writer of a correspondence 

course to write with anything but an impersonal voice or to address the student/audience 

as directly as the older courses did. Ironically, this very inability to differentiate the 

distance student/audience from the traditional student/audience is what brings the 

distance learner fully into the university scene. 
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The five course guides represent a century of change in the rhetorical situation of 

correspondence education. Using Lunsford and Ede's model of the writer/audience 

relationship, in which each element can play different parts, we can see that the changes 

in rhetorical situation is the result of the increasing complexity on each side of the model. 

The industrialization of the production process adds new players with new theories about 

the student/audience, while the increased attention to administrative procedures adds a 

second audience to the primary student/audience. The writer/audience relationship has 

thus become increasingly complex as various kinds of baggage have been added to each 

side of the equation. The result, exemplified in the English course, is that the distance 

student/audience "invoked" has become synonymous with the conventional academic 

"audience addressed." Program administrators and educational theorists have 

accomplished what advocates of correspondence education such as Harper and 

Wedemeyer never achieved: they have brought the distance student/audience into the 

mainstream of academia. In Burke's dramatistic schema, the scene has moved from the 

world of commerce to the world of the academy. As the scene changes, the actors must 

change their roles too, and the action must suit both the new scene and the newly defined 

actors. The progression of the key actors in the distance education scenario, the 

student/audience. represents the most significant achievement of correspondence 

education: the movement from being outside the academy and outcast by it to being 

inside the academy, at least in a marginalized position. 
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This movement is crucial to the history of the rhetoric of distance education 

because it brings the distance student/audience into the university as a subject fit for 

discourse. Foucault's theory of discourse formation suggests that a subject must be 

approved to be discussed by approved speakers. In explaining the shifting paradigms of 

social institutions such as the clinic and the jail, Foucault takes pains to situate his subject 

within the institution in question. In Discipline and Punish, he must bring the prisoners 

into the new style prison with its panopticon before he can discuss the new style of 

"surveillance" used to "discipline" the prisoners. In The History of Sexuality: An 

Introduction, Foucault traces the movement from a relatively open discourse about 

sexuality to the repression of such discourse beginning in the seventeenth century. This 

change in discourse is made concrete by the changes in places where sexuality was 

situated. The main movement he describes takes the body and its innate sexuality as a 

subject of discourse away from the confessional and into the clinic. Other, apparently 

minor movements, are also noted: the restriction of sexuality to a "single locus ... in 

social space as well as at the heart of every household ... the parent's bedroom" (3). The 

"illegitimate sexualities" of homosexuality and prostitution were not subjects for 

discourse and were literally relegated to places on the fringes of society ( 4). Women's 

bodies were "hystericized," which brought them into the clinic, and the "perverse 

pleasures" of sexuality were assigned to the psychiatrists and the mental hospitals ( 104-

05). Foucault establishes the body as existing within the clinic rather than in the church 
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before he can examine the archaeology of the repression of sexuality. Similarly, the 

rhetorical artifacts examined here illustrate the progression of the student/audience from 

the commercial to the academic scene. This is the necessary first step in making the 

distance student/audience a subject of discourse within the academy. 

Clearly, these correspondence course materials do not present a historically 

inclusive picture of the totality of correspondence education in the past century any more 

than Foucault's rhetorical artifacts present a historically inclusive picture of the change in 

forms of punishment or of the birth of modern psychiatry. Such a task is probably 

impossible now because of the paucity of primary materials. The collection of five 

representative course guides, though, does suggest the origins and development of several 

important rhetorical practices of distance education, practices that over the century have 

developed into rules (la regularite) of all forms of distance education. All five volumes 

were produced by the industrialized method; a division of labor occurs between the writer 

of the course guide and the teacher of the course; all the guides were intended for mass 

distribution. All the courses represented are hands-on courses, disproving the adage that 

such courses are not appropriate for distance learners; each course accommodates the 

performance aspect of its subject in a different way. Today courses that were once 

thought impossible to teach distance learners, such as speech and physical education, are 

offered. Like the correspondence courses discussed here, they accommodate the 

performance needs of the courses in creative ways often using new and inexpensive 
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technology. Three of the five courses emphasize collaborative learning and the use of 

community feedback: from Bradley's advice to the student to try her jelly on the family 

before selling it to the somewhat ineffectual advice to get "someone" to check the 

student's German, these courses set the practice of collaboration as one useful to distance 

learners. That the influential theorist, Charles Wedemeyer, considers group learning to be 

essential to distance education indicates how firmly this practice has become a rule. 

Perhaps the most significant rhetorical practice evident in all five course guides to 

varying degrees is the attempt to make distance education accessible to the student, both 

in terms of physical access and of intellectual and emotional access. From direct, almost 

parental, address to the student to the arrangement of the week's assignments on the page . 

so that the student can read them at a glance, the authors of the course guides attempt to 

be student-friendly in their rhetorical presentation. This quality has become so regular (la 

regularite) a part of distance education materials that it might well be called a rule (la 

regle ). Finally, the rhetorical practice that is invisible but all pervasive in these course 

materials covers the enormous field of the interaction between the student and the 

teacher, the "guided didactic conversation" that Holmberg considers the most distinctive 

quality of distance education. The practices found in these five correspondence courses 

have become rules (la regularite) that are accepted as standards in all forms of distance 

education. Ensconced in the theories of Peters, Holmberg, Wedemeyer, and Moore, they 

are an important part of the theories which delineate the shift in the educational paradigm. 



Chapter 4 

The Rhetoric of Broadcast: Telecourses 

Everyone learns from television. Cooks learn to make pate choux, golfers learn to 

putt, and children learn to do all sorts of things their parents disapprove of. A massive 

amount of research shows that television teaches students too. Thirty years ago, Godwin 

C. Chu and Wilbur Schramm argued that the question of whether or not students learn 

from television had been answered permanently and emphatically. After reviewing 

hundreds of studies, they conclude that: 

There can no longer be any real doubt that children and adults learn a great 

amount from instructional television, just as they do from any other 

experience that can be made to seem relevant to them .... The 

effectiveness of television has now been demonstrated in well over 100 

experiments, and several hundred separate comparisons performed in 

many parts of the world, in developing as well as industrialized countries, 

---

at every level from preschool through adult education, and with a great 

variety of subject-matter and method. (1) 

As definitive as Chu and Schramm's statement is, it did not deter researchers from 

continuing to study the relative merits of conventional and televised instruction. Twenty 

years after Chu and Schramm, R. W. Clark summarized such research succinctly: "The 
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best current evidence is that media are mere vehicles that deliver instruction but do not 

influence student achievements any more than the truck that delivers our groceries causes 

changes in nutrition" ( 445). In spite of Clark's statement, though, fascination with the 

"truck" continued, causing internecine wars within the distance education establishment 

(Pittman "Image" 128-30). Those who favored telecourses viewed the medium as up-to

date, full of promise, and more sophisticated than the rival correspondence courses. Von 

Pittman asserts that "glib assurance characterizes the proponents of telecourses" ("Image" 

128). When Walter Annenberg decided to contribute $150 million to create the American 

equivalent of the British Open University, he directed that the money go specifically to 

media products. His goal was to broaden the audience both for higher education and for 

instructional programming. Like the earlier distance educators, Annenberg wanted to 

exploit the glamour of the electronic medium for instruction. 

What neither Annenberg nor the traditional educational establishment reckoned 

with in their pursuit of instructional media is the radical shift in the rhetorical situation 

that television brings to teaching. Lloyd Bitzer' s schema of the rhetorical situation is 

helpful in analyzing that shift. According to Bitzer, the essential rhetorical situation 

consists of the rhetor, an audience, and an exigence or reason for speaking. In classroom 

teaching, the rhetor and audience are literally face-to-face, and the rhetorical exigency is 

simply the need for instruction. In televised instruction, all three elements become 

considerably more complicated. These rhetorical complications may be best explained by 
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Otto Peters' theory of the industrialization of production. In the industrialized method, 

the lone teacher/rhetor is replaced by a team of professionals who design and present the 

instruction. The room full of students becomes an amorphous mass audience composed of 

people who just happened on the program as well as registered students. The exigence 

remains the need to give instruction on the topic, but also includes the need to meet 

broadcast standards, to interest the casual viewer, and to present a course that can be used 

by multiple institutions. All these complications in the rhetorical situation serve to change 

the ultimate rhetorical piece into the mass-produced product that is always the goal of the 

industrialized method of production. 

The challenge to telecourse producers to solve the rhetorical problems resulting 

from this changing rhetorical situation has dogged the history of telecourses just as it 

doomed radio courses half a century ago. Michael Moore, speculating on the reasons for 

the death of the once-popular radio courses, suggests that although governmental 

incompetence and broadcaster's greed were factors in that demise, the failure of educators 

to provide good programming was also important. Sometimes a microphone was simply 

placed in front of a professor and the lecture became the broadcast ("Lessons" 1-2). 

Moore's assessment suggests a failure to adapt to the changes in the rhetorical situation 

when a broadcast medium is introduced into it. 

Thanks to the involvement of video professionals in the industrialized production 

of telecourses, many telecourse producers have used the rhetorical resources of the 
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medium to good effect. Unfortunately, their efforts have been hit-or-miss, based on the 

chemistry between the video producer and the content specialist rather than on a strong 

research base. As noted above, much of the research on telecourses has taken the form of 

comparative studies attempting to establish the academic credibility of the method. Even 

the "flood of comparative studies dwindled to a trickle" after Clark's pronouncement that 

the instructional medium is essentially neutral (Whittington 54). Nil Whittington says that 

critics of comparative studies content that little research has been done to "identify the 

unique qualities of television to determine how to exploit them to improve instruction" 

(54). These "unique qualities" are the factors that change and complicate the rhetorical 

situation of televised instruction. Whittington is really calling for researchers to analyze 

how telecourses work rhetorically rather than simply whether or not they do so. This 

chapter proposes to do just that. The use of rhetorical devices unique to television and its 

ancillary print materials will be explored (1) in a general discussion of live interactive 

telecourses, (2) in a close examination of three broadcast telecourses on English 

composition from different eras, and (3) in an analysis of all components of a 

contemporary non-broadcast telecourse on literature. 

Imitating the Classroom with Live Interactive Telecourses 

Whittington defines live interactive televised instruction as "that which is offered 

via satellite or microwave delivery systems in real time to students who have immediate 

talk-back capability with the instructor" ( 47). The normal range of this delivery system is 
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about twenty miles (Buckland and Dye 39; Michael Moore Systems 29). The technology 

has been available since 1961, but recent technical developments, especially in fiber 

optics, have made it increasingly popular in recent years. Once thought of as a low tech 

version of distance education, live interactive instruction is becoming increasingly 

sophisticated technically. 

Live interactive instruction has been used at elite institutions such as Stanford and 

MIT as well as at smaller universities and community colleges. It provides a means for 

offering courses at more than one location, often at a work site as well as on campus. 

Smaller schools can form alliances that allow faculty to offer courses that might not have 

sufficient enrollment at one campus. Live interactive courses are more popular with 

faculty than other types of distance education, probably because of the provision for 

immediate interaction between student and teacher (Tom Clark 27). Live interactive 

telecourses differ from pre-produced ones in that the instruction occurs in real time and 

generally is not duplicated. The rhetorical situation mimics that of the traditional 

classroom. Two models of studios are used: the "IBM model" in which the studio holds 

only the instructor and the simulated classroom model in which some students are 

present. In both models, students at distant locations can interact with the instructor 

through a microphone or touch tone phone. Using a phone bridge, students can also 

interact with each other. 
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The architecture of the studio and the deployment of the technology reveal the 

place of live interactive instruction on the continuum from the medieval to the distance 

education model. In Discipline and Punish, Foucault examines in some detail the 

architecture of the nineteenth-century prison in comparison to the older ones. His purpose 

is to show that the very plan of the newer prison, with its circular design, allowed the 

guards to gain a kind of control over the prisoners that was not possible in the old prisons. 

Through the panopticon, prisoners could be constantly under unobtrusive surveillance. 

Foucault calls it "the most direct way of ... making architecture transparent to the 

administration of power, of making it possible to substitute for force of other violent 

constraints the gentle efficiency of total surveillance" (217). In the same way, the 

architecture of the studio with the camera always on the instructor becomes an instrument 

of gentle control. The presence of the camera, even one that is operated automatically, 

constrains the teacher by the suggestion at least of an "audience imagined" beyond the 

"audience addressed" of the traditional classroom. Keeping the camera on the teacher also 

confirms the position of power from which the students may be kept under another kind 

of "surveillance." Thus the rhetorical situation of live interactive instruction is one of 

surveillance and gentle control. For Foucault, "Discursive practices are not purely and 

simply ways of producing discourse. They are embodied in technical processes, in 

institutions, in patterns of general behavior, in forms for transmission and diffusion, in 

pedagogical forms which at once, impose and maintain them" ( 41 ). In the case of live 
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interactive instruction, architecture and technology are used to "impose and maintain" the 

"patterns of general behavior" of the rhetorical situation of the traditional classroom. 

The architecture of the studio, with the spotlight literally on the teacher at all 

times, demands the tightly controlled, teacher-directed rhetorical style associated with the 

rhetorical situation of the traditional classroom. In 1977, instructional designer Mary 

Lynn Crow advised university faculty on how to teach on television; she assumed that the 

only rhetorical situation available to them was the lecture, which could be structured in 

various ways depending on the learning theory espoused by the teacher. For her, the 

major technique for teachers to learn was to slow down to give students time to assimilate 

the information with no real rhetorical involvement (66-71). More than twenty years later, 

an instructional designer who trains instructors for live interactive instruction teaches 

them to pause every ten minutes for student responses. The breaks are carefully timed 

too, so that the lesson objectives will be sure to be covered. The teacher plans breaks for 

student questions and comments but the control of learning lies with the instructor at all 

times. The concern for audience, though. reveals at least a minimal awareness of the 

rhetorical situation. Even when the technology for student-student contact is available, 

the communication is always directed to the instructor rather than to the other students. A 

de-centered methodology would not be possible given the architecture of the studio and 

the placement of the camera. The studio holding only the instructor with the camera on 

him or her at all times cannot tolerate the kinds of exchanges and even silences that such 
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a technique calls for. In Foucault's terms, the "surveillance" of the camera forces teacher 

and students into the rhetorical pattern of the traditional model. 

The studio architecture and placement of the cameras did not come to be as they 

are by happenstance any more than the prison's panopticon was created by chance. 

Studios could be designed to accommodate a small group of students, cameras can be 

pointed at students as well as at instructors, and fiber optic technology can connect 

students to each other as well as to the instructor. Instead, institutions continue to make 

the technological choices that support the old paradigm of the dominant teacher giving 

out information and the passive student receiving it. The "IBM model" studio was, after 

all, developed by a company known for its top-down management style, and things do 

not seem likely to change soon. A new software product for interactive instruction is 

called "Auditorium," suggesting the traditional model. Ironically, an announcement 

recently posted on the World Wide Web of a conference on live interactive instruction 

lists as the uses for that method the seminar, the lecture, and the tutorial, all methods 

developed by the medieval university. As these examples demonstrate, the latest 

technology does not always guarantee a change in rhetorical stance. 

In methodology, then, the live interactive telecourse teacher is often more 

conservative than many classroom teachers in higher education. The acceptance of live 

interactive telecourses by faculty and their use at otherwise conservative institutions is 

not surprising when examined in terms of Foucault's theory of discourse formation, in 
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which discourse becomes knowledge because it comes from an approved speaker at an 

appropriate site using accepted rituals. On all counts, live interactive courses are close to 

the old paradigm. The site is at least an approximation of the room with thirty desks. The 

teacher is certainly an approved speaker; he or she is more likely to be a member of the 

full-time faculty than an adjunct (Tom Clark 27-28). The discursive rituals of live 

interactive television are similar to those of the classroom. The teacher/rhetor' s 

presentation is of necessity some form of lecture. The student/audience is restricted in 

size and membership, making it similar to the "audience addressed" of the traditional 

classroom. 

The relationship of live interactive courses to the traditional classroom is simple: 

these telecourses try to imitate the rhetorical situation of the classroom as closely as 

possible. Their relationship to the rhetorical patters of distance education is more 

problematic. Live interactive instruction fulfills two requirements of distance education, 

the distance between student and the use of technology to deliver instruction. It does not, 

however, have the other qualities associated with distance education by theorists 

Holmberg, Keegan, and Moore: open learning, independent learning, and student-directed 

learning. Live interactive telecourses use advanced technology for delivery, but the 

rhetorical situation is still closer to the medieval model of instruction than to the distance 

education model. Live interactive instruction is for distance education what Foucault 

would call a "discontinuity." Its existence within the world of distance education proves 
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again what Foucault's own historical studies demonstrate, that key social institutions do 

not change at the same time or at the same rate. 

Expanding the Audience with Broadcast Telecourses 

The technology of live interactive courses has had limited rhetorical effects on 

these courses, but this is not the case with telecourses produced for public broadcast. 

Whereas the "surveillance" of the live interactive course is limited to a camera pointed at 

the teacher and the pedagogical requirements imposed by an instructional designer, 

broadcast courses are open to a range of "gazes" as a result both of the medium itself and 

of the method of course production. The industrialized method of production increases 

the number and variety of audiences who "gaze" at the product. The in-house staff serve 

as a preliminary audience who must be satisfied before anyone else sees it. The programs 

must meet the technical and broadcast standards of public television, which exerts some 

influence on many rhetorical aspects of the videos. The gatekeepers, faculty, and 

administrators who choose which telecourses to use must be convinced that the course is 

viable academically. Finally, the legendary old couple in North Dakota who watch PBS 

programs in their recreational vehicle must be engaged with the programs, or they will 

complain to their local PBS affiliate. All these additional audiences bring with them 

rhetorical demands that must be met. These multiple audiences have differing needs and 

expectations, thus multiplying the sources of "surveillance" for broadcast telecourses. 
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In addition to the complications of the audience element in Bitzer's concept of the 

rhetorical situation, broadcast telecourses add a constraint Bitzer does not even consider, 

the complications of using television to teach rather than to entertain. Although critical 

and rhetorical studies of commercial television abound, there is no comprehensive 

rhetorical theory of instructional television. Several rhetoricians, however, contribute 

useful theories to an examination of the rhetoric of instructional television. In this section, 

I will examine the verbal and visual rhetoric of three generations of English composition 

telecourses from the same producer. Produced between 1972 and 1995, these courses 

illustrate a variety of adaptations of content to the television medium and to the multiple 

audiences brought about by broadcast television. Beginning with the adage that all 

television can do is to tell a story, I will examine the use of narrative structure in each of 

these courses, using James Kinneavy's notion of narrative as one of the four modes of 

discourse that can be used for the informational aim. I will interpret the narratives 

themselves on three levels: (1) the overt narrative told in the audio part of the script; (2) 

the narrative sub-text found in the visual dimension; (3) the metanarrative implicit in the 

narrative patterns of the series as a whole. I will classify the narratives of these three 

levels, using the functions of the folk tale identified by Vladimir Propp in Morphology of 

the Folktale. 

Narrative structure has been a feature of rhetorical theory and study since 

Aristotle included it as one of his "topoi," places in the mind to go for proofs for 
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arguments. He also notes that narration is the second part of an oration and must be 

appropriate to the type of speech, epidiectic, forensic, or deliberative. Quintilian also 

recognizes multiple uses for narration, including fable, argument, and history. Realizing 

how basic narrative structure is in human thought, Quintilian advises that it be taught 

early. In the eighteenth century, George Campbell mentions narration along with 

description and argumentation as different types of composition in Philosophy of 

Rhetoric. A hundred years later, Alexander Bain assured the place of narrative in the 

teaching of composition by naming it one of the modes of discourse. 

In our own century, James Kinneavy has given narration a prominent place in his 

taxonomy of written discourse, Theory of Discourse. In this seminal work, Kinneavy 

contends that four aims of discourse shape all writing. Kinneavy's schema places 

narration, along with description, evaluation, and classification, as one of the modes of 

development of informational discourse. Kinneavy recognizes that narration can be used 

to impart information as in education. This fundamental recognition is especially 

sign~ficant for producers and users of instructional television, for it implies that the 

rhetorical structure natural to television can be use for instruction as well as for 

entertainment. Richard Fulkerson contends that narration can be an organizing principle 

for other aims as well as the informational: "In structure, a piece of 'informative ' 

discourse organized by narration may well resemble a piece of expressive or persuasive 

prose also organized by narration more than it resembles another informative piece 
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structured differently" ( 48). Certainly, his observation can be applied to television 

programs: narratives are often used in commercials for a persuasive aim and in some 

documentaries for an expressive aim. Fulkerson goes on to argue that in many pieces 

audience is "determinative" rather than aim (52). He suggests that although Kinneavy's 

taxonomy is not perfect, it can serve as a heuristic for rhetorical analysis. Kinneavy' s 

theories cannot be applied wholesale to instructional television because he is concerned 

only with written discourse. But his classification of the aims of discourse and the place 

he assigns to narration do provide a heuristic for understanding the rhetorical challenges 

of instructional television, which always has an informational aim and because of the 

nature of the medium must use narration as the mode of discourse. The interplay among 

the multiple audiences for these programs and the tension between the rhetorical 

resources of the medium and the rhetorical aim of the discourse challenge the creativity 

of the producers of broadcast telecourses. In the three English courses under discussion, 

variations of the narrative mode were chosen to achieve the informational aim. Using 

Kinneavy's taxonomy as a heuristic, I will describe the narrative elements of the three 

English courses, then classify these narratives on the basis of their effects on the multiple 

audiences of broadcast telecourses. 

The earliest course Writing for a Reason, was produced in 1972 and was one of 

the first efforts of the fledgling Dallas County Community College District's 

Instructional Television Center. Working on a sub-shoestring budget, the small staff 
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produced a course typical in content and style of the era. Based loosely on James 

McCrimmons' popular text Writing With a Purpose, the course used the generic current

traditional approach then in vogue. The lessons centered on teaching students how to 

write the standard five-paragraph theme using several modes of development such as 

definition, comparison/contrast, analysis, and evaluation. The course was organized in 

atomistic order, beginning with the smallest rhetorical units of language, progressing to 

the paragraph considered as an essay in miniature, then to the essay. Students wrote ten 

papers during the semester to mail to their instructors. With this hectic pace, students 

could not send drafts to the instructor for review. 

Unlike later Dallas TeleLearning's productions, the video format of Writing for a 

Reason does not emulate a genre of commercial television programming. The format it 

does follow is loosely based on the rhetorical situation of the traditional classroom even 

though the set is a rather bare studio that does not suggest either a college or a work 

place. The characters who inhabit this space are ersatz teacher and her students. The use 

of such a format sets up the traditional classroom as the norm and, ironically, distance 

education as the deviation; the classroom-like format of the programs thus serves a 

"disciplining" function, bringing the distance education course into the "normal" 

educational community. 

The narrative structure of the programs is uniform throughout the series. The 

content specialist, who wrote the scripts herself, appears on camera in her own persona as 
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"the teacher" or even, informally, as "Dee." She occupies center stage most of the time, 

lecturing at what would now be considered a break-neck speed. Today, instructional 

designers recommend that no more than three or four learning objectives be covered in a 

half-hour video lesson. The lessons in Writing for a Reason often cover ten or more, in an 

effort to counter the charges that telecourses are less demanding than traditional courses. 

The video lectures are enlivened by visuals: stills, cartoons, character-generated words 

and sentences. Finally, the device that really gives the classroom feeling to the programs 

is an ensemble of actors who represent students. These students are demographically 

typical of the distance learners of the period: most are female, slightly to considerably 

older than the traditional college student; most are white with only one African American 

and one Hispanic student in the group. 

The programs always begin with Dee lecturing on the topic of the day. The 

ensemble of students enter, usually having difficulty writing the theme that is due on 

Friday. Dee then patiently and good-humoredly gives students the information and advice 

they need to write the paper correctly. The programs never suggest that the students could 

help each other; their only communication is to commiserate about the paper at hand. No 

suggestion is made that there will be any further use for the writing skills the students are 

learning after they tum in their papers. The programs in which Dee explains to students 

how to write the paper that is due on Friday have the feel of a kind of Emergency Room. 

She tells students how to get through the current crisis, and she appears to agree with 
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most real students that getting through this week's crisis is about all they can expect from 

a writing course. At the end of each program, the group of students leave full of 

confidence that they can conquer their assignment thanks to the largesse of Dee. 

The programs in Writing for a Reason clearly use the narrative mode for an 

informational aim. Heavy with content, the programs appear to have only a skeletal 

narrative element: Dee comes on the set and begins to lecture; she is interrupted by 

students; she solves their problems; they leave happy. This narrative structure falls short 

to a considerable degree of using the resources of television for instruction; it simply 

transfers the rhetorical situation from the traditional classroom to the screen. This choice 

of format is a result of the "surveillance" of one of the audiences for instructional 

television, the educational decision-makers, who must be convinced that the programs 

have an informational aim. Slight as it is, though, the narrative mode of Writing for a 

Reason is powerful at all three levels. 

The strong emotional effect on students pf the repetitive narration of the all

knowing teacher helping students in crisis may be explained in terms of Vladimir Propp' s 

work on the Russian folktale. Propp contends that the best way to get to the essence of 

the one hundred folk tales he analyzed is to reduce the events and characters to the 

smallest unit of narrative, which he calls the "narrateme." Propp classifies these 

"narratemes" by their functions in the narratives. He identifies thirty-one such functions, 

although he does not expect all folk tales to include all the functions (45-65). Propp's 
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system can be applied to other narratives and other media, including television (Berger 

24-5). In all three composition telecourses, the metanarrative is the student learning to 

write, the "lack/fulfillment" pattern in Propp' s terms. The functions, though, differ 

considerably among the three courses. In Writing for a Reason, the initiating incident of 

"lack" is defined in narrow terms. The students "lack" the skills and knowledge necessary 

to write the theme due Friday. The second function is the "donor's" supplying of a 

"magic agent," or rather a magic formula for writing The Paper of Definition. The 

students find their "lack" of skills fulfilled by the "magic agent". 

On the surface, the slight narrative embedded in the television programs moves 

through Propp's system, ending with the "hero" using the magic agent to defeat the 

villain and finally going home to be married and rule, Propp's last function of the "hero." 

The problem is that the television programs trivialize all the functions of the narrative. 

The student/heroes who find themselves lacking writing skills are never really able to 

make the "magic agent" their own. The "donor," Dee, gives them a different "magic 

agent" in each program, but each agent has limited usefulness. The student/heroes are not 

allowed to keep the "magic agent" or to develop one of their own, thus remaining 

dependent on the "donor" to continue to give them agent after agent. On the first level of 

narrative, the overt story told in each program, the pattern of narrative functions 

continually reinforce the twin ideas of the donor/teacher's power and of the 

student/hero's impotence. 
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The second level of narrative, the visual, tells the same story. The amorphous 

setting in an unidentifiable place lacks the ethos of a traditional classroom for the kind of 

discourse taking place there. The content specialist/presenter does not present the 

credentials on-screen that would give her the proper ethos for a qualified speaker on 

writing. Aside from these major visual elements in the program, the smallest units of 

visual meaning, the camera shots, also reinforce the overall narrative pattern. Media critic 

Arthur Asa Berger classifies the emotional effects of various camera shots in much the 

same way that the rhetoricians of the Renaissance classified the emotional effects of 

hundreds of tropes and figures (114). I will use Berger's system to demonstrate that the 

visual narrative supports the verbal narrative of the programs. 

Writing for a Reason was shot on a limited budget and on film; both of these 

constraints limited the visual effects that could be achieved. Nevertheless, the shots used 

and the editing decisions that put them together are significant because of the underlying 

story they tell. The programs usually begin with a medium or full shot of Dee alone on 

the set. In Berger's system, the medium shot (of most of the body) suggests personal 

relations, and the full shot (of the whole body) suggests social relations (114). The z-axis, 

the shot that shows vertical action toward the viewer and that suggests involvement, is 

hardly used in the series, perhaps because of the difficulty of executing it on film. The 

early shots of Dee alone as she lectures serve to bring the viewer in to a visual 

relationship to Dee. She is then joined by the student ensemble who surround her in a 
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long shot, a shot that gives context and scope (Berger 114). The long shot itself 

emphasizes the centrality of Dee, the "donor," in the group. The visual of Dee surrounded 

by student/seekers is reminiscent of the device the advertisers for the correspondence 

schools used in the 1930's. The suggestion then was that God approved of 

correspondence courses; the suggestion here is that Dee is a revered teacher. As the 

programs progress, many one-shots (shots of a single person) feature Dee, but few feature 

the students. Significantly, the series does not include two shots (shots of two people). 

Viewers do not see Dee and a student or two students together without the rest of the 

ensemble. This absence of peer communication visually reinforces the emphasis of the 

course on writing as a solitary activity, one whose secrets are known only to a few. 

Although this series does not use many of the rhetorical resources available to television, 

the visuals, simple as they are, make a subtle emotional impact on the student/audience 

and on the other audiences who "surveyed" the course. The starkness of the visuals in 

addition to the heavy use of the traditional lecture make it clear that this series uses 

narration for an informational aim as Kinneavy 's taxonomy suggests. 

On the third level of narrative, the pattern of the impotence of the student/heroes, 

their dependence on the generosity of the "donor", and the magic nature of the knowledge 

that fulfills their "lack" makes a powerful emotional impact on viewers. This pattern 

reinforces popular stereotypes about writing, writing instruction, and writing teachers. 

The implication of the narrative pattern is that writing is a mysterious activity, requiring a 
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"magic agent" to conquer it. Writing skills consist of discrete and rigid formulas, 

acquired from a generous donor in the form of a magic agent. The writing teacher, at best, 

is a willing donor of the magic agent. Only writing teachers have the magic agents; they 

cannot be permanently acquired by the student/heroes. Berger contends that "narratives 

play an important role in shaping our sense of who we are" (120). If this is the case, the 

emotional message sent to students by this narrative is that they cannot master high level 

writing skills, and they must be grateful for the help they get from writing teachers. The 

help is limited in usefulness because it is so focused on the written product. When 

stripped to the essential functions of the narrative, the narrative structure of Writing for a 

Reason is a perfect reflection of the current-traditional pedagogy of the course and of the 

rhetorical situation of the traditional classroom. 

The writing telecourse that replaced Writing for a Reason changed the telecourse 

from a celluloid version of a traditional classroom to an instructional version of popular 

commercial programming. In the process, The Write Course moved all the way across the 

continuum to the distance education model. The new course, funded in the first round of 

Annenberg/CPB grants in 1981, lost the "normalizing" forces of the rhetorical situation 

of the traditional classroom but gained new ones in the form of the Public Broadcasting 

System and the granting agency itself. From the beginning of production, PBS, which 

was also an investor in the project, made it clear that it wanted attractive programming for 

its own general adult audience as well as for enrolled students. Pleasing PBS and 
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appealing to this general audience would necessarily mean exploiting the rhetorical 

resources of broadcast television. Annenberg/CPB wanted splashy, "sexy" programming 

that would bring favorable publicity to the agency and attract institutions to distance 

education that had previously been uninterested in it. "Surveillance" of the new 

telecourse escalated because of the intrusive presence of PBS and Annenberg/CPB in the 

roles of preliminary audience and holders of the purse strings. The dual charges to appeal 

to a general audience and to the academic establishment created not only multiple 

audiences, but audiences that were the opposite of each other in expectations. 

To meet this challenge of varying audience expectations, the scriptwriters wrote 

for a general audience using the rhetorical conventions and devices of the mass media. At 

the same time, they injected some video elements to appeal to the audience of academics 

that Annenberg/CPB was courting. This expanded sense of audience affected every 

rhetorical choice the producers made. To assure a sense of ethos for the more academic 

audience, the scripts also included brief interviews with rhetoric professors who were 

well-known in the field. At the same time, the scriptwriters attempted to keep the 

programs interesting and at least somewhat entertaining to keep the general audience's 

attention. They also strove to make the programs clear to the ordinary viewer by not using 

unfamiliar academic jargon or arcane references. Seth Finn, in Broadcast Writing as a 

Liberal Art, advocates predictability as a rhetorical quality to be sought in broadcast 

scripts; scripts must be easy to decode. They must be written in "simple style appropriate 



for aural comprehension" (9-10). The scriptwriters tried to achieve this simple, 

predictable style in the scripts. 
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The major creative challenge facing the scriptwriters was how to use this "simple 

style appropriate for aural comprehension" to portray on video newly-discovered 

complexities of the composing process. By 1981, many, though not all composition 

programs were moving from the older "product-centered" approach to a "process

centered" approach. In contrast to the linear model of the product-centered approach, the 

process model sees writing as a complex, recursive, often messy, process involving both 

the cognitive and affective domains of the writer. The scriptwriters' challenge was to put 

this newly discovered process on the screen using rhetorical conventions that do not 

usually work well with abstract and complex ideas in a way that would appeal to the 

multiple and diverse audiences that would be so important to the success of the course. 

They had to decide how to use television's natural narrative mode to please the general 

audience and PBS, but it must be used for an explanatory purpose to please 

Annenberg/CPB and the academic audience. Essentially, the scriptwriters had to decide 

what story to tell and how to tell it. 

The producers of The Write Course retained the basic pattern identified by Propp 

as the "lack/fulfillment" pattern, but they made significant changes in the way that the 

students who lacked writing skills moved to a state of fulfillment. They replaced Propp' s 

"donor" function with the "helper" function. In the earlier telecourse, the "donor" gave 
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the magic agent to the "members of the family" who felt a "lack." In The Write Course, 

the "helper" aids the "hero" in accomplishing a "difficult task." The change in functions 

reflects a change in the conception of writing and of teaching writing. No "donor" gives 

the "magic agent" of information and advice and provides an authority figure for insecure 

students. Instead, these functions are carried out by a cast of characters who interact with 

each other in a dramatic situation. 

Inspired by the situation comedies of commercial television that take place in a 

work environment, The Write Course is set in a small television production house making 

a telecourse about writing. The six member acting ensemble includes three professional 

writers working on the production, a college intern, and two members of the production 

house staff. The setting allows the natural inclusion of clearly informational discourse 

such as dialogue about writing as well as production devices such as expert interviews 

and documentaries. The plot of each program follows the six characters in the ensemble 

as they produce the program about the topic of the real program. For instance, in the 

program on the thesis sentence, the ensemble produces their own program on the thesis 

sentence. In each program, the characters write, critique, and rewrite a piece of writing 

relevant to the program's topic. The writings may be from the professional, academic, or 

personal lives of the characters. The characters take turns being the writer of the text and 

the .peer editor. In Propp's terms, they change functions from "hero" to "helper" 

regularly; this change of functions implies that all writers need help and all writers can 
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give help. The "hero" in these narratives is always empowered by the "helper" not with a 

magic agent doled out only to get through a crisis but with the knowledge that he or she 

can conquer the "difficult task" of writing with some effort. As in Writing for a Reason, 

the narrative in The Write Course follows a consistent pattern in all the programs. The 

"hero" is given a "difficult task" to accomplish, experiences problems with the initial 

attempt, seeks help from the "helper," and finally triumphs. The major assumption of the 

social constructionist theory of writing is embedded in this narrative pattern: writing is 

only accomplished with some social interaction. 

The visual narrative also suggests the collaborative nature of writing. The set is a 

typical workplace, with desks for the three writers and the intern surrounding a sofa. The 

characters pore over the writing as they sit next to each other on the sofa; often this scene 

is captured in a two-shot that suggests an egalitarian view of the "hero" and the "helper." 

Sometimes the entire group works on a text, perhaps sitting together on the sofa or 

surrounding one of the desks. They do not, however, appear to be surrounding the 

"donor" as the ensemble does in Writing for a Reason. Nor does the set or the 

relationships among the characters remind the viewer of the traditional classroom. The 

work place setting was intended to appeal to the distance student/ audience, who are more 

comfortable in the work world than in a classroom. As in the work place, the characters 

work on projects together, each contributing according to his or her expertise. The 

rhetorical situation does not resemble that of the traditional classroom with its single 
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rhetor and clearly defined audience. In the work place, the rhetor' s and audience's roles 

shift according to the needs of the project. The shifting of the functions of "hero" and 

"helper" reflect this aspect of the distance student/audience's world. 

The format of The Write Course allowed greater use of the rhetorical devices 

available to television than that of Writing for a Reason. Within the main narrative mode, 

the producers interjected rhetorical devices familiar to television viewers. The producers 

began with the assumption that the visual humor, songs, and skits of successful children's 

educational programming could be used with adults. Early versions of scripts show that 

this is not the case, and the few songs and skits that made their way to the final scripts are 

not successful as teaching devices or even as entertainment. They did not reach some of 

the multiple audiences for the course. The faculty gatekeepers, already wary of the 

departure from tradition in the content of the course, could not accept such a radical 

departure from the imitation classroom in the delivery of that content. Annenberg/CPB 

wanted sophisticated programming that would attract major universities into distance 

education; parodies of '"'Whiskey River" to teach the concept of audience did not fit that 

need. The PBS affiliates were concerned about the reaction of the old couple in North 

Dakota seeking enlightenment from educational programs while watching the programs 

in their recreational vehicle. Finally , the students who were the ultimate audience for the 

programs are generally earnest and goal-oriented as well as busy. They found the songs 

and skits distracting and time-wasting, damning qualities for that audience. The inclusion 
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of these devices trivializes the narrative in the programs in which they appear: the "hero" 

seems less heroic, the task less serious, and the "helper" less necessary. 

Another rhetorical device common to commercial as well as to instructional 

television that is not used to its full effect is the expert interview. By the time The Write 

Course was produced, interviews with academic experts in the discipline had become a 

convention of telecourses. These interviews are intended to gain ethos within the 

appropriate discourse community by showing an approved speaker at an approved site. 

They are crucial to gaining credibility with the faculty segment of the audience. Such 

interviews are also routinely used in commercial television to explain new medical 

studies or the significance of the legal moves in the latest sensational trial. At their best, 

these expert interviews can be informative and interesting. To be used most effectively, 

though, the interview must be on a specific topic, often something just covered in a news 

story or documentary. To be interesting and effective, these interviews must be clearly 

tied to some sort of narrative. The ABC network legal consultant, Jeffrey Too bin, is more 

interesting analyzing the motion to suppress that the defense lawyers made today than he 

is on motions to suppress in general. The narrative context is all-important. 

Because of the production schedule of The Write Course, the expert interviews 

were shot at a conference months before the scripting even began. All the questions were 

thus generic, and the answers somewhat vague and abstract, rhetorical qualities that do 

not make compelling television. In spite of the careful scripting, the interviews seem to 
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be an intrusion into the narrative rather than a reinforcement of the learning. In a sense, 

these interviews subvert the major narrative in a way opposite from that of the songs and 

skits. The interview bites are played on a video monitor, suggesting both the authority of 

the professors interviewed and a distance between the ensemble and the interviewees. 

Visually and rhetorically, these interview bites are reminiscent of the "donor" and "magic 

agent" functions. They did, however, serve their purpose of gaining ethos for the 

programs with the faculty/gatekeeper audience if not with the primary student/audience. 

On the third level of narrative, the overall narrative structure of the course, the 

emphasis in The Write Course is on the construction of self on the part of the 

student/audience. Because so many students come to a writing course lacking confidence 

in themselves as writers, the design team wanted to empower these inexperienced writers 

through the narrative, to refashion their sense of themselves. In the series, the experienced 

writers are shown having problems with the "difficult task" as often as the inexperienced 

writers are. The implication of this narrative pattern is that all writers face difficulties in 

producing text, and that all writers need "help" to make their work better. Each of the six 

characters displays an individual writing process, complete with special strengths and 

weaknesses. The design team hoped that students would identify with one of the 

characters and use some of the strategies that are successful for the character in their own 

writing. This behavior modification based on the narratives in the programs would help 

students construct a "sense of who we are" that would empower them as writers. The 
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metanarrative of The Write Course suggests that everyone is a writer, that all writers need 

some help, and that writing is part of our personal, educational, and work lives. 

The Write Course was replaced in 1995 with the third generation of writing 

courses produced by Dallas TeleLeaming, A Writer's Exchange. Like its predecessors, 

the new course reflects the changing theoretical and pedagogical bases of the teaching of 

writing. Specifically, A Writer's Exchange embodies the recent interest in rhetorical 

theory and in the social constructionist theory of writing. The format for the twenty-two 

television programs reflects the need to make these theoretical concerns concrete and 

comprehensible, but it also is a response to new technology in television production, 

digitization. The ability to digitize the field tapes and to edit them digitally provides 

endless possibilities of mutations of the original material for various purposes. Pieces 

could be inserted into a CD/ROM, for instance, or into any software that could use full

motion video. Digitization, however, was not simply a technical bonanza, but also 

affected the rhetoric of the course. The rhetorical resources of television mushroomed 

with the advent of digitization. Producers of A Writer's Exchange wanted to use this 

technology to its fullest in the programs, so they designed a format that would allow for 

future digital manipulation. 

Like its predecessors, A Writer's Exchange uses a commercial television genre as 

its model, this time Nightline and similar news programs that combine documentary 

footage with expert interviews. The half-hour programs are divided into discrete 
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segments of three to five minutes each, so that each segment can be detached from the 

rest of the program digitally to exist on its own in another electronic environment. Each 

program includes three or four pre-produced segments with studio commentary on each 

by a "program expert," a professor of rhetoric who answers questions raised by the 

segment. The segments include documentaries on writing in business and in college; 

interviews with professional writers, student writers, and people who write as part of their 

work; and brief dramatic scenarios that exemplify approaches to writing problems. A 

host/presenter who introduces the segments and questions the interviewees differs from 

both the "donor" of Writing for a Reason and the "helper" of The Write Course. As he 

facilitates the "heroes" in the segments and the professors in the interviews to show how 

to overcome the "difficult task" that is the subject of the program, the host performs the 

functions of Propp' s "dispatcher." 

The documentary segments in the series may be divided into four groups: (1) role 

model interviews with the focus on a single person, either a professional writer or 

someone who writes in college or at work; the group interview, including several people 

in either a college or work setting; documentaries that profile a specific writing group or 

place; brief scenarios that quickly present and solve a writing problem. The four groups 

use differing narrative approaches, but the functions from Propp' s system remain 

consistent as do the implied meanings of the narratives for students. The documentary 

segments follow the "hero" as he or she is assigned a "difficult task," a writing task 
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which Propp's system would classify as a task of manufacture (61). The "hero" 

accomplishes the "difficult task" and is "recognized by his accomplishment of the 

"difficult task" and is rewarded (Propp 62). Finally, the "hero" of many of the 

documentaries achieves Propp's ultimate function and "ascends the throne" (63). To 

restate Propp' s functions in rhetorical terms, the writer is given a task to complete, 

completes it, usually with some help, and then is rewarded for his or her skill in writing. 

The role model interviews present an intimate look at the writing processes of the 

subject. In these pieces, the interviewees often reflect on their past work or on their own 

growth as a writer. Essayist Marion Winik, for instance, tells of the time that she started 

an essay writing about her early use of drugs, but found as she wrote it that she really 

wanted to deal with her rivalry with her sister. In an interview with newspaper columnist 

Bob Ray Sanders, he shares his strategies for appealing to his audience in a politically 

liberal column in a politically conservative city. Historian James Riding In reflects on his 

decision to make his persuasive essay on the burial of six Pawnee crania conciliatory 

rather than adversarial in tone. In these interviews and in many others throughout the 

series, the subject of the documentary becomes the "hero" recalling how the "difficult 

task" was accomplished. Propp's functions are used, but the narrative is not told in 

chronological order. 

Groups of writers as well as individuals are the subjects of some documentaries. 

In these pieces, the function of the "helper" is more prominent than in the individual 
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interviews, but the essential narrative is the same. Some groups consist of students who 

are already skillful writers. A group of Navajo students at Arizona State University who 

have performed and published their own work allowed the camera in on one of their 

collaborative sessions and later their own analysis of their collaborative methods. In 

another group interview, students in a creative writing class looked back at some of their 

writing challenges and shared their strategies for writing vivid descriptions. These group 

interviews use the same functions and tell the same story of overcoming the challenges of 

writing as the individual interviews. Propp says that the functions of characters "serve as 

stable, constant elements in a tale, independent of how and by whom they are fulfilled. 

They constitute the fundamental components of a tale" (21 ). Although none of the folk 

tales that Propp analyzes has a group of people as the "hero," his term can be applied to 

these segments because the groups' actions perform the functions of "hero." 

A third type of segment used in A Writer's Exchange, the documentary, is similar 

in effect to the group interview, but the narrative focuses more narrowly on the 

accomplishment of a single "difficult task." In a segment in a program on collaboration, 

the executive board of the Ballet Folklorico allowed a camera in their marketing meeting, 

illustrating the give and take of the "hero" and "helper" as they tried to write a grant 

proposal for their organization. In another documentary segment, a writing class at 

Bentley College revisits a homeless shelter where the students volunteered, and they 

discussed the "difficult task" of writing about their experiences there. Several 



documentaries use work place settings. In a segment on collaborative writing, an 

architectural engineering firm's in-house method of collaboration is profiled. Like the 

other types of segments, these documentaries tell the story of the "hero" who must 

perform a "difficult task" and who is rewarded for the successful accomplishment. 
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The final type of segment is the brief scenario. The narrative in these scenarios 

follows the same pattern and uses the same functions as the other types of segments. In 

each segment, the "hero," who is sometimes a student and sometimes not, is presented 

with a "difficult task" of writing a specific purpose. The plot follows the "hero" through 

solving the problems associated with the "difficult task" and being rewarded at the end. 

In one segment, for instance, a student in a history course is followed through the agonies 

of writing a research paper. In a segment on expressive aim writing, a parent writes and 

rewrites a letter to the editor about safety issues at his child's school. The dramatic 

scenarios always include at least one "helper," usually a peer of the writer. Although the 

scenarios differ considerably in format from the documentaries, the main narrative and 

the functions used to tell the story are the same as the other types of segments. 

Each segment in the program is followed by a question and answer session 

between the host/presenter and the "program expert," a professor of rhetoric. Each 

professor appears in only two programs, giving students exposure to a variety of views. 

The questions posed by the host/presenter refer specifically to the documentary segment 

immediately preceding, but they also elicit generalizations about writing that can be 
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applied to many writing tasks. On the face of it, these sessions seem to be Propp' s 

"donor" giving the "magic agent" to the "hero." The "program expert" does function as 

the "donor," but not in the same way that Dee functions in Writing for a Reason. Propp 

distinguishes nine forms of transmittal for the "magic agent" ( 44-45). Dee functions as 

the "donor" who directly transfers the "magic agent" to the "hero," the first of Propp's 

forms of transmittal. The studio sessions in A Writer's Exchange, however, conform 

more closely to the second form of transmittal identified by Propp, in which the agent is 

"pointed out" ( 44). The documentary segments have already shown the "heroes" 

achieving the "difficult task." At this point, all that is needed from the "donor" function is 

to "point out" the "magic agent" that allowed the "heroes" to do the task. In the folk tales 

Propp analyzed, pointing out the "magic agent" consists of quite literally pointing out a 

magical object, as in the tale in which an old man points out where a magic horse may be 

found (44). The question and answer segments are more abstract, but the function is the 

same. Answering the probing questions from the host/presenter, the "program expert" 

points out the writing strategies successfully used in the segment. The "donor" really 

clarifies what the student has already learned by watching the documentary segment. 

The visual narrative of A Writer's Exchange is both more varied and more 

realistic than those of Writing for a Reason or The Write Course. Writing for a Reason 

uses a bare, generic set with only a tall stool as set decoration. The Write Course uses a 

fully-dressed studio set, but it clearly is a set rather than a real work place. In contrast, the 
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documentaries in A Writer's Exchange were taped in the homes, offices, and colleges 

where the interviewees lived and worked. As a result, the programs are visually varied. 

They also give a sense that writing takes place in a variety of settings and that writing 

skills can be rewarded in the work place. Several interviews take place in executive 

offices, lawyers' offices, high tech companies, and even in the venerable flagship store of 

Neiman Marcus. "Establishing shots" of the exteriors of these work places lend credence 

to what the interviewees say. These settings suggest the final function of Propp' s system 

in which the "hero" marries and ascends the throne. Marriage is not mentioned in the 

series, but for many distance learners a large office in the original Neiman Marcus store 

or a place at one of the magnificent computers in a high tech firm is close to ascending 

the throne. Propp is interested only in the structural aspects of the folk tale. He does not 

consider the implications of setting, and of course he does not consider the contributions 

of media to a narrative. Nevertheless, as Berger contends, Propp's system can be applied 

to other types of narrative and other media. In A Writer's Exchange, the "real world" look 

of the documentaries reinforces the happy ending of the narrative, of the rewards for 

conquering the "difficult task." The studio segments visually reinforce the "donor" 

"pointing out" the magic agent instead of simply handing it over. 

The studio set includes a large television monitor in the center with chairs on each 

side for the host/presenter and the "program expert." At the opening of the studio 

segment, the documentary appears to have been playing on the video monitor, so it takes 
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and maintains center stage throughout the discussion. The professor and the 

host/presenter face each other at the same level. Both refer to the documentary just 

completed. Visually, the "donor" is smaller and somewhat less important than the video 

piece that has just played. The narrative here is that the "hero" tackles the "difficult task," 

and the "donor" simply "points out" for those who missed it what the "magic agent " is. 

The third level of narrative, the lasting impression the series makes on the viewer, 

is similar to that of The Write Course in its attempt to empower students to conquer the 

"difficult tasks" of writing without having to wait for a "donor" to give them the "magic 

agent." To this notion of writing as a skill that can be learned, A Writer's Exchange adds 

the idea that writing takes place in the everyday world of work and college and that 

people who write well are rewarded for that skill. The variety of people who populate the 

documentaries also conveys the pervasiveness of writing among people of many 

ethnicities and occupations. The variety among the subjects of the documentaries should 

convey to students that people like themselves have been "heroes" and that they can be 

too. The narrative of A Writer's Exchange shapes a sense of the self as writer in the 

student who views these programs. 

In three generations, the writing telecourse has come from a narrative that imitates 

a traditional classroom to one that uses the latest technical devices available to take 

students into the world outside. These courses represent, in their changes in content and 

format, the history of telecourses over the past thirty years. In Foucault's histories, this 
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kind of change in a social institution is what historian Thomas Flynn calls "the chartings 

of epistemic breaks that account for the sudden appearance of new disciplines and the 

equally rapid demise of certain old ones (31 ). The "epistemic break" in this history of the 

rhetorical of telecourses takes place between the imitation classroom of Writing for a 

Reason and the "real television" look of The Write Course. Foucault's geological 

approach to tracing the descent of events would suggest that the major event is the 

establishment of the Annenberg/CPB grants. The generous grants encouraged institutions 

that had never been interested in distance education to submit creative proposals. 

Furthermore, these grants enabled telecourse producers to experiment in subject matter 

and in format, thus allowing the telecourse as a television genre to make a quantum leap 

forward. Specifically, the grant to Dallas TeleLearning enabled the producer to use a 

groundbreaking video format. The Annenberg/CPB Foundation provided the "epistemic 

break" that caused the change in the archive that had been accomplished by the time A 

Writer's Exchange was produced. 

Narrowing the Audience with Non-Broadcast Telecourses 

Now that an associate's degree may be earned through telecourses offered on 

PBS, it would seem that the new archive is in its ascendancy. New technology and old 

economics, however, threaten the "traditional" broadcast telecourse, and a new fissure 

appears to be occurring. With air time on PBS affiliates increasing in cost and decreasing 

in availability, distance education institutions are looking for alternatives to open 
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broadcast. The old technology of the video recorder and the new technology of fiber 

optics make non-broadcast telecourses a viable possibility for many institutions and 

attractive to many students. With time-shifting a prime attraction of distance education 

form many students, renting tapes rather than viewing the programs on television or 

recording them seems to be a logical step. As fiber optics becomes more common, 

students will be able to order the programs through their cable or telephone service. In 

addition, because the programs delivered by means other than open broadcast do not have 

to meet PBS technical and production standards, the productions can be low budget and 

of non-professional standard. These technical and distribution changes have important 

implications for the rhetoric of telecourses. Because the tapes are viewed privately by the 

student, the multiple audience of the broadcast telecourse narrows considerably, going 

back to the traditional rhetorical situation with a teacher/rhetor and a single group of 

students as audience. The gatekeeper audience still exerts influence on the courses, but in 

the non-broadcast courses this audience resembles a faculty textbook committee. The old 

couple in North Dakota cease to be an audience for the tapes, so the language and content 

do not have to be aimed at a general audience. 

Shakespeare: Power and Justice, an upper division literature course, exemplifies 

the changes in the rhetorical situation brought about by this new way of using old 

technology. The Shakespeare course, produced by Open Learning Agency of Canada, 

consists of five videos of performances of Shakespeare's plays, six audio tapes of 
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readings of key scenes along with conversations between actors about the scenes, texts of 

eight plays, and an extensive study guide. The major quality of the instruction is its 

diversity. The five tapes are from different genres of performance ranging from a classic 

film to a video of an experimental live performance. The conversations on the audio tapes 

suggest variant readings of key passages and different interpretations of characters and 

action. The study guide also consistently suggests variant readings of key lines and offers 

interpretations from critics as disparate as A. C. Bradley and Coppelia Kahn. Sections of 

the study guide, called "subunits," contain background information that students need to 

know before reading the plays, such as the origin of the history play or the classic theory 

of tragedy. These sections demonstrate a sense of the student/audience in their clarity and 

focus in a way that standard undergraduate texts such as The Norton Anthology and the 

Riverside Shakespeare do not. 

The study guide for this course of necessity carries an unusually heavy 

fostructional burden because it is the only component with an informational aim. Thus 

clarity and cohesion are doubly important rhetorical qualities for the study guide. The 

rhetorical devices used to achieve these qualities may be codified in much the same way 

that Renaissance rhetoricians codified the effects of the tropes and figures of speech. As 

Brian Vickers points out in In Defence of Rhetoric, the rhetorical guides published 

between 1550 and 1620 by Henry Peacham, George Puttenham, and many others contain 

detailed accounts of the emotional effects of the various figures and tropes an advice on 
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their use (295-339). Today, instructional designers have created similar rhetorical guides, 

emphasizing the effect of rhetorical devices on the cognitive rather than the affective 

processes. Their goal is to codify the rhetorical features that best enable students to 

comprehend instructional materials. In the analysis of the Shakespeare study guide, I will 

use the system developed by Diana Davis. She offers six major principles of text 

comprehension and suggestions for applying these principles to distance education print 

materials (243-56). Together, these principles and suggestions constitute a rhetoric of 

distance education print materials that is strikingly similar to the rhetorical handbooks of 

the sixteenth century. Davis' principles are based on cognitive psychology rather than on 

the taxonomy of emotions imagined by the Renaissance rhetoricians, but both intent and 

effect are the same. The writer is given a range of effects to be produced, a list of ways to 

produce those effects, and left to put the two together in a way that has the desired effect 

on the reader. I will examine her principles and suggestions by analyzing key passages 

from the Shakespeare study guide. 

Davis bases her principles on the concept that reading comprehension can be 

improved by reducing the "load," or cognitive capacity, required for reading. She divides 

reading processes into lower-level and higher-level activities, and she suggests that the 

cognitive load should be reduced for both if students are to gain maximum understanding 

of what they read. Her principles are general rhetorical rules for accomplishing this goal. 
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The first two principles are audience-based and involve the reduction of cognitive 

load for lower-level components of the reading process. Principle 1 is "Use vocabulary 

that is appropriate to the audience and the task at hand in order to minimize the cognitive 

capacity required to process the text" (245). Principle 2 is closely related:" Use syntactic 

structure that conveys the ideas at hand and effectively relates 'new' information to prior 

knowledge" (246-4 7). Suggestions for application of these principles include defining 

new terms as they are introduced into the text, using active rather than passive voice, 

organizing the passage around a human agent, and placing new or important information 

at the end of the sentence (246-4 7). The suggestions are concrete and specific, and they 

are based on an understanding that our brains process new information by relating it to 

previous knowledge. Davis' suggestions show authors of instructional materials how to 

operationalize this understanding of information processing. A close look at a passage 

from Subunit 1, which introduces Henry IV, Part I with a discussion of the development 

·of the history plays from the morality plays, reveals that the study guide follows all these 

principles: 

During the early years of the sixteenth century, the influence of the Renaissance 

had begun to reach England. One effect (among many) of the Renaissance was that it 

stimulated an interest in learning and consequently in teaching. Those scholars who 

participated in the rebirth ("renaissance") of knowledge and its communication are known 

as "humanists," and one of their major concerns was to improve teaching methods. If you 



have studied the history of education, the names of Erasmus, Sir Thomas Elyot, and 

Roger Ascham will be familiar to you as humanists who wrote about methods of 

teaching. 
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The humanists share one important belief, a belief that most of us still hold today: 

education improves a person's knowledge of facts, but also a person's actions in response 

to those facts. In other words, education increases knowledge, and increased knowledge 

gives wisdom. It follows from this belief that the most important people to educate are 

those who have responsibility, for they most obviously need wisdom in the decisions they 

make. Hence, there is a whole tradition of humanist literature designed to teach kings, 

princes, governors, and magistrates; the lesson that literature attempts to teach is 

primarily that of the value of morality in life and in government. (1/7) 

The only words not in the ordinary vocabulary of most adults, "renaissance" and 

"humanist," are defined in the passage and used repeatedly to solidify the meanings. 

Other key words are also repeated, gaining significance with each repetition: "teaching," 

"education," "knowledge," "wisdom," and finally, referring to previous passages about 

morality plays, "morality." Content specialist Michael Best subtly moves an ordinary 

word such as "education" from its everyday meaning to a more specialized one in the 

context of the period. In fact, that is the organizational strategy of the second paragraph: 

begin with the student's own experience (a belief about education) and move logically to 

the Renaissance idea of the education of magistrates. Students can process this new 
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information because it is presented in relation to information they already know. Best 

follows Davis' suggestions for sentence structure too, putting his important information 

at the end of the sentence. In successive sentences, he is able to emphasize "teaching," 

"increased knowledge gives wisdom," and finally "the value of morality in life and in 

government" (1/7). These two paragraphs demonstrate the first two principles for 

reducing the cognitive load to increase comprehension. 

The third principle is related to the first two: "Facilitate the reader's ability to 

recognize relationships among sentences and paragraphs." The rhetorical principle here is 

to build bridges between the audience and the text. Davis suggests often-used devices for 

gaining cohesion such as repetition of key words, use of pronouns, use of transitions 

between sentences, and use of graphic device. She also suggests, specifically for distance 

learners, the use of examples, analogies, metaphor, and other devices that make ideas 

concrete (248). Best uses charts throughout the study guide to emphasize key ideas, for 

-instance a chart of the major conflicts in Henry IV Part I (19). When the material he is 

discussing is complex, he uses analogy and metaphor. He describes the structure of 

Midsummer Night's Dream as "rather like one of those sinful European tortes, Black 

Forest cake perhaps, with its layers of cake, cream, cherries, and icing, all separate, yet 

interacting in the final experience of eating" (31 ). 

Principles 4 and 5 seem obvious enough at first glance: "Self-instructional text 

should be designed to assist the reader in identifying the most important ideas in the text" 
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and "Design text such that its organization is easy to follow and clear to the reader" 

(251 ). Both principles are based on an understanding of the distance student/audience and 

of the circumstances under which the instructional materials would be studied. Davis 

suggests that authors of texts for distance learners stress general principles, and that they 

avoid "seductive details" that are interesting to the reader but unrelated to the main 

points. She cites studies that show that students recall first high-interest/low-importance 

material and last low-interest/high-importance material. Thus self-instructional texts 

should avoid the seductions of entertaining out-of-the-way bits and pieces of information 

that may distract students from learning the important points. For the distance 

student/audience, logos, the appeal to reason, is more important than pathos, the 

emotional appeal to the audience. 

Best does not fall into the trap Davis describes, although his subject is full of such 

seductions. For instance, he devotes several pages to a discussion of Shakespeare's 

·theater, describing it as a varied, colorful place where people from all social backgrounds 

met. He does mention the proximity of the brothels to the theaters, but he puts this 

"seductive detail" in the context of the Puritan attack on the theaters (2/7-16). In the same 

section, Best uses both verbal and visual devices to organize his discussion. He begins 

with a reference to the discussion of staging in the introduction to the first unit, then 

proceeds to a discussion of the elements of the Shakespearean theater clearly delineated 

by bold headings and finally to an analysis of the Puritan attack on the theater. He follows 
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the suggestion to use text-embedded questions as a way to identify relationships among 

key ideas. He asks, for instance, "What do we know of those who attended his plays?" 

(2/12). 

The final principle involves integrating material in the text with prior knowledge: 

"Include activities in self-instructional print materials that will assist the reader to 

assimilate new ideas from text, integrate those ideas with prior learning" (255). Best's 

study guide effectively uses several levels of activities to accomplish this goal. He 

includes questions calling for interpretation of key lines throughout his discussion of each 

play, carefully avoiding giving away the "right" interpretation. At the next level, he 

includes study questions meant to foster deeper interpretations of the plays in a unit, often 

asking for comparisons of two or three plays. Finally, the writing assignments ask 

students to explicate a substantial passage from one of the plays. 

The study guide for Shakespeare: Power and Justice uses all the rhetorical devices 

bavis suggests for reducing the cognitive load of distance education materials, allowing 

distance learners to process new information more efficiently. In the Renaissance, 

rhetoricians believed that each rhetorical device had a specific emotional effect of the 

reader, and they carefully crafted their poetry and prose to maximize these effects. Today, 

instructional designers are more concerned with the cognitive effects of the rhetorical 

devices, but their codification of these devices is similar to that of the Renaissance 

rhetoricians in its emphasis on the effects on the reader. If these devices affect students as 
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Davis asserts, the study guide for Shakespeare is an admirable example of the rhetoric of 

text comprehension. 

Shakespeare: Power and Justice differs in its rhetorical situation from both the 

traditional classroom and the open broadcast course, and the instructional materials 

reflect those differences. Neither the videotaped plays nor the audiotaped conversations 

are of broadcast quality. Aside from the freedom from the "surveillance" of the PBS 

affiliates and the old couple in North Dakota, the lack of production values in the video 

and audio elements gives them an intimate quality missing in the more technically 

sophisticated productions. Best continues this sense of one-on-one instruction in the study 

guide by using a personal, informal style. Best allows some of his own personality into 

the study guide without overpowering the student with his own personal and professional 

opinions. Of the "Introduction" to the Signet edition of The Merchant of Venice, for 

instance, he says that he does not agree with the treatment of all the major characters, but 

·"I will leave it to you to guess in which ways I differ" (2/13). The persona he creates in 

this study guide is one that many classroom teachers aspire to but rarely achieve. 

Telecourses Transform the Rhetoric of Higher Education 

Foucault's histories may be viewed as the histories of transformations of social 

institutions, involving the rearrangement of other institutions that interact with the one 

undergoing the transformation. Institutions such as the prison and the mental hospital do 

not exist in a social vacuum, so changes within these institutions affect other areas of 
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society. The history. of telecourses over the past half-century has effected such a 

transformation within higher education. The advent of telecourses, especially the pre

produced ones, rearranged the relationships of several traditional components of higher 

education and added some new ones. These rearrangements are best observed in the 

changes brought about by telecourses in key rhetorical elements in instruction: the 

teacher/rhetor, the student/audience, and the technology of instruction. I will discuss the 

rearrangements in each of these rhetorical elements, then I will discuss the larger 

transformation using Mikhail Bakhtin' s concepts of "mono logic" and "heteroglossal" 

discourse. 

The teacher/rhetor is a necessary component in the traditional instructional 

situation. All elements of instruction are produced by this person, and all rhetorical 

exchanges involve him or her. In the industrialized world of telecourse production, 

though, the teacher/rhetor role is fragmented into several: the content specialist, the tutor, 

·the advisor. This fragmentation makes for a decreased role for any individual faculty 

member and perhaps for the faculty in the aggregate. The fragmentation of jobs for 

faculty also means a fragmentation of the rhetor role. The content specialist, the tutor, and 

the advisor relate to the content and to the student/audience in different ways based on the 

function each performs. The traditional role of teacher/rhetor as dispenser of information 

is taken over by the video programs, leaving the tutor who works with students with a 

truncated rhetorical function. 
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The most significant rearrangement of forces involved in the rise of telecourses is 

the increased pressure from the public gaze. In open broadcast telecourses, the general 

public becomes a new audience for instruction. The medieval model of education assures 

a degree of privacy for students and teachers that affords both the opportunity to 

pronounce opinions, to use language that may be questionable in a classroom but would 

be impossible on television, and generally to speculate about ideas or half-formed 

opinions. Faculty have the rights afforded them under academic freedom to express 

unpopular or unorthodox opinions. These kinds of communication are almost impossible 

in a telecourse in part because of the legal standing of the broadcast medium and in part 

because of the increased pressure from the general public. Everything in an open 

broadcast telecourse is vulnerable to public opinion in ways unthinkable to traditional 

academics. The old couple in North Dakota watching the new PBS course in their 

recreational vehicle will take issue with its politics, with its grammar, and with any 

·opinions expressed by academic experts on the program. If they complain, as they often 

do, to their local PBS affiliate, the affiliate may stop carrying the course. Realizing this 

might happen, the major producers of broadcast telecourses always keep this legendary 

old couple in their minds as they review scripts and edit interviews. 

Like any other form of industrialized quality control, this process of considering 

the larger, non-academic audience has its value. The scripts are probably easier to 

understand than many professors' lectures. Students are not subject to gratuitous political 
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opinions or sexual innuendoes from the teachers; producers try very hard to present 

balanced perspectives on controversial issues. On the other hand, the kinds of topics that 

can be discussed and the ways in which they can be discussed are limited by the necessity 

to appeal to a wide audience. The language is limited to a journalistic vocabulary so as 

not to leave our old couple in the recreational vehicle behind. Finally, the depth of ideas 

that can be discussed even briefly is severely limited both by the public gaze and by the 

nature of the medium itself. 

This point can be underlined by two anecdotes. In the production of A Writer's 

Exchange, the content specialist wanted to emphasize the idea that writing may be viewed 

in more than one way by having two experts respond to the brief video segments; the 

expectation was that their responses would be different because of their different 

backgrounds and interests. The producer did not go along with this idea because it would 

have been verbally and visually confusing in the short time available to these segments. A 

·more costly example is from an early political science course funded by Annenberg/CPB. 

Produced by Fred Friendly, who became interested in instructional television after his 

retirement from CBS, the course was sophisticated, interesting, and exciting. The 

programs consisted of a case study of an area of government presented by the host to a 

live studio audience. Lawyers argued for each side, experts gave testimony, and audience 

members expressed opinions based on their own experiences and on their perceptions of 

the case. No teacher came in at the end to give students the "right" answer; there was no 
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"right" answer to the controversial issues the programs covered. As intellectually 

stimulating as it was, students hated the course because they wanted a clear presentation 

of "the facts." PBS affiliates were no less unhappy because of the numerous angry calls 

from the old couple in North Dakota and their peers across the country. After an awkward 

attempt at revision, the course was pulled. The rhetorical conventions of broadcast and 

the wider audience reached by open broadcast do not allow for the kind of intellectual 

free-for-all that is often held up as an ideal in university education. 

Another force that is rearranged in the move from the medieval to the distance 

education model is the outside funding agency. These agencies constitute another of the 

multiple audiences that broadcast telecourses must appeal to. In this case, the appeal is 

commercial rather than instructional; profits and prestige are the desired ends. The 

"surveillance" from outside funding agencies is not unique to distance education. 

External grants have been an integral part of university budgets for many years, 

especially since World War II, but they have become significant in the financing of 

telecourses only since 1980. In the first thirty years of their existence, telecourses were 

funded primarily from local funds. Some producers, such as Dallas TeleLearning and the 

University of Maryland, sold or leased courses to pay their production costs. With 

escalating costs of production and practical limits on lease fees, such producers turned to 

outside sources to help with the costs. PBS invested in some courses, especially those that 

fit into its Going the Distance initiative. Textbook publishers, aware of a lucrative pool of 
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buyers for their books, often invest in courses; in fact, the policy of Dallas TeleLearning 

is not to adopt a text unless the publish is willing to invest at least $300,000 in the 

project. Producers may invest in each other's efforts in exchange for free use of the 

course after it is finished. Finally, since 1981, the Annenberg/CPB Foundation has made 

substantial grants to institutions to produce innovative distance education products. Of 

course, all these entities become players in the production of the course, an audience that 

is not only "addressed" or "imagined" but also obeyed. Their oversight is close and their 

voices powerful. Their "surveillance" is one of the "normalizing" influences on the 

production team. Lower division courses taught as telecourses are responsible to outside 

agencies to a degree rarely found in traditional education. If such courses are funded by 

the NEH or NEA, for instance, the faculty usually answers to only one master. In 

telecourse production, there are many. The audience at times becomes the rhetor, so 

powerful is the influence of these agencies. 

The final force to be rearranged by telecourses is the technology itself, the 

medium that carries the rhetoric of instruction. Technology has played a role in higher 

education since the Clerk of Oxenford bought manuscripts rather than replacing his 

emaciated nag. For centuries, however, all but the most basic technology was peripheral 

to education. Even if there were too few books or manuscripts to go around, the master 

could lecture from memory and students could take notes and make their own texts. In 

contrast, in all varieties of telecourses, the technology is central to instruction. This 
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centrality of the technology forces another rearrangement of the rhetorical situation. The 

teacher/rhetor no longer occupies center stage, and the student/audience is no longer 

visible. The backstage teacher/rhetor, the content specialist, can only say what the 

technology allows to be said. In the case of broadcast television, this means that the 

content must fit into a narrative mode of development, that ideas must be expressed in 

brief bites, and that the content and language must be appropriate for a wider audience 

than the typical student/audience. The rearrangement of the technology changes all the 

other elements in the rhetorical situation: the rhetor, the audience, and the exigence. 

All these rearrangements that take place as higher education is transformed are 

changing the basic rhetorical context of instruction as well as the individual elements 

noted above. Mikhail Bakhtin' s conception of the ways in which context shapes discourse 

will be helpful in examining the larger issues involved in the transformation. In 

"Discourse in the Novel," Bakhtin proposes a binary division in discourse. He defines 

"monologic" discourse as the utterances of a single person or entity; by extension, a 

"monologic" discourse community is one in which only one voice is allowed. The 

opposite of "monologic" discourse is "heteroglossia," in which a multiplicity of 

languages may be heard (270-72). Bakhtin associates literary genres with each type of 

discourse, poetry with the "mono logic" and the novel with "heteroglossia." Poetry is the 

privileged genre in Western culture, and it speaks for the values of that culture. The 

novel, on the other hand, is associated with rhetoric, which has traditionally been 
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considered less important than poetry because it is practical (280-81 ). Bakhtin' s 

classifications of discourse and genres are applicable to the older instructional paradigm 

and to the development of telecourses. 

The traditional instructional paradigm is "monologic" not only because of the 

inherent authority of the visibly present teacher/rhetor, but also because the university 

discourse community is "monologic." In universities, disagreement among factions on 

many issues is the norm, but the entire community subscribes to at least a limited set of 

values involving education and the life of the mind. By analogy, the older model of 

instruction may be called the poetry of education. Like the literary genre, this model is 

elite, privileged, some would argue not practical. 

The telecourse transformation has taken higher education from this older 

paradigm, or an imitation of it, to one that is "heteroglossal" and more like the novel, 

figuratively speaking. Because of the nature of the technology of television which 

mandates an industrialized form of production including many people and interests and a 

multiple audience, broadcast telecourses must allow many voices in their production. The 

product may look somewhat homogenized, but the programs may well include multiple 

points of view, as in the case of A Writer's Exchange. Telecourses bear some 

resemblance to Bakhtin' s definition of the novel. They are closer to the practicality of 

rhetoric because of the ability of the camera to go outside the classroom; they are related 

to popular rather than to high culture; they use some version of the narrative mode of 
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development; they have the technical ability and the mandate from their many audiences 

to include many voices. In thirty years, telecourses have been transformed from 

imitations of the "mono logic" discourse community of the university to "heteroglossal" 

discourse communities within themselves. 

Foucault's histories delineate the transformation of social institutions by 

rearranging the forces involved in them (Lemert and Gillan 120). The history of 

telecourses from Sunrise Semester in the 1950's to the professional presentations on PBS 

today is the story of the transformation of this genre of distance education. From the 

imitation of the classroom to the depiction of the reality of the outside world to the 

intimacy or private viewing on the VCR, televised instruction may be traced through the 

rhetorical devices used in its making. In half a century, telecourses have moved from 

being electronic imitations of the old model of education to become the apotheosis of the 

new. 



Chapter 5 

The Rhetoric of Cyberspace: Online Courses 

The rhetoric of cyberspace is the rhetoric of optimism. Enthusiasm for the 

potential state of online courses, if not for the present, and a nai've, almost Victorian, 

belief in the efficacy of technology to solve all problems characterize the discussion of 

this form of distance education in both the popular and the professional press. The few 

nay-sayers among the latter unabashedly represent interest groups heavily invested in the 

older model of higher education and often reflect the larger power struggles now taking 

place within that model. Indeed, as an examination of the rhetoric of these technological 

agnostics will demonstrate, their critiques often merge into the more popular praise for 

this latest generation of distance education courses. Originating as a marginalized step

child of organized higher education, distance education now steps into the mainstream 

thanks, primarily, to the addition of the darling of late twentieth century technophiles, the 

·computer. Because of the addition of online courses to its repertoire of technology based 

offerings, distance education now claims the production of knowledge from approved 

sites by approved speakers following approved rituals. 

The shift in the place of distance education within the world of higher education 

constitutes what Foucault would call an "event." For Foucault, an "event" is not 

necessarily a battle or a treaty, but a change in rules governing discursive practices which 
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produce changes in the proper subjects for discourse (Archaeology 29; Madness and 

Civilization xi). Such "events" are produced by changes in various archaeological levels, 

the social, economic, political, educational, and medical arenas. When enough changes 

have taken place in these layers, though not necessarily simultaneously, the historian can 

interpret the "event." The hidden changes are made visible in documents associated with 

the event. Foucault, for instance, demonstrates the changes brought about in medical 

thinking by pathology by examining medical texts based on the new view of the body 

(Clinic 124-48). The "event" to be examined here is the change in status of distance 

education within the archaeological layer of higher education. 

The story of how and why this change has come about lies in the rhetoric about 

and the rhetoric of cyberspace. This chapter includes an examination of both. I will 

consider the rhetoric of online courses from the vantage point of the discourse of its 

coverage in the popular and professional presses, its role in transforming the practices of 

· traditional distance education, and finally its role in the shift away from the medieval 

paradigm. I will also discuss the current status of the apparently inevitable shift in the 

paradigm of higher education, using as a framework Foucault's idea of the visible/hidden 

axis in the archaeology of social institutions. The social, economic, and educational 

layers in which the archaeological artifacts of online courses may be found yield 

documents that reverse the previous discourse about distance education thus creating a 

F oucaultian "event" that can be interpreted. This chapter examines the rhetoric of these 
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artifacts to explain the reversal of discourse taking place in distance education as a result 

of the optimistic tone and content of the rhetoric of online courses. This account of the 

reversal of discourse will take place in two . stages: first, a discussion of the body of 

discourse about online courses in the popular and professional presses and second, an 

analysis of the rhetoric of the computer itself and of courses based on it. 

Expressing the Optimism of the Computer 

In "Interpreting the Discourses of Technology," Ellen L. Barton distinguishes two 

views of technology, specifically as applied to education, the dominant and the 

antidominant. She defines the dominant discourse as "characterized by an optimistic 

interpretation of technology's progress in American culture and by traditional views of 

the relations between technology, literacy, and education" and the anti dominant as 

"characterized by a skeptical interpretation of technology's integration in contemporary 

culture and education." (56). For Barton, the antidominant views are political in nature, 

·expressed by commentators on both the right and the left sides of the political spectrum. 

After an exhaustive examination of both types of discourse, she finds that there is really 

only one that matters, the dominant one. The antidominant discourse, which critiques the 

use of technology in education, merges with the dominant, "in effect leaving the field 

with only one voice, which focuses on the assumed benefits of technology" (56). Barton's 

art1cle examines the rhetoric of technology as presented in the popular press, then in the 

professional journals of composition teachers. A similar analysis of the rhetoric of online 
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courses and programs yields similar results. The dominant discourse is the discourse in 

this case is the discourse of optimism and belief in technology; but the antidominant 

discourse in this case is based on economic interests rather than on political ideology. As 

the economic interests of the anti dominant group that clings to the traditional model of 

higher education merge with those of the dominant speakers, the rhetoric softens and 

eventually merges also. The differences between the converted and the agnostics can best 

be seen in the discourse of the mass media. For many potential students, and certainly for 

the general public, the substance of distance education is what is made visible in popular 

newspapers and magazines. To explain fully the change in distance education's "image" 

brought about by its association with the computer, I will return momentarily to the 

popular rhetoric surrounding the forerunner of online courses, the correspondence course. 

An examination of articles in popular magazines between 1920 and 1965 provides a basis 

for evaluating the changes that the computer brings to distance education; such a 

· comparison reveals the differences between what has been invisible about distance 

education that is now visible. 

Distance education has had generally favorable coverage in the popular press 

since the 1890's when Anna Eliot Ticknor's school was featured in an article in Book 

News. Between 1920 and 1960, the heyday of correspondence education, the popular 

magazines indexed by the Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature printed forty-five 

articles about correspondence courses, all but four of them positive. The four negative 
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articles criticize the unscrupulous proprietary schools, but emphasize that legitimate 

correspondence schools do exist. Two of the magazines that printed negative stories, 

Newsweek and Changing Times, also printed positive articles about correspondence 

schools in other issues. Two related themes emerge in these articles, the democratization 

of education to include formerly excluded groups and the provision of opportunities for 

ambitious students. The extension of education by correspondence to women (Good 

Housekeeping), males over twenty-five (Independent), convicts (Monthly Labor), 

workers (Business Week), and servicemen ruewsweek) is treated as a worthy, though 

unusual, function of distance education. Several articles emphasize the opportunities for 

career advancement that correspondence study offered. An article in Changing Times 

called "Study at Home and get Ahead" is typical in tone and in its direct address to the 

potential student. "Shrine of Opportunity," published in the American Mercury in 1925, 

portrays correspondence study as a kind of religious experience. The language of these 

articles emphasizes both aspects of this new student body and the goals they sought: the 

wonder that such people could aspire to a college degree (" Poor Man's B-School") and 

respect for the democratizing function of distance education ("Services That 

Correspondence Courses Can Render in Wartime"). 

The articles use the same rhetorical devices that the correspondence schools found 

so successful in their own advertising during the same period. Most of the articles 

prominently feature examples of the non-traditional students served by the schools, 
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sometimes including examples of well-known alumni. Photographs, a favored advertising 

tool of the thirties, accompany several articles. Most important, even in articles that are 

ostensibly straight news, strong emotional appeals are made to deeply held American 

beliefs in hard work and in the function of education as a way up the economic ladder. 

Nevertheless, for all the positive language, the flattering portrayal of students as role 

models, and the encouraging words to potential students, a subtly negative implication 

emerges from these popular magazine articles. 

This hint of antidominant rhetoric is illustrated by the treatment of a single event 

in the history of correspondence study by three popular magazines, Time, Newsweek, and 

The Saturday Evening Post. In 194 7, the International Correspondence School enrolled 

its five millionth student. ICS, long a respected private correspondence school, offered 

mostly vocational courses with a few professional courses in the mix. All three magazines 

gave positive coverage to the event. The titles of the Newsweek and Saturday Evening 

Post stories ("Nation's Schoolhouse" and "Alma Mater to the Millions" respectively) 

suggest respect for the democratization of education represented by ICS; Time's title, 

I..C.S.'s 5,000,000" is more neutral, but the article itself appears at first to be more 

positive in its coverage. All three articles give examples of successful, non-traditional 

students, Newsweek's with photographs, and all three highlight well-known alumni such 

as Eddie Rickenbacker. 
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Most telling, though, is the anecdote found in all three articles; it must have come 

from the public relations office at the school. The story is that a student from Tennessee 

suddenly stopped sending in his lessons without explanation. He eventually began again 

(there is no time limit on ICS courses) with the explanation that he had been incarcerated 

and could not send in the lessons from prison. He added that the authorities had seized his 

still which then became evidence at his trial. He proudly wrote that the judge and jury 

agreed that the still was the best piece of coppersmithing they had ever seen. His letter 

ended on a note a gratitude, saying that he owed it all to the class he took at ICS. This 

folksy tale encapsulates the dominant view of distance education during the period 

dominated by correspondence education. The student is non-traditional to say the least, 

with the suggestion that he is a stereotypical "hillbilly" from the mountains of Tennessee 

and the undisputed reality that he was a prisoner. To open the doors of education to such 

a student is to go far beyond the access afforded by even the self-proclaimed 

democratization of the land grant universities. The education offered by the 

correspondence schools is, in John Henry, Cardinal Newman's terms, "mechanical" 

rather than "philosophical." According to this anecdote, the quintessential distance 

education student is from the working class and studies for his own eccentric purpose. 

Other elements in all three articles, especially the examples of students, reinforce at least 

one part of this picture, the blue collar image. of the correspondence schools. This image, 

mostly self-imposed, has haunted distance education In the same way that the disease that 



Foucault quotes in The Birth of the Clinic from the old medical texts make the pre

scientific view of disease visible, these articles make visible the image of distance 

education created by until recently when the advent of the computer changed this 

dominant view. 
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The process by which this change took place is best explained by Foucault's idea 

that discourse makes knowledge. In his histories, Foucault demonstrates that ordinary 

documents allow the discovery of power networks otherwise hidden and show how 

knowledge is produced. The popular press coverage of correspondence schools made one 

kind of knowledge about distance education, portraying them as distinct from the power 

network of conventional higher education. the discourse of the popular press about online 

courses constructs knowledge about distance education in a very different way. These 

documents demonstrate the shift in power from inside the academy to the outside. Taken 

together, the body of discourse analyzed here creates a new knowledge about distance 

education or, more precisely, a new recognition of knowledge that once was visible only 

to those in the distance education network. These articles make the hidden knowledge 

visible, moving distance education from the invisible to the visible axis. 

A different kind of knowledge about distance education is made visible in the 

coverage of online programs in the popular press; the tone of these articles has become 

almost evangelical. Popular articles appeal to traditional American values of opportunity 

for all and education as the means to that opportunity. Online courses add the charisma of 
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the technology that Barton suggests is based on "an unquestioned assumption that 

progress in technology brings a variety of benefits to individuals and society" (57). 

Newspaper and magazine coverage of online programs since 1996 reflects this optimistic 

belief. Of the fourteen newspaper articles on the subject indexed by News bank between 

1996 and July, 1998, only one covered online courses in a negative way. David Noble's 

article, "Digital Diploma Mills: the Automation of Higher Education," contends that the 

"commercialization" of higher education is coming from the business sector rather than 

from academics (3 8). His criticism echoes the earlier position of Thorstein Veblen that 

higher education should not be involved in any way with business interests. That is not a 

popular position in a day when "partnering" is the latest buzzword, and universities and 

corporations search for mutually profitable projects. 

Aside from Noble's dissenting article, newspaper coverage of online programs, 

even when they are ostensibly news articles rather than features, read like promotional 

·materials from the marketing departments of the institutions offering the courses. A 

headline in the Los Angeles Business Journal proclaims these programs "the wave of the 

future" that "opens up new educational pathways" according to the Kansas City Business 

Journal (Gershun 32; Ashley I 8). Even the staid New York Times proclaims that 

"University for Working Adults Shatters Mold" (Al). The Wall Street Journal's headline 

for Paul Cox's article on the University of Phoenix's graduate business degrees is 



guaranteed to spread panic among the traditionalists: "Cyberdegrees: Who Needs a 

College Campus?" (R26). 
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Popular magazines carrying articles on the new online degrees give them similar 

rave reviews. These articles emphasize the benefits to the students rather than simply the 

news value of the degrees. For instance, Fortune's article on the University of Phoenix 

degree is titled "How to Get an MBA While Commuting" and Women in Business 

catches its readers eyes with the title "Get a Degree Without Going to School" (Tetzeli 

14; Thorson 28). Like the newspaper articles, these magazine articles assume that 

technology in the form of the computer can deliver high quality education. 

The attention-getting, positively-slanted titles and headlines are perhaps the most 

obvious device of the rhetoric of optimism, but the popular press uses other strategies to 

slant its coverage of online education: appealing examples and illustrations, connotative 

language, favorable arrangement of arguments, and an appeal to popular American 

values. Diverse as the publications are, with readerships ranging from the business 

establishment to working mothers, these rhetorical strategies are universal among them. 

They are the devices that constitute the dominant rhetoric of online programs. Some 

devices, such as the use of real life examples of students and alumni, are old techniques 

used by distance educators as far back as the tum of the century to advertise their 

programs. Others, such as the portrayal of the traditional model of higher education as 

irrelevant and elitist, are new to the rhetoric of online courses. 
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The portrayal of exemplary students as role models for prospective students was 

used extensively by correspondence schools throughout the first half of the century. 

Without exception, all the newspaper and magazine articles surveyed use this device. The 

profile of the student varies, of course, with the readership of the publication. Working 

Mother's example is identified as a working mother of two who finds learning on the 

computer to be "a joy" (Kent 3 5). Lisa Gubernick and Ashlea Ebeling begin their article 

in Forbes with the story of a Cornell dropout from the 1970' s who is now completing his 

degree (84 ). The article continues with brief illustrated vignettes of ten other successful 

students A successful entrepreneur is profiled in the article in Inc. (Macht 84). Although 

the details of their stories vary, each student is non-traditional, each is successful, and the 

story of each implies that the reader, too, can earn a college degree online. Disgruntled 

students or dropouts are not interviewed. The purpose of this rhetorical strategy is to off er 

hope to people who need or want a degree that they, too, can get one online. It is the 

rhetoric of optimism. 

Another rhetorical strategy found in the popular articles is the use of connotative 

language that favors online learning over the traditional model. The business publications 

consistently picture higher education as a business, not too different from the 

corporations with which it now "partners." Gubernick and Ebeling writing in Forbes, for 

instance, compare the automobile industry to higher education in the sub-heading: 

"Detroit makes luxury cars and stripped-down economy cars, four-wheel drives and sport 
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convertibles College, Inc. makes only one expensive model-with leather seats and air

conditioning. Technology is changing that" (84). They refer to "faculty productivity" as 

being in "steep decline' (85). This unfortunate situation is no doubt a result of the wastrel 

habits of the "featherbedding faculty" who teach on the "fancy campuses" students are 

"forced to subsidize" (85). Writing in the Denver Business Journal, Dixie Griffin calls the 

Western Governors Virtual University a "dollar wise option" as an alternative to 

conventional higher education (23). 

The contrast between the older model and online education is nowhere more 

pronounced than in the images of the faculty of each. Language that implies arrogance 

and surliness is used to describe the traditional faculty, while online faculty and those 

who support online degrees are treated with admiration. At times, the business magazines 

even tum their own value systems upside down in order to make the traditional faculty 

appear to be "featherbedding." Gubemick and Ebeling cite the $67,000 per year average 

salary of business professors at Arizona State as clear evidence of poor management, 

while the $2,000 salary of faculty at the for-profit University of Phoenix is held up as an 

effective way of keeping costs down. They note, however, that the University of Phoenix 

is not an "academic sweatshop" because the faculty, like the students, have real jobs (87). 

Readers might expect a publication like Forbes to have more empathy with the $67,000 

faculty than with the $2,000 adjuncts, but in this article the tables are turned. More in line 

with the editorial policy of Forbes, the same article respectfully cites management 
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theorist Peter Drucker and economist Milton Friedman in support of distance education 

as a viable alternative to the traditional version. Friedman, in fact, characterizes the 

traditional faculty who oppose distance education as being interested only in their "own 

welfare" (86). 

As the tone of the Forbes article suggests, the discourse of the popular press also 

makes new knowledge about conventional higher education, challenging the older 

knowledge both of the instructional and of the social experiences of a residential 

education. The older knowledge, long entrenched in popular culture, idealizes professors 

and the social life of the residential college. A different picture of both emerges from the 

popular coverage of online courses, creating new knowledge about the faculty and the 

residential experience. The "conventional educators" are represented in the Forbes article 

by James Aisner of Harvard who "huffs" that distance education is incompatible with 

"what Harvard stands for" because of the absence of "talking to people in the dorms or 

residence halls" (86). The latter activity is characterized in the next paragraph as "beer 

drinking, dating, and fellowship" which has little to do with getting an education, 

especially a "basic product at a reasonable price" (86). Whichever version readers accept, 

the activities described are available only to traditional students, those eighteen to twenty

two year old singles who can afford to participate in the rituals of late adolescence 

des'cribed above. The experience the Harvard spokesman evokes is not available to the 

mother of two small children who needs a degree to help support them nor to the forty-
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year-old man with a mortgage and a desire to learn fueled by a mid-life crisis. The elitist 

language of the Harvard representative makes the case for distance education for many 

potential students. The new knowledge about the "Harvard experience" is not nearly so 

idealistic as the old. 

In the traditional paradigm, faculty are considered to be approved speakers who 

have the power to make knowledge and who thus command respect. The articles about 

online courses do not accord these approved speakers the same kind of respect. Examples 

of language demeaning to faculty abound , especially in the business magazines. In one 

article, traditional faculty "balk" at teaching online in a "classic response documented in 

the theory of change" (Griffin 23). The same faculty who "huff' and "balk" are described 

as "purists" who believe that education should adhere to some sort of outdated ideal 

(Macht 82). The language used to describe traditional faculty members, especially those 

not enchanted with online education, portrays them as somewhat childish, out of touch 

·with current trends in education, elitist, and completely unrealistic about what potential 

students really want from higher education. This negative view of faculty, the makers of 

the old knowledge about higher education, is significant because it signals a shift in what 

Foucault calls the "power network" that creates knowledge. The power to create 

knowledge is shifting from the faculty inside the system to observers and institutions 

outside the educational establishment. 
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Even the most sacred site of academic activity, the classroom, does not escape 

unscathed by the revisionist view of higher education implied in the language of these 

articles. In Foucaultian terms, the classroom is an approved site for generating knowledge 

and thus power. The professor is an approved speaker, and the lectures, tutorials, and 

discussions that take place there are the approved rituals of the academic community. 

Historically, the classroom is the bedrock of the medieval model of higher education. 

This hallowed site does not get the respect traditionalists assume that it deserves. The 

Denver Business Journal describes it with the undignified term "seat time" (Griffin 23). 

In a less judgmental tone, the Kansas City Business Journal says that busy adults find it 

"inconvenient" and "sometimes impossible to attend regularly scheduled classe~ at a 

predetermined location" (Gershun 18). As neutral as it is, the language here still manages 

to be reductivist: the approved site of academic discourse/knowledge/power becomes 

merely a "predetermined location" and the primary experience of the traditional model of 

higher education becomes "inconvenient" rather like a dental appointment one would 

rather not keep. Indeed, the New York Times portrays going to class in even more 

demeaning language as "the hassle of going to school" for groups of adults who are 

simply not interested in lectures (Bronner D6). The Washington Business Journal adds 

that the classroom is no longer needed for the interaction so prized by the traditional 

model because of new technology (Hilpert 19). With the traditional faculty vilified, the 

socializing function of the traditional college experience dismissed as juvenile, and the 
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primary instructional mode of conventional higher education characterized by language 

usually reserved for traffic snarls, the popular case for online education seems to be 

irrefutable. New knowledge about both traditional and distance education has been 

successfully created. 

The traditional model, though, still has its advocates, even in the popular mind, 

and the new knowledge-makers must answer the arguments if the dominant view is to 

prevail. The rhetorical features of their answers reveal the changing "power network" as 

new knowledge is made. The authors of these recent magazine and newspaper articles 

universally use persuasive techniques as old as Aristotle to answer effectively the 

counterarguments to their case: the careful arrangement of arguments and appeal to 

authorities. The authors exert power over their material by arranging their arguments to 

favor their side and by calling on authorities who support their position. They take care to 

create new knowledge about old topics that have historically been barriers to the 

acceptance of distance education. The issues of student-teacher interaction, academic 

quality, and student motivation have dogged distance education since the days of 

correspondence schools. If readers are to be convinced that online degrees are worth 

pursuing, no matter how convenient, these issues must be addressed. New knowledge 

must replace the old. 

These antidominant views, however, need not be allowed to go unchallenged nor 

be given pride of place in the articles. All the authors organize their articles according to a 
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formula designed to present the dominant view in the best possible position. The articles 

open with an attention-getting statement about online degrees or with an anecdote about a 

past or present student. All include statements and narratives from successful students 

demographically similar to the readership of the publication. They end with an upbeat 

prediction about the future of distance education, a particular online degree or program, 

or the inevitability of change within the current system of higher education. Sandwiched 

in, somewhere in the latter part of the article, is an acknowledgment of the nagging 

doubts that readers might have about these programs capped by a refutation of them. 

The stock counterarguments concerning interaction, quality, and motivation are 

refuted by citing quantitative evidence, quoting authorities, or by logically turning the 

disadvantage into an advantage. Articles in Inc, Forbes, and Working Mother, and the 

Denver Business Journal cite various studies that show that distance learners perform 

better than traditional students on standardized tests after graduation, that they score as 

well as or better than campus students, and finally that more than two hundred studies 

affirm that there is "no significant difference" between the performance of distance 

students and their traditional counterparts (Gubernick and Ebeling 90; Kent 36; Griffin 

23). These authors appeal to another dominant view, Americans' deeply held faith in 

standardized tests as a measure of quality in education. Some articles quote authorities 

such as the director of instructional telecommunications at North Carolina State 

University and the author of a guide to distance learning (Griffin 23, Kent 36). 
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Questions about the lack of interactivity in distance education, often cited by 

advocates of face-to-face instruction, are answered simply by citing the well-known 

interactive capacity of the computer (Cox R26). Cox and Macht contend, in fact, that the 

Internet allows for better participation than class meetings, that the discussion can be 

"richer and deeper," and that students can get to know other students even better on the 

Internet than in class (Cox R26, Macht 84). The Denver Business Journal is dismissive of 

the whole issue, pointing out that "distance learners don't seem too concerned" about it 

and that interactivity with fifteen or twenty students on the Internet compares favorably 

with the collegiality of the large lecture section (Griffin 23). The need for self-motivation 

on the part of students who lack both the interaction of the classroom and the stimulation 

of late night discussions in the dorm has long been acknowledged as a problem even by 

advocates of distance education. This disadvantage is simply turned around into an 

advantage by the advocates of the dominant view of online courses. Debra Kent lists the 

. need for self-motivation and discipline as a disadvantage of online study, but urges her 

readers to persist as they would in any difficult project (37). David H. Jones-Delcorde 

turns the disadvantage into an advantage in the real world. He contends that the online 

student will be a "more independent and motivated learner, capable of self-instruction-a 

trait in which contemporary employers are highly interested" (27). He thus presents 

online education as fulfilling many of the goals Americans have for higher education: that 

it prepare students for the work world, that its instructional methods be comparable to 



those of the world outside the academy, and that it foster the independence and 

persistence that Americans prize. 
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The final rhetorical strategy of the popular press is the use of pathos, the appeal to 

values and assumptions shared by the writer with the audience. In the case of the writers 

propounding the dominant view of online education, the appeals are to widely held, deep

seated beliefs in America. Specifically, the courses are portrayed as giving access to 

higher education to students who otherwise would not be able to participate. The granting 

of ever increasing access to higher education has been a pattern of American higher 

education since the opening up of the New England universities to non-theological 

students, culminating in the founding of land-grant universities and university extension 

departments in the nineteenth century. Another traditional American value overtly 

appealed to in these articles is the old-fashioned work ethic. Online students are portrayed 

as hard working-adults struggling to improve their lots in life while traditional students 

. are enjoying the sports activities and camaraderie of the dorms associated with traditional 

resident student life. The articles also portray online education as being more cost 

effective, both to the student and to the tax-payer than traditional resident education. 

Thrift and a desire to get good value for the money paid characterize the American belief 

system, in theory if not in fact. 

Finally, all the articles reviewed exhibit the faith in the computer as an 

educational tool that Barton identifies as the dominant rhetoric of technology. The 
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genuine problems of distance education are waved away with a nod to the computer, 

which will fix everything. This sense of the omnipotence of the computer, especially of 

the Internet, to solve educational problems seems to be deeply embedded in current 

American culture. Note that President Clinton has proposed linking all public schools to 

the Internet; the underlying assumption is that schools thus linked will produce students 

who perform better on the proposed national standardized tests. Barton sums up the 

dominant position as the assumption that the "link between technology, literacy, and 

education is a beneficial one" (70). The treatment of online courses and degrees by the 

popular press exemplifies this assumption and transforms it into the new knowledge 

about online courses. 

The dominant rhetoric of online courses carries over to sites of rhetoric that could 

well be expected to be enemy territory. One of these sites highly visible in the academic 

discourse community is the Chronicle of Higher Education, a weekly newspaper widely 

-read by administrators and faculty throughout higher education. The other, at the opposite 

end of the scale rhetorically, is RHETNET-L, a listserv with contributors from graduate 

programs in English throughout the country. At least part of The Chronicle's readership, 

traditional faculty and administrators at institutions that have not joined the distance 

education bandwagon, feel economically threatened by new technology that makes the 

online courses so appealing. The graduate students and professors who contribute to the 

listserv, obviously not technophobes themselves, also face an uncertain professional 
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future because of the division of faculty labor characteristic of distance education. Given 

these interests, one might expect that the antidominant rhetoric would become dominant, 

if not shrill. An examination of the rhetoric of each publication does not confirm such an 

expectation. In each case, the publications follow Barton's pattern of a dominant 

discourse generally optimistic about the use of computers in education, an antidominant 

discourse that questions that use, and a final merger of the two into the dominant 

discourse. 

As Barton's survey of the rhetoric of technology shows, the dominant rhetoric is 

positive and optimistic. Certainly the popular coverage of online courses and programs 

accepts that optimistic view with few questions. The Chronicle of Higher Education, 

which speaks for and to the traditional higher education establishment, also reflects the 

dominant view of online education in its coverage of the professional issues involved in 

it. The articles in The Chronicle do not use the same rhetorical devices found in the 

· popular press because their audience is different and their topics are much more 

specialized; the writers assume an acquaintance with distance education in general that 

writers for mass magazines cannot expect from their readers .. In the articles printed 

between 1996 and 1998, only one uses the rhetorical strategies of the popular press. The 

article concerns the use of distance education, especially online courses, by Navy 

personnel. Examples of non-traditional students are cited, the cost effectiveness of the 

program extolled, and benefits to Old Dominion University, which offers the course, are 
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described (McColl um "All Hands" A27+ ). The tone is similar to that of the articles in the 

popular press about convicts taking correspondence courses, a sort of gee-whiz-what

will-they-think-of-next mentality. The writer here could afford to be generous to this 

particular use of distance education because the students involved, Navy personnel often 

at sea and regularly transferring from one base to another, are not among the target 

market for most university programs. Old Dominion's program does not threaten faculty 

jobs or programs anywhere else. 

With the exception of the article on the Navy, other articles on online courses and 

related issues use the restrained rhetoric of the straight news story. The articles report on 

a variety of topics related to online courses such as the plethora of templates available to 

professors who want to make their own Web courses and attempts to make the Web more 

accessible to disabled students (McCollum "New Industry" A33; Young A39). Both 

articles assume that the use of the Web as a distance learning tool is desirable; no 

· anti dominant views are presented that question either of the enterprises described. 

Another article reports on changes in federal laws to make it easier for distance students 

to get financial aid (Hawarth A3 8). Here, too, the presumption is that distance education 

is worth funding. The article distinguishes between the "unscrupulous institutions that run 

bogus courses" and "institutions of questionable academic rigor" Haworth A39). As in 

the past, legitimate distance education programs must separate themselves in the public 

eye from those that are not. Even here, though, there is no suggestion that the use of 
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federal financial aid for distance students is not in the best interests of the readership of 

The Chronicle. 

The only antidominant view given significant coverage is that of Cheyenne M. 

Bonnell, a feminist scholar who criticizes distance education, even the online version, for 

its apparent inability to employ feminist pedagogical techniques (Blumenstyk "Feminist 

Scholar" A36). The article is a long one, occupying most of a tabloid size page and 

including a large picture of Bonnell dressed in a cowboy hat and Western-style vest. 

Blumenstyk uses several rhetorical strategies to highlight the antidominant views 

expressed by the subject of the piece. The article opens with an attention-getting 

challenge to the widely accepted belief that single women benefit more than other groups 

from the accessibility of distance education. Bonnell points out that they still must find 

the time to do the coursework and that they may not have ready access to a computer. Her 

most telling criticism, especially of the online courses, is her analysis of the nature of the 

- interactivity built into the courses. She cites the use of questions that foster adversarial 

positions among students rather than the more collegial ones women students would 

prefer. She also says that because women are socialized to say less in any situation that 

they will participate less often in online chats and discussion groups than their male 

counterparts. The technology does not limit their participation; their socialization does. 

In a clear bid for sympathy from her peers, she accuses administrators of using 

distance education simply to keep up enrollment even though "distance learning means 
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little more than bigger, more impersonal classes" (Blumenstyk "Feminist Scholar" A36). 

Blumenstyk quotes the articulate and colorful Bonnell extensively as she clarifies 

feminist pedagogical theory and explains why distance education generally is not able to 

accommodate this theory. On the surface, Bonnell is portrayed in a generally favorable 

light throughout the article, giving her as much ethos as possible. Her theoretical 

concerns about distance education are given much space in the article, while her lack of 

experience in actually teaching distance courses is downplayed. The choice of responses 

to her ideas also favors Bonnell' s position. Administrators from San Mateo and De Anza 

community colleges, both leaders in distance education, represent the dominant view of 

online courses as beneficial to all students. Although given pride of place at the end of the 

article, their responses are ineffective against Bonnell's arguments because they do not 

answer the theoretical issues raised by feminist pedagogy. 

In this article, the antidominant view of online courses appears to prevail. The 

- irony, of course, is that the theory Bonnell espouses, feminist pedagogy, is not a 

dominant force in higher education. Although the work of founding theorists such as 

Carolyn Gilligan and Paolo Freire is well known, their ideas about the nature of 

communication in the classroom have not been universally accepted by any means. The 

marginalized status of Bonnell' s theoretical stance subverts her criticism of the dominant 

rhetoric about online courses. Her informal, conversational style complete with a "voice 

suggestive of a witch cackling over her brew" and even, perhaps, her non-professional 
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business, evaluating student progress on the basis of pre-determined competencies, and 

using technology as an instructional medium. WGU is praised for its attempt to give 

access to higher education to many citizens of western states who would not otherwise 

have it. The dominant rhetoric of optimism is evident in the article's emphasis on the 

projected use of the Internet to reach students, creating "vast opportunities for the kind of 

lifelong learning that many Americans are now seeking" (Blumenstyk "Utah's Governor" 

A23). 

As in the popular press, this new model of higher education is subtly contrasted 

with the older one, which is portrayed throughout the article as inefficient and expensive. 

Because WGU combines state supported institutions with private sector providers in its 

mix, the article emphasizes that it is founded on a "business model" and that "It's a 

business" is the watch word of its administrative staff (Blumenstyk "Western Governors 

U" A24). Since 193 0 when Thorstein Veblen harangued against the use of business men 

on governing boards of universities and John Noffsinger criticized proprietary 

correspondence schools for their inordinate hunger for profits, distance education has 

been vulnerable to the charge that education that operates like a business is not education 

at all. This once dominant attitude is changing as universities and community colleges 

forge mutually beneficial relationships with business. What would once have been an 

antidominant view of distance education is now, at least among the segment of The 

Chronicle's readership composed of administrators, the dominant optimistic view. The 
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new pro-business posture of higher education even takes the edge off the criticism of the 

competency-based evaluation proposed by WGU. This system of awarding credits, long 

in use in industry training programs, does not draw the fire from faculty that might be 

expected. 

The faculty, of course, do have dissenting views about the project, and they are 

reported. The rhetorical strategy here is to bury the counterarguments in the article; unlike 

the popular press articles, however, this one does not answer them. The faculty complain 

that WGU was created with little input from academics and that it has no faculty of its 

own. They are alarmed at the use of the business model, and they fear a reduction of 

"academic quality "at the expense of the faculty" (Blumenstyk "Western Governors U" 

A24). Most of all, they fear the increased use of adjuncts with the concomitant reduction 

in faculty jobs. In Barton's terms, these objections are the usual antidominant view of 

distance education from traditional faculty. 

Blumenstyk's rhetorical strategy in handling these criticisms is somewhat 

puzzling. Throughout the article, she refers to and quotes highly placed members of the 

WGU administrative team and of its member institutions, giving a half-page spread to the 

governor of Utah who has spearheaded the initiative. Yet when she presents the 

anti dominant view from the faculty, she chooses to quote at length an associate professor 

of English at Salt Lake City Community College. Within the readership of The 

Chronicle, community college faculty is certainly a marginalized minority group, lacking 
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the ethos that professors from four year institutions have. Choosing to quote a member of 

such a group, rather than a professor from a more prestigious institution, subverts the 

expression of the anti dominant view here as the same strategy does in the article on 

feminist pedagogy cited above. In addition, the concern the English professor expresses is 

that the lack of full-time faculty at WGU will open the door for an increased use of 

adjuncts. Readers might find this concern a bit disingenuous coming from a community 

college professor because these institutions have long embraced the extensive use of 

adjuncts to contain the cost of instruction. At the same time, using a faculty member from 

an institution known to use many adjuncts brings to the reader's mind the results of such 

policies. Blumenstyk does not have to comment on the abuse of adjunct faculty; she 

subtly alludes to it by her choice of faculty interviewee. Again, as in the article on 

Bonnell, Blumenstyk exploits the traditional rhetoric of the straight news story to make it 

an expression of the dominant rhetoric. 

The Chronicle's most significant piece in the historiography of online courses is 

an unassuming news story that reports the beginning of the shift in the paradigm of higher 

education from the medieval model to the distance model. Published about the same time 

as the other articles discussed here, this news piece illustrates Foucault's idea that the 

shifting power network may be seen in even the most every day discourse. In this typical 

news story, Lisa Guernsey reports on the phenomenon of on campus students at the 

University of Colorado and Seton Hall who enroll in online courses. Students cite 
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convenience, flexibility, and ease of combining study with jobs as key reasons for 

enrolling in online courses when they could easily take the courses in the classroom. The 

dominant view of online courses as being more easily interactive for students is also 

cited. Explanations for the trend focus on economics: SUNY reports that 80% of its 

students have jobs, and other institutions note that the traditional college student is 

becoming a rarity (Guernsey A29). The article also quotes David Noble, a critic of online 

courses, who assumes these courses are "gut courses" and that students simply want an 

easy grade. His charge, made with no supporting data, has an hysterical tone that subverts 

the antidominant argument he is trying to make. His view is balanced by that of the dean 

of the college of liberal arts at the University of Colorado who says that he is "prepared to 

make over the whole infrastructure of higher education to offer students both options" 

(Guernsey A29). 

The rhetorical strategies of this supposedly unbiased news story exemplify the 

· rhetoric of optimism about online courses, and even about the whole system of education 

that they represent. The antidominant view is subsumed by subverting its arguments and 

spokesperson. This is the first time The Chronicle has reported that in a head-to-head 

competition students would choose distance courses over conventional ones. The article 

is significant in the historiography of the paradigm shift taking place in higher education 

because of its use of the dominant rhetoric of optimism about the new paradigm and 

because of its placement in the mainstream publication of the higher education 
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establishment. Foucault recognized that documents that record history are not always the 

public manifestoes so beloved by the battles and treaties historians, but that sometimes 

rather unprepossessing documents record significant shifts in power within an institution. 

This newspaper article appears to be one of the latter documents. 

Another such document is a thread from RHETNET _ L, a listserv for professors 

and graduate students in rhetoric nationwide. The popularity of listservs among the 

academic community gives then a quasi-official status as sites of rhetoric for academic 

discourse. Professional issues are discussed by accredited and soon-to-be-accredited 

speakers. Because the rules of evidence are somewhat more relaxed in a listserv than in 

more permanent forums, these listservs often reveal the most current thinking in an 

academic field, before it becomes hardened into published research. Such is the case with 

the RHETNET L thread on online courses. Writing in the conventional informal, 

colloquial style of the listserv, the participants debate the most controversial issues 

· involving online courses from positions well within the traditional university model. The 

overall tone of the thread is optimistic about the possibility of computer technology as an 

educational medium. In spite of doubts and reservations expressed by some of the 

participants, the dominant rhetoric of technology, as Barton defines it, predominates. The 

politically motivated antidominant view defined by Barton is refuted by the participants, 

who identify themselves as "techies" as opposed to the "Luddites" who presumably want 

to smash computers the way Ned Ludd smashed the stocking frames in eighteenth 
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century England in a vain attempt to stave off industrialization. Technology critics such 

as Neil Postman are dismissed by contributor Eric Crump as wrong-headed technology 

illiterates who "just don't get it." Participants in the listserv disagree on many issues, but 

they accept the basic tenets of the dominant rhetoric of technology in education. 

The reservations about online courses specifically and distance education in 

general mirror those covered in the Chronicle of Higher Education during the same time 

period. Participants worry online about the increasing alliance of business with higher 

education, specifically the impact of entities such as Western Governors University. Two 

members of the group articulate the classic positions of those who see higher education as 

high level vocational training and those who advocate a "pure" educational approach that, 

according to Greg Sturgeon, "doesn't ( or shouldn't) in-and-of-itself lead to anything 

occupational. " Crump minimizes the significance of WGU by calling it one of the "little 

blips on the vast terrain of online education." As in any discussion in this free flowing 

· mode, the problem of business-higher education alliances is not solved, but the dominant 

discourse surrounding it is optimistic. Crump ends his message on the dominant note of 

optimism about the nature of online education; he calls for a separation of the problems 

of business alliances and computer mediated instruction. Ironically, while some of the 

graduate students fantasize about working for a corporate university, none of them 

considers work in distance education, other than perhaps teaching an online class to 

traditional university students. 
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The participants also debate the quality of interaction in online courses, 

comparing it with idealized versions of the interaction of an on-campus class. The same 

comparison is made in the popular press and in The Chronicle of Higher Education. The 

differences in the content and tone of these comparisons is the result of the perspective 

from which the comparison is made. The articles in the popular press are written by 

journalists outside the academy to an audience also outside the academy. These writers do 

not share the nostalgia that traditional faculty and students have for the give and take of 

the lively discussion of Wordsworth's poetics. Mike Morgan describes the "f2f' class as 

one that "permits, encourages, the highly interactive f2f exchange-you know the stuff: 

intense-arms waving, minds clicking, positions argued, modified, argued again." 

Readers of the Denver Business Journal may wonder if such a class is part of the "seat 

time" that so many students now find "inconvenient" to attend. The difference in 

perception of classroom activities is related to the difference in perspective from which it 

- is viewed. One might expect the passionate defense of the face-to-face class to be the 

dominant rhetorical stance in a listserv made up of people with significant professional 

stakes in its continuance. The content of the thread does not bear out this expectation. 

Although several participants critique online classes and muse on the reasons for the 

superiority of what Morgan calls the "richness" of in-class discussions, the prevailing 

mood is still optimistic regarding online classes. Even a self-described skeptic of online 

classes, Kenneth Wright ends with the suggestion that the two models could complement 
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each other. For the most part, the thread's discussion drifts into narratives of personal 

experiences with online classes, suggestions for making such classes better, and, 

inevitably, indulgence in what technology critic Sara Kiesler calls the myth of "the next 

great upgrade" (xiv). Here, too, the dominant discourse is the rhetoric of optimism about 

the potential of online classes. 

The irony of the positions maintained by the participants in the listserv is that they 

appear to be unaware of the impending changes in higher education even though they are 

in the center of those changes. They fret over the educational theory behind Western 

Governors University, they wonder about the possibility of being part of a for-profit 

university, and they diligently work to make their own online classes as good as, or at 

least as close to traditional classes, as they can be. As Crump points out, though, they are 

concerned about the "blips" in the larger field of online education. Their exchanges do 

not demonstrate any sense of a larger context in which to view these courses; the 

· participants do not seem to be aware of the larger paradigm of distance education. The 

online classes they describe are essentially traditional classes for traditional students 

transposed to another medium. No one except Wright mentions the possibility of 

extending higher education beyond the university to potential students demographically 

different from those they see in their classes. The members of the RHETNET _ L listserv 

are participants in the paradigm shift taking place in higher education. 
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The graduate students in the group are the first generation to be trained to teach in 

the distance education mode. The irony is that even these non-Luddite young 

professionals do not really understand the magnitude of the shift taking place. Distance 

education has been marginalized within the universities for so long and so completely 

that these graduate students hardly know of its existence. Because distance educators 

have not had power within the academy, they could not make knowledge about their field 

of expertise. The graduate students have only the old knowledge of distance education, 

not the new. As we have seen, distance education has been on the fringes of university 

life since the late nineteenth century when the great extension departments were founded. 

Because distance education traditionally has relied on adjunct faculty, academic 

departments lack faculty who have had experience with distance education, thus making 

impossible the training of graduate students to teach in this mode. The thread on the 

RHETNET L listserv shows the graduate students, with some help from experienced 

professors, finding their own way in the uncharted waters of online education. 

The rhetorical strategies used by members of the listserv reflect both the nature of 

the genre and the constraints peculiar to the topic. The language is informal, colloquial, 

expressive, and collegial. Participants recount personal stories of experiences with online 

classes, friends who have worked for corporate universities, and the joys of after- work

pizza and conversation. All share an affinity for using the computer as a means of 

communication, and all share in the beliefs inherent in Barton's dominant discourse of 
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technology. Whatever flaws they point out in online classes, the group never really 

questions the underlying assumptions of the worth of computer technology and its 

possibilities for education. People who do question these assumptions are called 

"Luddites" and technophobes. Participants who critique online classes preface their 

remarks with some sort of disclaimer affirming their own allegiance to technology to 

make sure that their credibility with the group is not compromised. When antidominant 

views are expressed, even softened by disclaimers, other participants respond to them 

point by point, as the rhetorical conventions of listservs allow. In some cases, notably 

Mark Mullen's and Kenneth Wright's, more than one participant responds thus leaving 

the weight of the argument on the dominant side. Even strongly-worded objections, when 

surrounded popular press and to The Chronicle of Higher Education; both use the 

conventions of their genre to support the dominant view. 

What can be the significance of so ephemeral a piece of discourse as messages 

-posted on a listserv? It is not a "treaty" like the charter of WGU or an important piece of 

research. Its significance lies in what it shows about the state of the current tension 

between the medieval and the distance education models. Like many of the pieces of 

everyday discourse Foucault discusses in his histories, the listserv gives a kind of 

snapshot of a Foucaultian "event" in process. The listserv captures the process of distance 

education's change from the hidden to the visible arm of the axis. The transformation is 

not complete, but the discourse of the listserv suggests that the necessary components, 
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primarily a respect for the computer as a means of communication, are in place. At the 

same time, even as they follow the rhetorical conventions of the listserv, the graduate 

students are still training to work within the old model, although they all seem to accept 

that it will be a modified version. 

Seeing the professional situation of the listserv members from the perspective of 

Foucault's theory of discourse formation clarifies their professional problems that result 

from the current status of the changing paradigm. These graduate students may be viewed 

as approved speakers in training. They are being trained, and clearly expect to work, 

within the old approved sites of educational discourse, but they are quite by 

proclamations of the writer's allegiance to the dominant view on the whole and then 

refuted by multiple opponents, cannot carry the day. The rhetorical conventions of the 

listserv, the informality and collegiality as well as its technical capabilities, combine to 

support what, for this listserv, is the dominant discourse of technology. The participants 

- in the listserv use the rhetorical strategies peculiar to the medium to examine dominant 

ideas within carefully structured boundaries. In this sense, the listserv is similar both to 

the comfortable communicating in the up-and-coming site, cyberspace. Traditional 

instructional procedures, such as face-to -face instruction within a classroom, are still 

perceived to the standard against which upstart procedures such as online chats are 

measured. The medieval power structure remains unquestioned, although the group is 

aware that newer institutions are challenging the traditions. Again, participants are aware 
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of some of these challenges, but they are leery of them. At the same time, more than one 

graduate student voices at least some curiosity about working in one of the new-style 

institutions. These approved-speakers-in-training seem to be caught between the necessity 

of honoring the old knowledge about education made by their mentors, the approved 

speakers, while tentatively embracing and even creating the new. The power shift that 

produces knowledge is caught in mid-stream in this ordinary document. 

Finally, the rhetoric as well as the content of the listserv demonstrates the power 

of the computer as the technology to bridge the two models. The computer has been 

accepted into academic culture in ways that other technologies of distance learning have 

not. Other media have not been used to as great an extent in conventional instruction as 

the computer has. For these conventionally trained graduate students, crossing over from 

using the computer for e-mail discussions for conventional classes to using it in a truly 

distance education mode will be a relatively small step. For all their reservations about 

Western Governors University and the quality of discussions in online chats, the 

participants do not voice serious reservations about the power of computer technology to 

teach well. They recognize computer literacy as the next literacy after print. This 

recognition makes it possible for these approved-speakers-to-be to accept cyberspace as 

an approved site for educational discourse. This acceptance confirms the optimistic views 

that constitute Barton's definition of the dominant rhetoric of technology. 

Complementing the Rhetoric of Optimism 
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The optimism of the popular and professional discourse about online courses 

illustrates the acceptance these courses are gaining both in the public arena and in the 

academy. In this section, I will analyze the rhetoric of the World Wide Web as it is used 

for distance education, of online courses produced for the Web, and of the computer itself 

as they relate to the historical traditions of distance education. The rhetorical artifacts 

considered are course materials, case studies of individual courses, studies of computer

mediated communication, and analyses of the rhetoric of computer hardware and 

software. The rhetoric of the computer presents both promises and problems to distance 

education, just as it does to other fields. In this section, I will consider both the ways in 

which the rhetoric of the computer converges with and the ways in which it diverges from 

the goals of distance education. 

The dominant discourse within online courses themselves and among their 

creators continues the optimistic theme, relying on the "next great upgrade" in the 

-technology to cure whatever ills present themselves to researchers. But the real source of 

the optimism of online courses lies in the nature of the World Wide Web, the part of the 

Internet that is most often used for online courses. The rhetoric of hypertext, the language 

of the World Wide Web, reinforces the optimism surrounding the Web and the courses 

taught on it. The rhetoric of hypertext is fluid, dynamic, easily changed, and thus 

inherently optimistic. If the next great upgrade will eliminate today's technical problems, 

the next version of the Web site will eliminate any rhetorical problems. Everything on the 
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Web is perennially in draft form because of the nature of the transmission of the data, so 

that there is always the possibility of improvement. 

Such optimism suits the culture of distance education perfectly. Historically, 

distance education has been founded on the optimistic belief that people who would not 

ordinarily attend college can do so through instructional methods not ordinarily used in 

higher education. The idea of change, too, is deeply embedded in distance education, 

founded as it is on the assumption that the lives of distance students will be significantly 

improved by their educational experiences. The rhetoric of distance education materials, 

from Miss Bradley's encouragement to her students to find the special chocolate cake 

recipe to the up-beat tone of the PBS sponsored tel~courses is optimistic about the 

student's future. Even the roundly criticized advertisements for the early correspondence 

schools reflect this optimistic belief in the power of education. Thus, in online courses, 

the form and function of education become one. George Landow notes a similar melding 

of form and function in the "convergence between [literary] theory and electronic 

computing" (1). Postmodern theories regarding the changing relationship between reader, 

author, and text mirror these relationships in the non-linear world of hypertext. A similar 

relationship exists between hypertext and distance education: the new technology 

converges with the historic theories of distance education to form a seamless rhetoric. As 

Yeats might say, the dancer becomes the dance. 
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The most visible convergence of the rhetoric of hypertext with the theories of 

distance education lies in the dynamic quality of hypertext, a quality that enables the 

independent learning so long touted by distance education theorist reinforced by the 

rhetoric of hypertext; in fact, the rhetorical qualities of hypertext bring to fruition the 

goals of distance educators of the last century. Since the late nineteenth century, when the 

instructor at Hermod in Sweden wrote letters in English to his distance student, distance 

educators have attempted to encourage independent learning in various ways. They have 

included exhortations to learn independently in the course materials and they have 

encouraged students to pursue their own interests in comments on their papers. 

The barriers to independent learning in the older forms of distance education lay 

in the media that carried the courses and in the view of the student that underlies most of 

the instructional materials. Print is by nature a linear medium; we read left to right, top to 

bottom. In well-written instructional materials, clarity is the first concern. Video adds a 

visual dimension to distance courses, but instructional television programs are usually 

organized in much the way a print version would be, in a linear progression from one part 

to another. The student with a VCR may, of course, pause, fast forward, and replay at 

will, but the content of the video does not change. Aside from the inherent rhetorical 

natures of print and video, the rhetoric of the correspondence and video courses, at least 

since 1970, have been heavily influenced by the behaviorist theory of learning. This 

theory assumes a passive learner and a controlling teacher. Although behavioral theory 
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assures clear, well-defined instructional objectives, this theory does not encourage 

independence in the learner. In the first two generations of distance education, a tension 

existed between the goal of independent learning and the media and methods of the 

courses 

Hypertext courses lack this kind of tension. Lory Hawkes defines the rhetoric of 

hypertext as one that "allows users to organize and reuse information in any way suited to 

their needs .... hyperdocuments encourage associative thinking in regard to categories 

and to the sequence of links" (18). The teacher cannot control the student using hypertext; 

the divergent, radiant nature of hypertext prevents it. Hypertext is inherently user-

centered, as Landow notes, blurring the relationship between reader and writer (1). The 

amount of control the user of the computer exerts over his or her own leaning changes the 

relationship between the student and the teacher. With hypertext, the student becomes a "/ 

maker of knowledge and thus of discourse just as much as the teacher. The balance of 

- power shifts in the direction of the student. In a Web-based course, students also exercise 

power over their own interaction with the instructor and with other students. In the 

classroom, rhetorical rituals are fixed and formal, with most of the informal, oral 

communication occurring between teacher and student and with most of the written 

discourse produced for the teacher's eyes only. The Web allows the flow of discourse to 

go in many directions and to multiple individuals and groups. As Judith Boettcher notes, 



a "Web course is not just a "class" (as in classroom) on the Web. The Web is a truly 

different environment" ( 45). 
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A second convergence of distance education theory and the rhetoric of hypertext 

also stems from the radiant and divergent nature of the World Wide Web. Distance 

education is essentially a populist movement that has traditionally attempted to 

enfranchise segments of the population not well-served by traditional higher education. 

The rhetorical nature of the World Wide Web suits this student/audience well because it 

is egalitarian, democratic, populist, and inclusive. All sorts of material can be published 

on the Web, from scholarly articles to pornography. Because the structure of the Web is 

radiant rather than hierarchical, the scholarly article is not necessarily privileged over the 

pornographic site. Perhaps most important for distance students is that the Web combines 

their familiar lifeworlds with the new world of the academy. Distance students always 

live in two cultures, their everyday work and family cultures and the new academic one 

that they are entering with their courses. In its inclusive way, the Web has a place for 

both these worlds, allowing them to exist side by side just as they do in the lives of the 

students. The Web includes the emerging rhetorical traditions of electronic 

communication as well as the rhetorical traditions of academic print. Students may well 

find the rhetorical conventions of e-mail and chat rooms more familiar than those of the 

research paper. In rhetorical terms, then, rhetoric of hypertext converges with the 

egalitarian quality of distance education as no medium has been able to do in the past. 
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With all its qualities that seem to become one with the traditional rhetoric of 

distance education, the rhetoric of hypertext also creates new problems, especially for the 

producers of instructional materials. Ironically, the same radiant and divergent qualities 

of the rhetoric of hypertext that invite independent learning can also cause confusion for 

students who may have difficulty reading the hypertext materials well. The most 

significant rhetorical effect of the Web is that it changes the way information is 

structured. Rather than presenting information in the linear fashion of print, hypertext 

allows the reader to randomly access multiple sources of information. Readers can follow 

links to information they need, by-passing those they do not find useful or interesting. 

This method of acquiring information is touted as more intuitive than the linear method 

of reading print materials, closer to the way the human mind works. Davida Charney calls 

this view the Romantic view of hypertext, saying that proponents "view hypertext as a 

mean to liberate readers ( as well as writers) from the constraints of text boundaries, 

freeing them to wander through an array of connected texts, graphics, and commentary, to 

explore and create topical paths of associations at will" (240). The gist of Charney's 

article, however, is that such optimism is not supported by empirical studies. She finds, 

instead, that people generally gain and retain information better when it is presented to 

them in the traditional linear form of print. Clear introductions that indicate the 

organization of the material, transitional words and phrases that show relationships 

among various parts of the work, and all the devices traditionally used to achieve 
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coherence help readers access and understand the information presented. The effects of 

hypertext, on the other hand are often confusing to readers, who may get lost in the links 

with no idea of where they are or how they got there (238-61). 

This confusion, embedded in the rhetoric of hypertext, works against the need of 

distance learners for instructional materials that are clear and consistent. In a sense, the 

radiant nature of the rhetoric of hypertext, the blurring of the roles of reader and writer, 

challenges producers of distance educational materials. Beginning in the early years with 

William Rainey Harper, continuing through the creation of the course teams to assure 

quality of instruction, producers of distance education materials have attempted to 

produce materials that isolated learners can use with ease. Hypertext does not make this 

enterprise impossible, but it does make it difficult because the course writer is, in a sense, 

working against the grain of the medium rather than with it. Course designers must devise 

ways to allow students the freedom that comes with hypertext without losing the clarity 

of print. 

A second characteristic of traditional distance education that is transformed 

significantly by the rhetoric of online courses is the delicate balance between independent 

learning and interaction within the learning group. Distance education has long been 

identified with independent learning, serving the isolated student needing strong 

discipline and self-motivation to keep going. The strength of this model is the individual 

attention the student gets from the instructor, as Holmberg's famous definition of distance 
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education as "guided didactic conversation" implies. Nevertheless, as the exchanges on 

the listserv cited above suggest, the lack of immediate student-teacher and student-student 

interaction in both correspondence courses and telecourses has been a source of continued 

criticism of distance education. 

The issue of interactivity has also been discussed within the distance education 

community. Michael Moore recently distinguished among three types of interactivity 

possible in distance education: learner-content interaction, learner-instructor interaction, 

and learner-learner interaction ("Three Types of Interaction" 1). Moore notes that 

distance education has used the first type of interaction since medieval students read 

didactic texts in the absence of their teachers. The second type of interaction has been 

part of distance education since the advent of the mail system, but the last type of 

interaction has been more difficult to attain at a distance until the advent of computer 

conferencing. Various attempts have been made earlier to facilitate interaction in distance 

courses with limited success. Wedemeyer and Childs advocated the use of group 

meetings for correspondence students in the 1960' s, suggesting special study guides, 

perhaps even occasional appearances by the instructor at remote locations (29-40). Bittner 

and Mallory's collection of monographs from correspondence teachers contains many 

examples of teacher comments that invite student responses (191-263). More recent 

technology, especially live interactive video and video conferencing, continued the 

struggle of distance educators to duplicate the interactive qualities of traditional lectures 
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and tutorials. The technological breakthrough that would make this possible is the 

computer with Internet access. Its coming has been greeted with language bordering on 

the evangelical by both supporters and critics of distance learning. Typical of the 

optimism within the distance education community is Guglielmo Trentin's assessment of 

the quality of online interactivity; "Here participants interact with one another within a 

veritable learning community in which individuals can overcome their isolation and 

strengthen their relationship to the group .... Interaction via computer conferencing 

systems provides new opportunities for managing and participating in the learning 

process that were unknown in traditional distance learning and conventional on-site 

courses" (3 7). 

The rhetoric of the professional literature on computer mediated-communication 

is, generally, as optimistic as the popular coverage. In a survey of the extensive literature 

on CMC, Patricia Gonzalez concludes that the studies show that CMC has five major 

characteristics: a more democratic environment; enhanced collaboration and 

constructivism; reflective thinking; an enriched environment ( 40). She concludes that 

"Computer-mediated communication (CMC) combines the benefits of group dynamics 

with the freedom associated with time and place independence. In this way, CMC opens 

new possibilities for teaching and learning that draw on strengths of both face-to-face and 

distance education" ( 40). Ironically, her own study of a sociology class shows that these 
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the instructor's teaching style. 
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Linda Harasim, who calls CMC a "new domain," or in Foucaultian terms, a new 

site of discourse, is equally optimistic about its potential ("A New Domain" 50-62). She 

ascribes five major attributes to it, all of which have rhetorical consequences. She says 

that CMC allows for many-to-many communication and place independence as they 

begin to respond to the discussion topics. The time and place independence allowed by 

asynchronous exchanges has obvious rhetorical advantages: the student can take the time 

to consider his or her response, so that the CMC discussion can indeed be "richer" than 

its off-the-cuff classroom counterpart. In her survey of the research on CMC, Wells 

concludes that "It is not uncommon for instructors to find that the level of online 

discussions might be equal to or superior to those in face-to-face classes .... Reasons for 

this are primarily the asynchronicity of CMC, which allows students to consult and 

incorporate outside resource materials into their response; reflect at leisure before 

responding; and participate anytime, twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week" (13). 

Trentin concurs, citing "a number of benefits for the learning process, especially when 

conducted in writing. Formulating and expressing one's own ideas, together with thinking 

about and reacting to those of others, are extremely important cognitive abilities" (3 7). 

The intellectual processes Trentin describes are those of the writing process; what he is 

really praising here is written as opposed to oral rhetoric. 
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These qualities of asynchronicity so optimistically viewed by faculty change the 

rhetorical nature of the exchanges between students and teachers and students and 

students from the private, oral discourse of the classroom to the public, written discourse, 

electronically preserved, of the Internet. Wells' research indicates that the effect of this 

change in rhetorical situation is a hesitancy on the part of students to "contribute to 

discussions because of a fear of appearing unintelligent or exposing vulnerabilities. While 

this concern exists in face-to-face discussions, the situation in a CMC class might be 

more threatening because the software preserves a complete transcript of class 

proceedings that is always accessible to participants" (13). The rhetorical issues of the 

writer's persona, of the tone and voice used for the discussion become pertinent for the 

student-as-writer in ways they are not for the student-as- speaker .. As the following 

analysis of the rhetorical features of selected CMC classes demonstrates, students and 

faculty alike tend to don their public personas for asynchronous CMC discussion. 

The text-based nature of CMC has many rhetorical implications, for course 

developers, teachers, and students. They must develop ways of communicating emotional 

and intellectual nuances or the communication loses social context or "social presence" or 

the sense of the other person in the communicative interaction. As Charlotte N. 

Gunawardena and Frank J. Zittle point out, "Text-based CMC, devoid of nonverbal codes 

that are generally rich in relational information, occupies a relatively low position as a 

medium capable of generating intimacy" (9). Students who are poor readers or reluctant 
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writers may find total dependence on text a drawback. New rhetorical devices to express 

emotions, especially emoticons and informal language such as "yuk," are used by some 

students to fill in the affective void of text-based CMC (Gunawardena and Zittle 10). 

Finally, the fact that all interaction is computer mediated presents problems for some 

students. Wells cites studies indicating that it can take anywhere from two hours to two 

weeks to learn to use various types of CMC software (25). Difficulty learning the 

software could have rhetorical effects on students' messages, perhaps making students 

reluctant to participate in a discussion, to write longer messages, or to use rhetorical 

features of the program itself. Online students and teachers are thrust into an unfamiliar 

and complex rhetorical situation for which neither may be prepared 

The complexities of the online rhetorical situation are illustrated by the case of a 

sociology class studied by Gonzalez. She paired a-face-to face and an online class at the 

New School of Social Research. Taught by the same teacher, using the same materials, 

and having about the same enrollment, the two classes were distinguished only by the 

method of instruction. Gonzalez was interested primarily in the quality of the interaction 

among students and between students and teacher in the two classes. She found that 

"similar relations were established in both environments ( centered on the teacher as the 

source of knowledge and students as receivers)" (47-48). The essential authoritarian 

relationship between teacher and class carried over into the online setting, implying that 

the collaborative qualities attributed to CMC are not inherent in the medium but 
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controlled by the instructor. The differences between the two classes are striking, 

especially when examined rhetorically. Gonzalez describes the teacher's position in the 

classroom as characterized by privacy, autonomy, and immediacy (48). Rhetorically, 

these characteristics translate into speech that is informal, personal, ironic, sometimes 

dramatic. The teacher dominated the class, with few students participating and very little 

student-student exchange. 

The teacher's online rhetoric was quite different. Here she donned her public 

persona, never allowing the personal or the informal to slip through; the irony and 

sarcasm that livened the classroom presentation were gone too. The teacher explained that 

she thought she was supposed to be somewhat more formal online, perhaps because the 

computer discussion is public rather than private discourse. The teacher calls it "a kind of 

censorship ... because on-line is for public consumption" ( 44-45). The rhetoric of the 

students changed also. Although both classes were dominated by a few students, with 

-some not participating at all, some rhetorical differences between the two formats are 

apparent. In class, the students' reactions were short, informal, colloquial, and personal. 

Online they were more formal, more like essays than e-mails. The responses 

demonstrated the reflective thinking that asynchronous conferencing promotes. Students 

wrote mostly for the teacher, with very limited student-student interaction. Perhaps the 

students conceived of the online messages as more formal because they were more public 

and were written rather than spoken. If that is the case, it would be difficult to frame an 
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appropriate response to other students, one that is formal enough for the public rhetorical 

situation but informal enough to be appropriate for the writer's peers. According to 

Gonzalez, some students reported that technical problems or lack of comfort with the 

technology influenced their participation. Participation level was also influenced by 

students' insecurity about their own writing abilities (47). The next great upgrade, of 

course, will take care of the technical difficulties students have in accessing the program, 

but interaction in an online class will remain a complex rhetorical problem for both 

teacher and students. 

The rhetorical problems Gonzalez reports are replicated in another case study, this 

one in a freshman composition course that stressed collaboration and community as ways 

of learning. Webster Newbold recounted his experience teaching composition online to 

distance learners at the 1994 Conference on College Composition and Communication. 

Like the sociology instructor in the Gonzalez study, Newbold taught essentially the same 

-course to distance learners that he used in his on-campus computer aided classes. The text 

he selected, by Peter Elbow and Pat Belanoff, "facilitates and encourages writers' 

involvement with both simulated and real audiences; it acts as an effective framework for 

what Holmberg calls 'guided didactic conversation"' (3). Theoretically, Newbold 

attempted to combine current practices in the computer aided teaching of composition 

with conversation-theory; he considered conferencing to be the major instructional 

activity for both classes. Students conferred with the instructor and with each other by 
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synchronously and asynchronously using the Daedalus integrated writing environment, a 

popular computer aid in composition courses. Newbold is optimistic about the results of 

his pilot program. He concedes that its success is "difficult to measure objectively" but 

believes that "its affective goal-involving students in a learning conversation through 

new means and eliciting their enthusiasm and dedication-was indeed realized" (3). He 

reports some rhetorical difficulties of his own resulting from the technology used. The 

system made it impossible for him to use the interlinear markings beloved by English 

professors for commenting on student papers. He was forced to shift from the private, 

often idiosyncratic, comments to the more public discourse of the final, global comment. 

Newbold created a clever set of symbols he could use to get around this technical 

shortcoming, and even comments optimistically that the limitation "is good overall, 

although it does take longer on the average to respond to individual texts" (3). He does 

not comment on rhetorical difficulties posed by the technology on the students, although 

- the incomplete transcript appended to the document suggests that there were some. 

The transcript is of a real-time conference held to clarify a writing assignment. 

The two students involved experience technical difficulties, for which the instructor 

apologizes; a good deal of the conference time is spent identifying which participants are 

online. The conversation that ensues is teacher-dominated, with students evading 

questions about when the last paper will be transferred ("tomorrow") and whether or not 

they have read the text assignment (student disappears from the computer, then returns 
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with an unrelated question). Newbold uses public, written rhetoric to rephrase the 

assignments for the students. Their replies are so like a written text that it is unclear from 

the transcript whether they are in the student's words or copied by the student into the 

exchange. The students do not interact with each other at all. Generalizations about 

interaction throughout the course are impossible to make based on the transcript of one 

brief conference. The transcript does illustrate, though, some of the rhetorical 

characteristics of online conferencing: its public rather than private nature; its adaptability 

to authoritarian as well as democratic social structures within the group; its dependence 

on the technology by which it is transmitted; its effect on the personas presented by 

teacher and students. Newbold declares his pilot project a success, putting himself 

squarely in the camp of the dominant discourse of optimism about online courses. 

His experiment exemplifies the changing paradigm in higher education. His 

students are on-campus students at Ball State University; one of them participates in the 

conference from a residence hall and the other from a computer lab. Like many other 

traditional students across the country, they are taking part of their course load online 

rather than in class. They represent the new distance learner rather than the traditional 

older, working adult. Newbold used as his technological base a computer program 

developed for use with traditional college students in on-campus computer labs, not for 

the usual distance learner. Focus groups conducted with traditional distance learners 

indicate that this type of student does not find Daedalus helpful. For instance, one prompt 
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asks students to "ruminate" about an event in their past life, then freewrite about it. The 

students in the focus group did not know the meaning of "ruminate" nor did they want to 

expose their past experiences in what they considered to be public discourse. The 

student/audience imagined by the creators of the Daedalus system is too immature for 

effective use by the traditional distance education student. In Newbold's case, the system 

was well-chosen because his students fit the user profile created by the program. 

In The Electronic Word, Richard Lanham explores the implications of the rhetoric 

of hypertext for the humanities. Like Landow, he sees the interactive nature of hypertext 

as implying a "new future for criticism" (16). Lanham is certainly no "Luddite," but he 

tempers the optimism of his view of hypertext with an awareness of the new problems 

and challenges it poses for the intellectual community. Hypertext offers distance 

education, too, a "new future," but it also presents new problems and challenges. Its 

radiant nature allows students an independence in learning heretofore impossible; it offers 

the possibility of more interaction among students than previous forms of distance 

education. At the same time, the radiant rhetoric of hypertext poses special difficulties in 

reading and in writing. 

These promises and challenges are specific to online courses carried on the World 

Wide Web. The rhetoric of hypertext is not, however, the only rhetorical aspect of online 

courses. The computer itself may be considered a rhetorical agent because it uses a 

language, albeit an artificial one based on mathematics, and because it "constructs" its 
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user just as writers "construct" readers. In this new reading, I will consider the rhetorical 

issues raised by the computer itself: the computer as rhetorical agent, the audience 

constructed by the computer's rhetoric, and the epistemological assumptions on which 

this construction is based. Just as Lanham analyzes the implications of hypertext for 

intellectual property issues, I will consider the implications for distance education of 

these rhetorical aspects of the computer. 

To understand the computer as a rhetorical entity, an agent in Burke's dramatistic 

scenario, the linguistic character of computer hardware and software must be 

acknowledged. The computer is not a cipher in the communicative exchange or a tabula 

rasa waiting for the user to create meaning on it. The computer is in itself an actor/agent 

in the Burkean sense, interacting with the scene of rhetoric, the reasons for that rhetoric, 

and the ultimate rhetorical products. Ann De Yaney contends that a computer program 

must be considered "as a text that has been constructed with intent and that is read and 

· interpreted in a social context" ( 181 ). The computer constructs the user in the same way 

that the text constructs the reader. Knowledge, and thus power Foucault would say, is 

constructed in the interplay between the computer and its user. What kind of user does the 

computer construct? DeVaney defines that user as one who enjoys the illusion of power 

and control over the machine; she notes that these qualities are usually associated with 

males. She also concludes, based on her own study of video games and on other 

scholarship, that "The language and behavior of the computer culture constructs the 
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human being as a machine" (192) The rhetoric of the computer, which sets the rules for 

all interaction online, is inherently and irreversibly alien to students whose gender or 

culture does not conform easily to these machine-like qualities. The question of access to 

online courses for women, then, is more serious than either feminist critics or advocates 

of universal access apparently grasp. If De Vaney is correct in her reading of the rhetoric 

of the machine, outright gifts of powerful computers to needy students or a complete 

revision of courses to fit feminist pedagogy would not solve the problem. The only 

solution would be a complete overhaul of the technological basis of computer rhetoric. 

Because computer languages are artificial rather than natural, presumably they could be 

rewritten using different technology in the ultimate version of the "next great upgrade." 

Even in such an unlikely eventuality, the language would still lack the social and cultural 

contexts that characterize natural languages, contexts fundamental to creating knowledge 

for women students. The radiant nature of hypertext should fit the feminine way of 

learning more closely than other types of electronic communication if Carolyn Gilligan 

and Mary Belenky are correct in their assertions that women learn better in a less 

hierarchical environment than men. 

The nature of online rhetoric is embedded in the technology of computers, but that 

technology itself is based on epistemological assumptions that are themselves antithetical 

to the feminist pedagogy Bonnell advocates. Streibel suggests that this other fundamental 

source of computer rhetoric is the behaviorist movement in education (140-41). Based on 
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early work by Bloom and Gagne, this theory constructs students as machines to be trained 

by well-designed stimuli to perform the desired tasks. Unlike feminist theorists, 

behaviorists do not see the student's life experiences or personal perceptions as sources of 

meaning .. The purpose of instruction is to change behavior by activities that progressively 

modify the student's behavior until it conforms to the objective set by the instructor. 

Michael Streibel shows that these assumptions about students underlie online drill and 

practice exercises as well as the purportedly interactive tutorials so often used in online 

courses. In online courses, the machine becomes the dominant giver or withholder of 

approval; the student may manipulate the program, but the machine is ultimately in 

control. The psychological theories of behaviorism unite perfectly with the rhetoric of 

computer programs to produce instruction designed to change the behavior of "databased, 

rule-following, symbol-manipulating,, information processors" (De Vaney 186). 

This union of epistemology with technology is well within the historical and 

cultural context of distance education. Behaviorist theory, as we have seen, has been a 

standard component of distance courses since the 1960' s. The development of the 

concept of the course team during the sixties and seventies promoted the use of 

behaviorism as a theory because of the obligatory presence of an instructional designer on 

each team. The discipline of instructional design, still a major component in distance 

education course development, is based on the theories of the behaviorists, especially 

Gagne. These theories have underscored correspondence courses and telecourses in the 



past; it is not surprising that their theories should play a prominent role in the 

development of online courses. The rhetoric of computer programs is more 

accommodating of this theory than the natural language based rhetoric of either the 

correspondence course or the telecourse. If, however, as feminist theorists contend, 

women actually learn better when they are able to relate new material to their own 

experiences and perceptions, the behaviorist slant of computer rhetoric may be a subtle 

bar to their access to learning if not to the course. At the least, the rhetoric of the 

computer program may force women students to learn in a mode that does not come 

naturally to them. 
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That the computer as rhetorical agent does not construct a largely feminine 

audience presents a special challenge to distance educators because women have been the 

audience for distance education since the nineteenth century. Distance education has 

traditionally served students somewhat older than the typical college student, the full

time worker with family responsibilities, the geographically or socially isolated, and 

groups such as soldiers coming home from war needing civilian education. More than 

traditional universities, distance education has also provided educational access to 

women, young and mature, with and without children. That online courses continue this 

appeal to the traditional base of women students is evident in the article in Working 

Mother cited above as well as in many of the examples used in other articles in the 

popular press. Women constitute a majority of online students, with various estimates 



clustering around two thirds (Kent 36; Mills qtd. in Blumenstyk "A Feminist Scholar" 

A36). 
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In spite of their popularity among women, online courses seem to present some 

special problems to this group that other forms of distance education do not. First is the 

question of access to the necessary technology. Aside from the larger question of equity 

of access to computers that faces the country at large because of the expense of the 

technology, women's socialization may add to their difficulties in simply getting to use 

the machine. Anecdotal evidence from online faculty suggests gender differences in the 

way men and women view the family computer. If Dad needs the computer to do his 

course work, Mom and the children clear the machine. The assumption is that the 

computer belongs to Dad, who is allowing others in the family to use it temporarily. On 

the other hand, when Mom needs the computer for the same purpose, she hesitates to ask 

the children to leave their video games or their own homework. In tum, they are less 

likely to view the computer as Mom's than as the family's. Rosalie Wells reports on a 

study by the British Open University that supports this conclusion. The study shows that 

more than fifty per-cent of women students reported frequent use of the computer by their 

husbands while only one twelfth of the male students reported the reverse. More women 

than men reported frequent use of their computer by their children. Wells concludes that 

"These findings suggest that the husband's machine is his, while the wife's machine is 



often the family's" (25). In subtle ways, then, the technology of the computer is less 

accessible to women than is the technology of mail or of television. 
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As the discussion above of Cheyenne Bonnell's feminist criticism of distance 

education suggests, the rhetoric characteristic of many online courses is vulnerable to 

criticism from advocates of feminist pedagogy. This pedagogy favors a collegial, 

communal approach to learning, with the student discovering key ideas through 

interaction with the material and with other students. Theorists such as Carolyn Gilligan 

and Mary Belenky believe that these learning strategies are most comfortable for women, 

but also useful for men. Bonnell criticizes online courses for setting up competitive rather 

than cooperative discussions and for posing questions for online discussion that seem to 

call for a right or wrong answer. She suggests, for instance, asking for an alternate ending 

to Jane Eyre rather than asking whether the ending is good or bad (Blumenstyk "Feminist 

Scholar" A36). Bonnell does not offer quantitative evidence to support her charge that 

online and other distance education courses are overwhelmingly based on masculine 

pedagogy, or that they are more masculine in pedagogical style than traditional. classroom 

presentations. In fact, studies by Linda Harasim, Arthur Kaye, Rosalie Wells, Allen Tagg, 

and Leslie Roberts suggest that collaborative and constructivist learning environments 

can be created in computer-mediated classes. 

A comprehensive survey of online courses categorized by instructional style is not 

available, at least partly because of the ephemeral nature on online courses themselves. A 
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study of the rhetorical styles of representative courses from a major producer and 

distributor of distance courses yields mixed results. Dallas TeleLearning, producer and 

distributor of telecourses since the early 1970' s, now also produces and leases online and 

mixed media courses for use world wide. As part of the Dallas County Community 

College District, Dallas TeleLearning offers courses through the Western Governors 

University partnership and provides instruction for Navy personnel on ships and 

submarines. Courses are produced using the industrialized method common to distance 

education and which Dallas TeleLearning helped to develop in the 1970's. 

A survey of the instructional strategies of some recent and well-used courses does 

not confirm Bonnell' s assertion that distance courses, especially online courses, are less 

female friendly than the traditional classes they replace, at least not in the ways that she 

points out. The degree of collegiality and openness is discussion questions for chat 

sessions, for instance, varies tremendously and seems to be more related to the nature of 

- the discipline than to other variables. For instance, Nutrition Pathways, a multi-media 

nutrition course primarily for nursing students, is a model of the masculine style in its 

online component. The production team for the course, all women and all avowed 

feminists, made sure that the video component of the course shows women in 

authoritative positions and that women's nutritional needs are covered in the course 

content. The video, though, uses the top down presentation of facts as its primary style, 

and the online component uses drill in these same facts as its method. Students can share 
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their work, but only to the extent that they can help each other find the "right" answers. In 

this discipline, for students who will soon face a rigorous state licensing exam, there is no 

room for alternative solutions to problems. One might speculate that Nutrition Pathways 

is part of the larger medical world, which is certainly dominated by the masculine style of 

teaching and learning. 

At the other end of the spectrum is Literary Visions, an introductory literature 

course. The videos were produced in 1983 by the University of Maryland, and the online 

component added in 1997 by Dallas TeleLeaming. Students view the videos, read 

assigned works, then submit their analytical essays to the instructor. They also are asked 

to participate in asynchronous chats several times during the semester. The questions 

posed for these chats meet the criteria Bonnell suggests for such activities. Students are 

asked to put themselves into situation described in the literature they are reading, to 

explain motivation for characters, to suggest alternate plot lines, and generally to write 

expressively about their reactions to the works. They are not asked to summarize the plot 

or to recall specific details of the works unless the details are germane to the question 

they are to consider; they are not asked to find or to explicate specific literary terms, 

although the videos emphasize this skill. The questions are predicated on the assumption 

that the goal of the course is to help students learn the basics of literary interpretation by 

helping them to connect emotionally to the literature and to each other. An examination 

of the tapes of the chats for a recent semester in one of the Dallas community colleges 
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shows that women did participate at a higher level than the men both in terms of the 

number of responses and their length. This course, then, might be called mixed media in 

more than one sense, an essentially masculine style video element with a superimposed 

feminist computer element. As in the case of Nutrition Pathways, the discipline here 

makes a difference: literature courses traditionally draw on students' life experiences to 

make older or difficult works come alive for them. Also, literary criticism, a rhetorical 

study in itself, is based on the relativistic view of the nature of truth that Aristotle says 

distinguishes rhetoric from dialectic. 

Accounting, on the other hand, is founded on the assumption of an absolute truth, 

which means for students that there will be absolute right and wrong answers to the 

problems. A newly produced introductory accounting course from Dallas TeleLearning 

illustrates this point. A multi-media course with only two videos and extensive computer 

components, the accounting course is at the far masculine end of the scale. In 

. sophisticated computer exercises, students manipulate the information they are given in 

their problems until they find the right solution. The exercises are a form of drill, but they 

require high levels of interactivity with the material. At least that is the claim of the 

course designers. Michael Streibel, a theorist of learning and technical theories, would 

disagree. For him, this kind of drill is completely controlled by the machine: the program 

measures performance based on an input-output model . The user is assumed to be simply 

a manipulator of the stimuli given in the program, without any real engagement with it. 
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The computer program controls the way the material can be manipulated, so Streibel 

concludes that there is no real interactivity (137-61). Opportunities are provided for 

students to get together for asynchronous chats, but the questions posed revolve around 

the material itself and finding the right answers; they are not the sort of open-ended 

questions Bonnell would find acceptable. At this writing, the course is still in 

development, so no data is available on rates or forms of participation by gender. 

According to content specialist Frank Korman, the design team did not consider the 

issues raised by feminist theorists in creating the course; they were more concerned with 

making the course equal to a traditional classroom version using the technology to its 

fullest advantage. 

Based on this brief survey of online materials, one might conclude that Bonnell' s 

assumption is correct: the technology is rhetorically neutral in terms of gender and can be 

used to teach in the dominant masculine style or in the feminist style. Clearly, the course 

- creator can write questions that foster collegiality and discovery for even the most 

absolutist of disciplines. To this extent, online courses can be made more intellectually 

accessible to women students, continuing the hundred year old tradition of distance 

education. A more fundamental rhetorical problem, however, for online courses, lies in 

the fundamental rhetorical nature of the machine, a nature much less amenable to change 

than the questions for chat room discussions. This problem is exacerbated for women 

students by what seems to be a masculine cognitive bias in the rhetoric by which 
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computers and users communicate. The question then, is what about the student who does 

not think the way the technology of the computer mandates? Because that student is often 

female, the inherent rhetorical nature of the computer becomes an issue of access for 

women students. 

Women are not the only part of the student/audience who present special 

challenges to distance education producers. The traditional student population of distance 

education is effectively denied access to online courses because of the cost of owning a 

computer and because of what Wells calls "quality of access" problems (20-25). Only 

about 45% of homes in the United States have PC's and even fewer have access to the 

Internet, compared to 100% that have mail service and 97% that have television sets 

(Goldstein D12 ). Of the students who have a computer and Internet access, some of these 

will be technically incompatible with those of the institution. Many institutions provide 

computers for students at learning centers, but even this expensive solution can pose 

problems. Wells recounts the story of a student in Alaska, long a prime site of distance 

education, who "had to cross the bay in the skiff in rain, snow, or 6-foot seas," a heroic 

act which did not seem to him" to be "consistent with outreach classes" (20). Even 

without the six foot seas, the quality of access to the necessary hardware limits access to 

online courses for some potential students. The prospect is even more dismal in 

developing countries lacking the technological capabilities of offering online courses 

even to the few students who would be able to take them. Ironically, the same technology 
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that makes distance learning attractive to a new group of potential students also makes it 

inaccessible for many of the traditional constituency of distance education. If this 

problem is not solved, the online student/audience will radically change. The dominant 

discourse of optimism regarding online courses tends to mask the problem of 

accessibility both institutional and individual. For example, Web-Based Instruction a 

recent anthology of articles about developing Web-based courses never considers the 

issue. All the contributors assume that students and institutions alike will have access to 

the best available hardware, not to mention room on their hard drives for the next great 

upgrade. 

A final rhetorical challenge presented by the computer lies in the changing role of 

the teacher as rhetor, In the traditional model, the rhetorical situation is quite simple: the 

teacher is the rhetor. The students constitute the audience, and the rhetorical exigence is 

the need for instruction. The division of labor characteristic of industrialized production 

• has, in the first two generations of distance education, split the rhetorical function of the 

teacher into several parts: writer, editor, tutor. In addition, the student/audience became 

the mass "audience imagined." The technology of correspondence and video are perfectly 

suited for the industrialized model of production; indeed, it would be almost impossible 

to produce the instructional . materials needed for these formats any other way. This type 

of production also works for online courses, as the number of such courses for sale or 

lease attests. 
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The technology alone, however, does not dictate an industrialized style of 

production. A professor, working alone with native Web functions, commercially 

available groupware such as Lotus Notes, or with enabling software, can produce a Web 

course. The problem according, to Moore, is that the course thus produced is not likely to 

be the high quality product that a team would produce. He contends that "The single main 

reason for poor quality in distance education is the transfer of the traditional 'craft' 

approach of higher education to the media-based world of distance education" (Moore 

"Quality" 6). The cliche that to design an online course, the professor must simply put the 

lecture notes on the Web and click on "Send" is simply not true, according to Moore. The 

technology makes the craft method possible, but not necessarily desirable. Instructional 

designers Larry Gilbert and David R. Moore explain the limitations of the craft method of 

developing Web courses in technical terms. They point out, for instance, that using native 

Web capabilities, the interaction between teacher and student is limited; Web browsers 

. can handle the top-down exchange of information from teacher to student, but not more 

sophisticated forms of interaction. In addition, programming conventional instructional 

interactions such as tests is somewhat clumsy (30). Using commercial groupware 

enhances the amount and quality of interaction, but the authors note that "these advanced 

features of groupware are generally not available for teacher or learner control of 

instruction within the native groupware user interface. Rather, they require extensive use 

of advanced scripting and programming features native to the groupware server" (32). If 
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interactivity is a desirable feature of the proposed course, then it must be developed using 

the industrialized method of pre-planning and perhaps division of labor if the professor 

needs technical assistance for the necessary programming. According to Gilbert and 

Moore, even the course design programs have limitations that keep them from being ideal 

for the crafter/professor wishing to reproduce as closely as possible classroom interaction. 

Such interaction is limited on most of the course design programs to such functions as 

responding to objective test items; interaction that exceeds these limited abilities must be 

written into the program (33). Gilbert and Moore, instructional designers themselves, 

predictably argue for the necessity of extensive pre-planning and possibly the need for at 

least some division of labor to achieve even the crafter model of distance education. 

Gilbert and Moore do not consider enabling technology that allows professors to build 

courses, including interactive communications, with little knowledge of HTML 

programming. This type of software, such as WebCT or Blackboard, builds in the 

industrialized method of production; everything is done except the final step of filling the 

boxes with content. If Michael Moore's assessment of the necessity of the team approach 

to distance courses is correct, presumably even the addition of a programmer or a ready

made program to the professor/crafter would improve the quality of the course. 

Stephen Doheny-Farina, in The Wired Neighborhood, takes the opposite view. 

For him, the gold standard of education is the traditional classroom experience. He 

acknowledges the economic necessity of distance education, citing increased numbers of 
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college students and increased costs of building classrooms. He predicts the paradigm 

shift from the medieval model to the distance education model, at least for the masses. 

Ironically, he believes that "Distance education will become the norm, the least expensive 

way to deliver the educational product, while face-to-face teaching will be only for the 

well-to-do" (108). Education will become like other commodities and services with a 

standardized version for the masses and an individually crafted one for the elite class. The 

masses wear clothes manufactured on a large scale by industrialized means of production 

while the well-to-do wear handmade couturier clothes made by the crafter method. For 

Doheny-Farina, the closer the development and implementation processes approximate 

those of the traditional face-to-face classroom the better. He prefers synchronous 

computer conferencing to asynchronous because it is more spontaneous and learner

centered (112). He especially objects to courses with pre-packaged asynchronous 

elements because he sees these courses as tainted with the commercialism that has 

hounded distance education materials for a century. As in any capitalistic enterprise, 

fierce competition in the marketplace will drive out most of the providers of these 

courses, leaving only a few producers with a monopoly on the market (114-16). 

Although online courses require some degree of industrialization of production 

and distribution, computer technology extends the industrialized mode into a post

industrial one. The post-industrial mode of production brings with it a redefinition of the 

faculty role in higher education. In the traditional model, the faculty have a great deal of 
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power over the content and form of instruction. Using the crafter model, the individual 

professor creates, delivers, and evaluates instruction in a more or less idiosyncratic way. 

In the industrialized model of the first and second generations of distance education, the 

faculty role is divided, with different people performing each function at different times 

and in different places. Computer technology offers the possibility of combining the two 

models. An individual professor can produce a course using a mass manufactured 

template. The course will have a "cookie cutter look," but the ease of use of the template 

compensates for the lack of originality in the finished product (McCollum "New 

Industry" A33). If the professor wishes to use more complex forms of interaction in the 

course, a technical assistant might well be called on for help. Faculty who wish to remain 

isolated crafters of instruction rather than becoming members of a course team can now 

do so. The courses produced can be as individualized as the creator wishes. Other faculty 

may prefer producing courses for others to use as part of a course team at their institution 

or as a commercial venture, much as faculty have traditionally written textbooks. Still 

others may remain consumers of the pre-packaged products of others. 

Doheny-Farina views this changing role of faculty with alarm, claiming that with 

increased competition among providers of pre-programmed materials, "Teachers will 

become less central to the learning process" (115). Michael Moore, on the other hand, 

sees the changing role of faculty as a natural result of the basic differences between 

distance and face to face teaching. He notes that distance teaching "has its own 
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techniques that can be learned" ("Quality" 6). Although couched in educational terms, 

these views are essentially two different responses to the changes in the rhetorical 

situation brought about by distance education. Doheny-Farina and Moore are especially 

concerned with the change in the role of the teacher/rhetor, but the other elements change 

also: the nature of the student/audience changes and the pattern of communication 

between that student/audience and the teacher/rhetor becomes more complex. Finally, the 

exigence, or need, for rhetoric also expands to include new forces. The attraction of the 

computer itself for faculty becomes part of the exigence in distance education. What is 

lacking still is the exigence of reward for faculty who teach this way. The traditional 

rhetorical situation brings rewards for faculty who teach visible, on-campus classes and 

who produce research related to that teaching. Burke's dramatistic ratios suggest a way of 

visualizing this scenario. The scene of rhetoric is changing, the rhetorical product is 

changing, and thus the agents, both within the faculty and in the administration, must also 

. change. 

The need for training new and retraining experienced faculty is just one result of 

the post-industrial nature of online courses. In Foucault's schema of discourse formation, 

this new training represents the need for new rituals by which approved speakers are 

validated. If, as Doheny-Farina predicts, distance education becomes more common, 

institutions will be forced to develop new patterns of determining work load and 

compensation for faculty teaching in the new mode. New criteria for making tenure and 
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promotion decisions must emerge when the number of faculty teaching distance courses 

reaches a critical mass. Faculty will have to be rewarded for making knowledge within 

the distance education paradigm. The dominant rhetoric of optimism surrounding online 

courses is already attracting many professors to become involved in this form of distance 

education. All these changes will not be easy. All involve bringing distance education 

into the mainstream of higher education, a place of honor it has never achieved. If 

mainstream faculty are to be trained, compensated, and promoted for their work in 

distance education, if it is to gain the professional respectability so long denied it, 

distance education must become part of academic departments, and it must be discussed 

at conferences and in journals. Distance education must come in out of the cold. 

Power and the ability to create discourse which makes knowledge must be put 

into the hands of distance education faculty if they are to become accepted speakers in 

higher education. This change in status is not presently occurring, according to a study by 

. Linda L. Wolcott. Her article is a case study on how not to become an accepted speaker at 

a given site of discourse. She examined the faculty reward system at four major research 

universities, three of them land grant universities with a philosophical commitment to 

outreach programs. She concludes that there is no relationship between work in distance 

education, in whatever capacity, and promotion and tenure at these universities. She finds 

distance education to be marginalized, much as it has been since the founding of the 

extension divisions. It is often consigned to the least important of the tripartite 
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requirements for tenure and promotion, service. Wolcott notes that "extension and public 

service activities are lower in priority and less rewarded than activities that can be clearly 

identified as research or mainstream teaching. Thus aligned with extension and service, 

teaching at a distance carries little prestige ... and ranks low among the activities that 

constitute the work of the faculty at a research university" (7). Distance education, like 

extension classes and public service activities often take place literally away from the 

university, the approved site of discourse. Teaching in distance programs is "neither 

highly valued nor well-rewarded as scholarly activity" (3). The knowledge made by 

distance faculty is thus on the hidden axis. Junior faculty working to attain tenure cannot 

afford to spend their time on an activity for which there is no reward. Senior faculty often 

find other, more lucrative activities, such as consulting, more attractive, and even they 

may be penalized in compensation for distance courses. Instructional materials produced 

for distance courses are not generally considered works of scholarship because they are 

not peer-reviewed (9). They are not produced by an approved speaker at an approved site 

and thus cannot be considered knowledge. 

Foucault often links power and knowledge because he believes they are 

inseparable. Wolcott's account of the present state of distance education in the traditional 

university supports this view with a negative example. Distance educators are powerless 

because the discourse they produce does not qualify as knowledge within the academy. 

The obverse is true too: the discourse they produce does not become knowledge because 
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they are powerless to define the parameters of knowledge. Wolcott's research suggests 

changes that must be made if distance education is to take its place in existing academic 

departments: institutions must seek to make distance education part of the central mission 

of the university; they must re-evaluate the current faculty reward system; and they must 

provide training in distance teaching for junior faculty (16). Doheny-Farina cynically sees 

this sea change in higher education as a possible, if not desirable, result of the spread of 

distance education. He suggests that distance education can support rather than supplant 

the current system: "Net-based education will free up time for researchers to chase 

dollars, to build reputations for the institutions, and to embellish the star system further 

while the pedagogy is centralized and homogenized and teachers become facilitators" 

(116). 

Albeit from opposite perspectives, Wolcott and Doheny-Farina are envisioning a 

future melding of the twin paradigms of higher education with the new paradigm largely 

defined by the features of distance education. Given its century-long history as part of 

higher education in the United States and around the world, the question must be asked, 

"Why now?" Why are the sites, speakers, and rituals of distance education beginning to 

make significant changes in the landscape of higher education? Certainly part of the 

answer lies in the technology of the computer. Its ability to transfer communication 

instantly, to access vast amounts of information readily, its interactive capabilities, its 

very portability makes the computer into what Kiesler calls a "transformative" rather than 
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an "amplificatory" technology. Furthermore, its ubiquitous presence among faculty, 

traditional students, and the "new" distance students makes online courses relatively 

cheap to produce, easy to offer, and attractive to the kinds of students traditional faculty 

are most comfortable teaching. A report on computer ownership issued in July, 1998 by 

the Department of Commerce links computer ownership to income level (Hernandez 

C28). Students who come from affluent families or from those who are willing to buy a 

low-end computer rather than gold-encrusted tires are the students attracted to online 

courses. The machine itself, however, is not the only aspect of the computer that makes it 

the breakthrough technology for distance education, but also the rhetoric that surrounds it, 

the rhetoric of its use, and the rhetoric inherent in the technology itself. 

The rhetoric of optimism that surrounds the computer in general and especially its 

use in education is well-documented. Barton calls it the dominant discourse of 

technology, a discourse that she says drowns out even the anti dominant discourse. Gail 

Hawisher and Cynthia Selfe call the optimism of writing teachers about the possibilities 

of computer assisted instruction as the "rhetoric of enthusiasm" (55-65). Widely read 

newspapers and magazines feature online courses in articles that hardly bother to hide the 

bias in favor of such courses. Even critics of online courses either subvert their own 

criticism or grudgingly admit that such education is inevitable. The rhetoric of optimism 

in both popular and professional literature makes faculty more amenable to using it for 

distance education than they might be to using other technologies. The optimism of the 
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rhetoric and familiarity of use in other contexts also attract traditional students and "new 

"distance learners to online courses. 

The range of rhetorical resources available online is also a factor in the growing 

popularity of online courses. Computer technology can support much more than what 

Doheny-Farina calls "information transfer." A variety of interactive activities, 

synchronous and asynchronous, can be used to simulate traditional classroom interaction 

or to create new electronic communities. Within technical limits, which will no doubt 

disappear in the next great upgrade, courses can be more or less personalized by the 

teacher for a specific student audience. The technology can support increasingly 

sophisticated multi-media presentations to meet the needs of students or of the academic 

discipline of the course. Finally, the language of the computer suits both the male

dominated context of the traditional university and the behaviorist orientation of distance 

education. Because of its own rhetoric as well as the rhetoric about the technology, the 

computer seems to be the technology that will bridge the gap between the two paradigms, 

allowing the shift from old to new to take place seamlessly, creating an "event" in the 

Foucaultian sense. 

The "event" made visible by the advent of online courses into the realm of 

distance education is the increasingly apparent change in paradigm within higher 

education from the medieval model to the distance education model. This change 

evidences itself in several ways: the influence of the fundamental characteristics of 
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distance education such as learner autonomy in traditional classes within traditional 

universities; the use of educational technology, especially the computer, for distance 

learning as well as campus-based computer-aided learning; the number of community 

colleges and universities offering distance courses and programs; the high profiles of 

major distance education providers; the use of distance education techniques by highly 

regarded universities; the increasing number of faculty producing and using their own 

online courses. At the same time, the rituals associated with the medieval model are 

losing their hegemony. The lecture is often accompanied by media presentations; 

seminars may take place online even if all the students are on the same campus; the 

tutorial may be an e-mail exchange between student and teacher rather than a face to face 

meeting. The paradigm shift has not been totally accomplished at this time, although 

there are measurable signs of its immanence. The documents reviewed here suggest the 

scope and nature of the "event." 

Foucault's histories demonstrate that events occur as the result of changes in 

various archaeological layers within society. The prison system did not change radically 

simply as a result of the redesign of the prison itself, but also as a result of changes in 

society's view of punishment and guilt. The event of changing the ancient practices of 

higher education into a different set is not taking place solely as a result of changing 

educational theory, but also as a result of the broadening of society's definition of higher 

education. 
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At the end of the twentieth century, the archaeological layers that affect higher 

education in America are undergoing changes in individual social institutions that point 

to the main event, a change in the whole paradigm. In the social layer, we have noted the 

changing demographic character of college students, away from the traditional eighteen 

to twenty-two year olds toward somewhat older students in need of further education or a 

career change. The well-publicized fragmentation of the lives of many of these new 

students also makes the distance education model more appealing and practical than the 

traditional residential experience. The final trend in the social layer is the optimism 

regarding computer technology and its use in education that grips the country. The 

economic layer combines the rising cost of higher education to students and institutions 

with the simultaneously increasing need for post-secondary education. The need to 

reduce costs forces institutions to shift to the industrialized form of production and 

distribution of education, including an increasing use of adjunct faculty and partnering 

.relationships with business. Finally, the educational layer contains changes that move it 

toward the distance education model and away from the medieval model. The trend of 

recent years toward a pedagogy that is more learner-centered than teacher-centered and 

that encourages autonomy on the part of the student brings distance education pedagogy 

to traditional sites ofleaming. The increase in the use of technology, especially 

computers, in traditional classes also brings elements of distance education to the 

traditional campus. The availability and popularity of the technology also make the move 
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to a distance mode of teaching easier for faculty. The change from the synchronous 

discussion in the computer classroom to the asynchronous chat with participants at distant 

locations is not a difficult one for many faculty. The rise in the number of adjunct faculty 

to teach basic courses, especially in community colleges, also makes traditional higher 

education ready for the shift from the crafter model of teaching to the industrialized 

method used by distance education. Finally, the popularity of partnering relationships 

with business to provide training for workers suits the distance education model well. 

Distance education methods are already widely used in the workplace for corporate 

training. Colleges and universities are simply adapting these methods to their own 

courses. These changes, reflected as they are in the discourse of each of the layers, tell the 

tale of the current shift in the "civilization" of higher education just as archaeological 

artifacts in the layers of a dig tell the tale of cultural change. 

The documents discussed in this chapter reflect the responses of a variety of 

. writers to these shifting archaeological layers. In The Archaeology of Knowledge, 

Foucault calls documents "monuments" as they are in this case. Although many of the 

documents are from the people rather than the king, the documents about online courses 

and the documents of the courses themselves tell the story of the changing social, 

economic, and educational layers of higher education. For Foucault, history consists of 

both "discontinuities" and "stable structures" (Lemert and Gillan 100). Online courses 

appear to be discontinuities because they literally discontinue centuries-old educational 
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rituals. They are, however, in reality stable structures because they are technologically 

able to combine the characteristics of distance education, a discontinuity within higher 

education, with the medieval model. Courses can be bought or individually crafted; they 

can be offered to residential students or far flung ones; students can take control of their 

own learning or the teacher can secretly monitor them electronically. As in the medieval 

period when students followed a favorite teacher from place to place or moved to a 

different place to study with a famed master, online students can choose among many 

providers of instruction. This agility in moving between the two paradigms makes online 

courses a useful bridge between the two worlds. 

The rhetoric of optimism in the documents discussed in this chapter reverses the 

discursive practices of previous generations about distance education. What was said 

about earlier forms of distance education was often unfavorable, as in the critiques of 

correspondence education by Veblen, Flexner, and Noffsinger. Even the rhetoric of 

. advocates like Wedemeyer often has a defensive tone totally lacking in the rhetoric 

surrounding online courses. The optimism about computer technology in general and 

about computer assisted education in particular is so strong that all of distance education 

basks in its reflected glory. What was not previously said about earlier technologies is 

that the potential of the technology is limitless; whatever is a problem today will be 

solved in the next great upgrade. The reversal in discourse about distance education 

reflects the reversal in thought and prompts a reversal in practice. Institutions that 
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courses and programs, at least partly because of the reversal of discourse about it. In 
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F oucaultian terms, this dominant discourse of optimism moves distance education from 

the hidden to the visible. 



Chapter 6 

Retrospective and Prospective Views of the Rhetoric of Distance Education 

The Rhetoric of Distance Education in Retrospect 

Plato was the first rhetorician to voice concern about the intertwined relationship 

of rhetoric, technology, and education. In the Phaedrus, he muses on what he considers 

the inability of written rhetoric to engage in the dialectic that leads to ultimate truth. The 

permanence of the written word leads him to call anyone who believes truth can be found 

there "utterly simple-minded" (275.69). If truth cannot be found in the new technology of 

writing, then, Plato concludes, it is not a viable instrument for education. More than a 

millennium later, in The Muse Learns to Write: Reflections on Orality and Literacy from 

Antiquity to the Present, Eric A. Havelock explore the connections among rhetoric, 

technology, and education. He was especially interested in the period before Plato, from 

700-800 B. C. when the Greek oral culture was changing to a literate one Havelock places 

. this rhetorical change within the culture and society of the period. Havelock' s historical 

study contributes a fourth dimension to the triad of rhetoric, technology, and education, 

the context from which all derive and to which all contribute. 

Other contemporary rhetoricians have also studied aspects of the triad. Marshall 

McLuhan emphasizes the power of technology to shape rhetoric in Understanding Media: 

The Extensions of Man. For McLuhan, as for Plato, the "medium is the message." Walter 
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Ong brings all the elements together in Orality to Literacy: Technologizing the Word. 

Ong traces the history of the development of Western culture brought about by the 

changing relationships among rhetoric, technology, and education. Finally, Michel 

Foucault's historical and theoretical works provide a methodology for studying this 

phenomenon within a specific social institution. Distance education is such an institution 

because its growth has been largely shaped by interplay of rhetoric, technology, and 

education and because it is becoming increasingly a significant part of the international 

educational scene. 

In this study, I have used Foucault's methods to explain what I perceive as a 

major shift in the structure of distance education. In the course of analyzing the 

interaction of rhetoric and technology to produce this unique form of higher education, I 

have found that three themes have emerged as pervasive: increased accessibility to higher 

education; increased interactivity among students and teachers; and increased acceptance 

of distance education by the academy. In this section, I will summarize the contribution 

of each technology and the rhetoric associated with it to these major changes. 

Correspondence education originated the practice of making higher education 

accessible to a larger segment of the population than traditional higher education had 

reached. The students differed from the traditional university students: they were often 

blue-collar workers, females, people older than the traditional college age. To recruit 

these non-traditional students, correspondence schools employed the rhetoric of the 
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market place, advertising in venues attractive to such students using the rhetorical 

conventions of popular media. The theme of interactivity between teacher and student 

also began with correspondence education. Using the then-new technology of the regular 

mail service, correspondence schools attempted many forms of written communication 

between teachers and students. The examples in the Bittner and Mallory monographs 

suggest that many correspondence teachers made an art of their communication with 

students. Unfortunately, their efforts to communicate did not reach their peers in the 

academy. The same rhetoric that appealed to the non-traditional students made 

correspondence study anathema to traditional members of the academy. In spite of heroic 

attempts to increase the professional status of this form of distance education, 

correspondence education remained on the perimeters of the university. 

The advent of telecourses increased the accessibility to an even wider audience 

than that of the correspondence schools. Open broadcast courses caught the attention not 

only of prospective students, but also of the general viewing public. The level of 

interactivity between students and teacher did not change significantly from that of the 

older correspondence courses, but the technology of live interactive telecourses changed 

the format of interactivity. Distance education's status within higher education was 

changed for the better by the generous offered by the Annenberg/CPB Foundation to 

institutions that wished to enter the open broadcast arena. Again, the rhetorical 

accommodations necessary to attract a general audience brought even the telecourses 
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academy. 
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Finally, online courses are the latest of the major types of distance education to 

attempt to increase access to higher education. Online courses succeed with a group of 

students new to distance education, professional seeking graduate degrees, but they fail to 

reach much of the usual distance education student population. Perhaps that failure will 

become a success as computers become more affordable and available to a wider segment 

of the population. With the computer, distance education finally finds a technology that 

facilitates not only interaction between students and teachers, but also among students. 

The charisma of the computer also brings approval from many in the academy for the 

first time in the history of distance education. The rhetoric of this technology is familiar 

to faculty and administrators, who can easily make it conform to the conventions of 

academic rhetoric. The computer is opening the long-locked door of higher education to 

distance learning. What will come after the door is open? 

Distance Education's Prospects for the Future 

Without resorting to a crystal ball or statistical tables, I will attempt to look into 

the future of distance education using a technique Foucault often uses to illuminate the 

turning points in the histories of the social institutions he analyzes. Foucault populates his 

histories with characters who are part of the social institution he is examining: the 

prisoners lashed to the seats in the prison cart; the passive inmates of the asylum; the 
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priests hearing the frank confessions of sexual activity before such confessions were 

repressed. His special gift, though, is his ability to create striking images that capture the 

extreme case of the institution under analysis. These unforgettable images are not 

intended to be typical cases or even historically significant ones, but to capture the state 

of the institution at a critical moment in the movement toward a new paradigm. Examples 

from four of the histories illustrate this technique. 

In The Birth of the Clinic, Foucault opens with documents that embody 

contrasting views of the disease process; the content and language highlight the chasm 

between the older model of medical knowledge and the clinical model (ix-x). In a more 

sensational vein, Discipline and Punish opens with the gruesome description of Dami ens 

the regicide's torture and subsequent execution in 1757 (3-6). Foucault remarks that, 

although this execution is not typical of the old style of punishment, it does "define a 

certain penal style" (7). An equally sensational episode occurs early in The History of 

Sexuality. Here Foucault offers excerpts from My Secret Life, the memoir of a Victorian 

libertine to demonstrate the effects of public repression on sexuality (21-23). In this case, 

too, he emphasizes that the document is not important in conventional terms. He says that 

the "nameless Englishman will serve better than his Queen as the central figure for a 

sexuality whose main features were already taking shape with the Christian pastoral" 

(22). Finally, the image of the Ship of Fools as a home for the outcast mad men and 

women of the fifteenth century epitomizes the isolation of these troubled people until the 
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"great disquiet on the horizon of European culture" forced changes in their treatment 

(13). By giving his theories physical forms, Foucault communicates the feelings as well 

as the more objective facts about the institutions he examines. 

Foucault's most famous creation, though, is not the image of a person or a group 

of people, but the image of a technological device that personifies the change from 

"punishment" to "discipline." The panopticon, invented by Jeremy Bentham and 

described and analyzed in Discipline and Punish, captures in its physical nature the 

psychological nuances of the change from the "punishment" of the older prisons to the 

"discipline" of the new. Foucault realizes that the machine has a more far-reaching effect 

on the prison society than simply making guarding the prisoners easier. He explains that 

the psychology behind the panopticon, the use of "surveillance" rather than outright 

force, pervades society outside as well as inside the prisons. 

In the spirit of Foucault, I offer an anecdote from a critical point in the history of 

distance education and a description of a technological invention that has far-reaching 

effects both inside and outside of distance education. Like Foucault's examples, mine are 

essentially rhetorical in nature, and their importance lies in what the rhetoric reveals. The 

incident I refer to occurred in 1984 at a meeting for English faculty from thirty-five two

year and four-year colleges in California. The purpose of the meeting was to get "buy-in" 

for a new English telecourse from the English professors at these institutions. 

Administrators had already literally "bought in," having contributed a significant sum to 
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the production of the course. The course had been awarded one of the first of the 

prestigious Annenberg/CPB grants, which assured a large budget. The producer/director 

was an Emmy A ward winner in his days in commercial television; he had been director 

of distance education production for Israel and had produced instructional materials for 

BBC to be used by the British Open University. The content specialist was a seasoned 

distance educator. The combination of money and experience resulted in a course that 

was state-of-the-art both academically and technically. 

The meeting took place in a hotel ballroom where the faculty had gathered for a 

complimentary dinner hosted by the director distance education for the consortium. The 

after-dinner speaker was the content specialist for the course; a video monitor was also 

set up to play a pre-release version of the video programs. The content specialist was 

prepared to graciously accept praise of the tape she had brought and to speak thoughtfully 

about the thesis sentence. Unfortunately, this scenario did not occur. Instead, the faculty 

who attended began the evening with negative attitudes. They had just attended a heated 

session between the faculty union and representatives of the administration. They had 

learned of proposed draconian measures to be implemented regarding distance education: 

hiring adjuncts to teach as many as eighty students in a single composition section, with 

the number of adjuncts teaching the sections to be decreased as students dropped the 

course; lowering entrance requirements for distance education courses so that students 

who could not even qualify for the state's community college system would be allowed to 



take college-level courses; participating in the production of the new English course 

without consulting the faculty. 
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The audience watched the video politely, but when the content specialist began to 

speak, some members of the audience became overtly hostile. They blamed the content 

specialist and distance education in general for the poor decisions made by their 

administrators. Trying to distance herself from these administrative decisions, the content 

specialist tried to return the discussion to the content and format of the video. Finally, 

unable to restrain his hostility, a professor of linguistics shouted epithets at the content 

specialist and threw his dinner roll at the video monitor. His behavior was emulated by a 

number of the other guests, and a food fight ensued worthy of the most immature of 

eighth-graders. After many attempts, the content specialist managed to restore order and 

to lead a discussion of the new course. The incident was a marketing disaster: the state 

university system refused to transfer the course sight unseen, rendering it useless even to 

. the community colleges. 

Although this anecdote is not as sensational as the tortures inflicted on Damiens, 

it does represent Foucault's "extreme case" that distills the spirit of the institution at a 

critical time. This anecdote encapsulates the complex forces of change operating in 

distance education at the time. At first glance, the incident appears to be the archetypal 

power struggle between faculty and administration, the sort regularly reported in The 

Chronicle of Higher Education. The deeper issues become clearer when the conflict is 
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framed as a rhetorical transaction that contains the rhetorical problems facing distance 

education in its early years and seeds of the solutions to come. First, the industrialization 

of production became literally the target of the faculty resentment when the linguistics 

professor hurled his roll at the video monitor. The change in the role of the teacher, the 

loss of power for the individual teacher that the industrialization of production entails was 

disconcerting to the faculty. The widening of the audience for instruction also made the 

professors uncomfortable. On the one hand, the administration was proposing to open the 

doors to distance education to any student who knocked, and on the other, the course 

would be broadcast on PBS stations, giving it a mass audience not usually included in 

higher education. Many of the professors objected to the format of the programs because 

it suggested commercial television programming. Finally, the moves of the 

administration to marginalize distance education by keeping all the faculty on adjunct 

status seemed to symbolize the loss of power these faculty members associated with 

distance education. This "extreme case," while certainly not typical of similar meetings in 

other places at other times, does suggest the rhetorical problems discussed in this study. 

The California incident occurred in 1984, during the heyday of broadcast 

telecourses as the trend-setting form of distance education. In contrast to that incident, 

one has only to attend professional meetings at which participants demonstrate new 

online courses; often the meeting rooms fill and overflow. The difference between these 

two scenes lies in the technology and the rhetoric it can support. The computer is 
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ubiquitous on university campuses; faculty are accustomed to using it in their traditional 

courses, and they are often fascinated with the technology. The computer is also able to 

subsume other technology, with audio and streaming video adding non-text-based 

instructional materials. Rhetorically, the computer is more flexible than any previous 

delivery system. The audience can be restricted to registered students or open to the 

world. The instructor can retain control by assigning specific exercises or allow the 

student more control by creating a hypertext environment. access to the online courses. 

Because its technology can accommodate the approved rhetoric of the academy, the 

computer is a fulfillment of many of the hopes of the pioneers of distance education and 

the promise of new possibilities for current practitioners. 
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